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PQETLAND DAILY P l SS.
E„*t,l„l,ed June 23, 183*. r, l.
THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS U published
everyday, (Sundav excepted,) at No. I Printers’
Exchange. Commercial Street, Portlaud, by N. A«

Poster, Proprietor.
Terms: -Eight Dollar?
THE

a

NEW

morning at

$2.00 a

Advertisemem? inserted In the “MAINE STATE
Pres8**( which has a large circulation in every parol the State) for >1.00 i.er square for first Insertion*
aiid ',0 cent? per square tor each subsequent insertion.

ENTKRTAIJaiUfm.

Deering

Theatre,

Hall.

Monday

honor of appearing

THE

ASSETS OF
on

others..... fS0

United States Fivb-TwonUes,uiarketvaIue
«*
United States Seven-Thirtios
U nited States Teu-Fortii-s
Wiaconain & Virginia War Bond.
Leans on Bond and Mortgage, being drat
lien on unincumbered lteal
Estate,
w rtli double the amount loaned tliereon
Debts otherwise secured, being loans on
Call, secured by Stocks and Bonds held

IiECTI'RE BT

STOCKBRIDGE,
tilth,
Subject—“A Week
Dpi*,

In the CENTRAL CHURCH.
in Athens.” Music picvious to tho Lecture.
Evening Tickets, 25cents, to be had at Packard’s,
Short & J,oring’H, Carter A' Dress, r’s and at the door.
Doors open at
Lecture at 7J o’clock.
decl0d3t

Society!

A CONCERT
Voting I.n.lieK,

Collaterals.

LIABILITIES:
not due to Banks or

or

F. Society of
R.
lil be given

dcciojfr

166 Fore Street,
W nV*m * “»»

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION
—OF THE-

HALL, Merchants Insurance Comp'y,

MECHANICS’
By

the

Dir. II urn bn in,

Dir. Morgan,
EIHhoii,
MB. MARSTON, ITANIST.
5^'Flowers and Christmas Emblems, for sale in
Dlrs.

the Hall.

REFRESHMENTS IN THE ANTEROOM I
BY

MUSIC

the

TREAS-

URY.
—

Case

of Sanford

Con-

Washington, Dec. 8.
The biU introduced by Mr. Kelley, of Pennto
the
creation of a departsylvania, looking
ment of Internal Revenue, aims to take the
control of the revenue from the Treasury, but
there are doubts whether it can become a law.
.The bill is at present in the hands of the Committee on Ways and Means, and even if reported |upon favorably by that body, and passed
by Congress, it would be certain to receive the
In that event the Senate
Executive veto.
would sustain the veto and the bill would fail.
The impression, however, is that the bill will
be smothered in the Committee.
There is much discussion out of Congress
upon the bill lookiug to an abrogation of State
Governments at the South, and the opp nents
of the measure are confident they can deteat it
in the Senate, where a two-thirds vote could
not be Becured over the veto.
The bill authorizing a public sale by the
Treasury, of two millions in gold every Monday morning, in the city of New York, will be
adopted by the committee to which it was referred, at an early day. The report that it is
considered, is equivalent to the passage of the
measure, though it may undergo amendment
iu one or both Houses. The sales are to have
prominent notice in one newspaper in each of
.the twelve principal cities and the proceeds
therefrom are to be invested in the interest
l>earing bonds ot the United States.
The whole subject of finance wlil soon be
taken up by the Ways and Means Committee,
as also the question of the repeal of the tax on
cotton, which measure has been so powerfnlly
urged that there is reason to believe that Congress may be induced to order the tax repealed.
There seems to he a decided opposition on
the part of Congress to the adoption of any
measure looking to undue haste in the payment of the public debt, or the resumption of
specie payments.

The test oath decision will be officially anOr Hartford, Cora.,
nounced on Monday.
The
amount of fractional currency received
Made to the Secretary of the State of Maine, on the
at the Treasury Department to-day was $389,let day of November, 1.66.
197; amount issued to this date is $299,886,931,
I from which there is to be deducted 2,073,932,
CAPITAL.
returned and cancelled, leaving a total to date
The amount of the Capital Stock of tho Company
of $297,812,999; the amount of fractional cur.S200,000 00
rency redeemed during the week is $394,400.—
ASSETS.
The disbursements for the week on account of
*Cash on hand,
$406 53
the different Departments were as follows:
In Bank,
; 307 26
War Depatment, $3,660,574; Navy Department,
In hand, of Agents and In course of
transmission,
18,533 37 $517,376; Interior Department, $56,360; total,
Government Securities,
00
$4,224,319. Amount of fractional currency
109,300
State and City Bonds.
27,100 00
shipped during tbe week, $460,.'102, of which
New York Bank Sto k.
17,660 00
$200,000 was sent to the Assistant Treasurer in
Hartford
« 300 00
«
Philadelphia and New York, and the remainBoston
00
23,000
der to National Banks.
Other
8,125 00
The Internal Revenue receipts to-day were
Loans, secured by mortgages,
70.700 00

following artist*:

23T" Daneiutf after

in

Offing,

-AT-

DISBURSEMENTS OF TOE

over.

one

Concert!

CHANDLER.

...

Floor Managers :
Col A W Bradbury,
Mr W W Thomas, Jr,
Mr Wm R Wood,

Boyd,

Mr J Hall
Mr J Frank Dyer,
Mr Ellas Thomas.

Henry P Wood.
atGJ. Concert at 7}.
TICK FT* FIFTY CKIYTS,
sale at Short & Loring’s, Andrew Goyeris, and

...

Doors open

For
Paine’s.

by

GRAN i>

W.

*A

LITTLE & CO;

—ON—

Tuesday,

the Fourth Anniversary of the

No. 12

to the

BAND!

MANAGERS:
Col. Thos. A. Roberts,
Col. C. P. Mattocks,
Col. Clns. B. Merrill,
Col. Wm. Hobson,
B.
Edwin
Mai,
Houghton,Major W. H. Green,
Surgeon H. L. K. Wiggin, Surgeon N. A. Hersom,
Ast. Surg. N. B. Coleman, Ast. Snrg. Jas. G. Sturgis,
Aeftt. C. W. Roberts,
Adjt. P. S. Boothby,
Ad.it. Geo. A. Parker,
Quarterm’r .losiahRcmick,

Capt. J.

A.

Ermine,
Beal,
Peniannaa,

Antracan Babes,
Fax Skin Bakes,

Lap Robes,
Baflalaea, Uned,
Black,BaBalaes, unlined,

HARRIS <£ WATERHOUSE.
J^-Mr. J. W. WATERHOULE occupiee an offioe
our

store.

declOdlw

PURSUANT

Officers and Soldiers who served (luring the recent
rebellion are invited to attend In uniform and with
the distinctive badges of their Divisions or Corps.

Dancing at O O’clock.
Tickets admitting Gentleman and Lady, $1.00; for
sale at Paine’s Music Store. Geyers, 13 Free street,
and by the Commiltee of Arrangements.
CAPT. J. A. TERRY,
COL. T. A. ROBERTS,

JAIL i

REWARD !

JTOHIV M. DAGNALL,
No. 9 Clinton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Dec 10—d&wlw

Address

of the

NtMIUi DFYILIiB. 27 years of age, 5 feet
8 inches high, dark complexion, black curly hair,
chin whiskers. Had a brown broadcloth coat, grey
pants and vest and round top hat.
FREDFRIfK RICHARDH, about 5 feet
9 inches high, of medium build, slightly
shoulders, lial on gray suck coat, black vest and
pants and brown neck-tic. He wore a silk beaver list.

Retraction.
heretofore stated in conversation
that I heard that Mrs. Mary Hamel had stolen
a dress or dresses in New York; but I now state that
in mv opinion the statement is utterly false—that I
know nothing whatever against the good character
ot Mrs. 11, but believe ibp on the contrary, to be as
good as that of any other lady.

WHEREAS

stooping

CIIARIjKS DRAIN ADD, about 22 years
feet high, dark complexion, one eye sightless,
a heavy swinging gait, of nowerflil and wiry
build, lie wore a coat originally dark bine, but now
faded to a dull brown; pants and vest dark mixed,
new shoes with brass buckles, and an imitation Scotch

I

ANNIE

and has

cap,

DIFIaVIN KEDNI8TOD, about 5 tcet 8*
inches high, pretty stout build, dark complexion,
with heavy and rather sunken black eyes, and thin
moustache. Wore short dark coat, pants and vest
dark, white bosom shirt, with scarlet neck-tie, and
cap.
T^Rbove |>ri>oncrs escaped last night about 1

blaq|JF>th
o’clock.

offer the following rewards for their apprehension,
such information as shall ensure their arrest:—
For FREDERICK RICHARDS.$100
SAMUEL NEVILLE. 100
CHARLES Bit AIN ARD. 50
MELVIN KENNISTON. 50

1

W.

PAttkKB,
Sheriff and Jailor.

Portland,

Nov.

20, I860.

X

Witness, Margaret Bell.

Gloves

Nov 26th.

tints. Natural Black or Brown.
Remeilies the ill
effects of Bad Dyes.
Invigorates the hair, leaving
The genuine is signsd Wilft s ift and beautiful.
liam A. Batchelor. All others are mere imitations,
and should be avoided.
Sold by all Druggists ana
Perfumers. Factory 81 Barclay street, Now Y ork.
Beware or a mourner fell.
November 10, 1866. dlyan

PA INTS A NI) OIL CHEAP
Just received in bond, and for sale

duty

free, for

way.
Every description of PAINT 9T<X.’K at the lowest
rates by
JT. W. PEKKIIM9 & CO.,
86 Commercial street.
decl0d3t

TXEXWEEN Boyd and Brackett street*, Thursday,
U the 6th Inst., a BUNDLE, containing a gentle-

Congress St.,

man's woolen shirt, a lot of linen towels, and other
articles of clothing. The finder will lie suitably re'' a.rtcd hv
leaving it at No. 6 Boyd street.

dcclOdlw

Morton I31oek,
diaries

Curtis & Co.

dec8—d3t

_

No Litre*
their

services to tlic pubundersigned
lic
ltea.1 Estate Agents. All persons desirTHE
Kill
lease
ing to
.10
otter

Patents. Patents were granted last week
to George L. Upton, of Milhridge, for
improved
drag for vessels; John Wheeler, oi Augusta,
for improved wash board and wringer; Wm
Bicknell, of Hartford, for improvement in communicating motion; John J. Book, of Farmington, for improvement in wagon brakes.

an

buy,

or

property,

aie

requested

call at our ollice Mb Congress street up stairs.
AIL
bu lness entrusted to our care shall have prompt atm
HANSON & DOW. ^
tention.

V.C. Hanson,
M. tl. Dow.

aug27-dtt

Portland, Sa«A& Portsmouth Ruilroad 4'ompany.
No. 4f. will bo paid December 10th, t
DIVIDEND
Stockholders of record Nov. 30,1&66.
E.
Per

Order,

dec3—ed idee 11

NOTT,

Treasurer.

0

.Foreign News per Steamer.
New York, Dec. 9.
Tbe Inman steamer City of Paris, from Liverpool 29th and Queenstown 30th ult., arrived

to-day.

The London Globe hints at a serious difficul-

ty between England and the United States, if
the latter foil to maintain absolute neutrality
in Fenian matters.

idea,

Other papers discredit the

A Cork telegram of the 26th, says: Considerable alarm prevails in this city and throughout the country. AH the police stations have
been barricaded, and the military are being
dispersed through the country.
A Dublin dispatch of the 25th, says: The
troops in garrison there were under arms on
Saturday night and detachmeuts of troops
patrolled the suburbs.
R. A. Glass, of the Atlantic Telegraph, has
been created a Knight.
The English and French Governments have
agreed that the extradition treaty of 1863, which
expires Dec. 4th, shall remain in force until
September, 1867.
A dispatch from Corfu say3 Omar Pasha is to
command the Turks in Candia.
A dispatch from Athens says tbe Greek
troops were concentrating on the Turkish
frontiers.
Hong Kong, Oct. 28.—The murderers of the
captain and others of the American schooner
Sabra have not been discovered.
The tea Bhips'Westminister and J. E. Boyd
have been wrecked.

Important Decision by

the

Su-

preme Court.

declOdlw

Batchelor’s Hair Bye.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
Uhe only true and perfect Dye—Harmless, Reliable.
Instantaneous. No disappointment.
No ridiculous

IOSTI
At 233

Dec. 9.
In the Circuit Court at Alexandria on Friday Judge Thomas decided on the case of Horr
vs. Tilston, that Congress had no power under
the Constitution to forfeit more than the life
estate of persons engaged in rebellion. An appeal was taken, and the case will be carried to
the Supreme Court.
Our Consul at La Rochelle, France, reports
that the vintage in that district this year is of
inferior quality.
The friends of Colorado are confident of her
admission as a State. Senator Wade will tomorrow present documents to show that she
has increased in wealth, population and prosperity, and is in every respect qualified to become a State of the Union.

The Tesi Oath Unconstitutional.

in this

Meii’N

the history of the case, proceeded to argue a
demurrer to the indictment filed yesterday.—
The grounds taken by him were that the accused could not he legally guilty of perjury,
inasmuch as the learned Judie Advocate
said before one whom his depositions were taken, that be had no authority to administer an
oath, and that the Judiciary Committee of the
House was not authorized to institute judicial
proceedings; that, therefore, in neither case
could he lie held for perjury in regard to any
statements he may have made to Judge Fisher.
He would like to near the question as to whether the House of Representatives had authority
to order the said inquiry: whether it was not
an invasion of thejudiciarydepartmentbv one
House of Congress, and contrary to the distribution of power by the Constitution.
He remarked, this question was included in the point
of Gordon as to statute, and was one, on the
deposition of which, the whole case would
turn.
The District Attorney remarked he
would like here to investigate the question,
and the argument was continued.

M. MOORE,

mark.

use on tue burnt district,
Strictly Pare English Lead a ad Oil !
Rcbui filers will effect a great saving by purchasing

nov21dlw

TROUBLES.

FENIAN

France and the

Government

at

Dublin, Dec. 7.—The
ings of the Fenians in

purposes and proceedthis island monopolize
the attention of the Irish government.
The
Grand Lodge of Orangemen have held a meeting and issued an earnest call for ail the members of their order to support the Government
in their endeavors to keep the peace.
Liverpool, Dec. 7.—All the depots of arms in
this city have been placed under armed
guards.
The excited state of feeling among the Irish
population renders these precautions necessary.
London, Dvc. 7.—A rumor is circulating here
and on the Continent that the Czar of Russia
has invited France and England to take some
measures by which the three Governments
may arrive at a mutual understanding in regard to affairs in the island of Candia.
Pesth, Dec. 7. The Hungarian Diet has
to the address to the Emperor of Ausagreed
tria proposed by M. Deak, the leader of the

*The Public Debt.—The public statement ol
The amount oi
1st instant is published
coin in the Treasury is decreased $4,344,202.—
The aggregate reduction of the debt, owing to
of interest, is hut $1,(178,707.

tthe

large payments

—Mrs. Sarah Malin, who has died in Philadelphia at 87, was one of the girls who cast

flowers before Washington
Trenton.

on

his entry into

Washington, Dec. 7.
The Supreme Court has decided by a vote of
5 to 4 against the constitutionality of the test
oath.
The opinion will probably be read on
Monday next, if Judge Greer should be able to
be in attendance.
It is understood that each
of the Judges renders a separate opinion.
The Paraguayan War—Active Preparations by the Allies to Renew the Contest.
New York, Dec. 8.
A correspondent at Rio Janeiro says that
war preparations were making on all hands,
recruiting and enlisting being pushed at every
point. and a draft was going on in the city.—
The Argentines, after the withdrawal of Gen,
Mitre, declared themselves earnestly for war.
Their loss at Corupaity was 2,078, while file allied loss was 4,028. In the mean time the Paraguayans were hard at work improving their

defense.

Washington Correspondence.
New York, Dec. 8.
The Commercial’s special dispatch says the
National Military Asylum Board has determined to locate an aiyluin at Milwaukee and
another in Ohio.
The Senate will pass over the President’s
veto the acts admitting Colorado and Nebraska. The chances are that no change in
the cotton tax will he made.
New York, Dec. 9.
The Herald’s Bpecial Washington dispatch
in
Washington that after the
says it is believed
adoption of the Suffrage bill for the District of
Columbia* the city charter will be taken away,
and Washington' will be governed by a Board
of four Commissioners to he appointed by the

President.

Prom New Orleans.
New Orleans, Dec. 8.
It has been reported in Northern
papers that
uie Agent of the Freedmen’s
Bureau at Bayou
Sara was murdered by the rebels.
Inquiry developed the fact that the deed was actually
committed by a Union main. The deceased was
highly esteemell bjl the people generally
Phfn M°nticello from
Nassau, with
ship J. N. Cushing from Boston, in tow. The
Cashing put into'Nassau in distress.

Artivjd,

■

The temainder of the crew and
passengers
of the steamer Suwanee, were
picked up' by
the brig Potomac, and reached Charleston on
the (1th.
Fortress Monroe, Dec. 8.
dne steam drum of the steamer Thomas
Kelso, bound from Baltimore for Norfolk, explode# about 3 A. M., to-day.
Baltimore, Dec. 9.
A dispatch from Norfolk
says: Three coal
passers of the Kelso were killed, but none of
the passengers.
Only three of the passengers and three officers were
badly scalaed, but
several were slightly. The disaster was caused
the
rivets of the inside connection of the
by
steam drum
giving way near the mouth of the
steam pipe. The steam blew downward and
penetrated the saloon.
Frews Saw Frwueiace.
San Francisco, Dec. 7.
The defenders of the Mexican organization
in the interest of Juarez held a
meeting in this
city last evening, organized a battalion and
elected
to
officers. They propose sail for Mexico on the 11th of December, fully armed and
equipped, and to offer their services to the Liberal Government.
The Savage Mining Company to-day declared a dividend of #100 per foot.

Hungarian party.
Rome, Dec. 7.—The

officers of the French

regiments which have not yet left this city took
a formal leave of the
Pope at the Vatican yes-

terday.

Parit, Dec. 7, Evening.—It is said France will
send a note, couched in strong terms, to the
Government at Athens, to put a stop to its in-

trigues in

the

Candia.

East, especially

in the island of

A rumor is current that M. Moustier will
in the Cabinet of the

soon resign his position
Emperor.

The large fleet of French war vessels and
transports is now ready to sail for Mexico.
London, Dec. 7, Evening. —The official jour-

nal of Rome denies that the
Pope ever told the
United States Minister here tgat it would be
better for the Canadas to be annexed to the
United States than to fall into the hands of the

Fenians.

Edinburg, Dec. 8.
In spite of the reported denials which have
been made on all sides, the Scotsman
to-day reiterates the statement that there had been some
trouble in the British Cabinet, and insists that
Disraeli, Chancellor of the Exchequer, had
threatened to resign his post unless the Government accepted a reform hill liberal in its
provisions. The Scotsman, however, adds that
Lord Derby yielded to the cogent demands thus
made for a more liberal oolicy on the part of
his administration, and by this action a ministerial crisis is averted.
London, Dec. 8, Noon.
The Fenian troubles in Ireland are evidently
assuming still more alarming proportions, as it
is reported here to-day that in addition to the
troops already dispatched to that island, two
cavalry regiments have been ordered to leave
immediately for the scene of disturbance.
Pams, Dec. 8.
The La France this morning asserts that
Maximilian has telegraphed to the physicians
attending to the Empress Carlotta, to meet him
at Gibraltar by the middle of December.
Canadian

Affairs.
Toronto, C. W., Dec. 8.
The President ot the Huron & Ontario
Ship
Canal Company has received a letter from the
Chicago Board of Trade, a icepting an invitation and nominating a committee of seven
gentlemen, for the purpose of conferring with the
Board of Directors of the
and merCompany
chants, as to the best means of promoting this
important enterprise. Gov. Bross chairman of
the committee and President of the Milwaukee
Board of Trade, says a committee will be Bent
from that city also.
Robert Bloss, Lynch, Carter, McMahan and
other condemned Fenians received the news of
their reprieve, and manifested feelings of relief.
Belleville, C. W., Dec. 8.
Rev. M. Wild lectured to a crowded house
last night on geology and the Madoc gold fields,
from which latter place he has just returned.
He expressed, as his belief, that the Madoc
fields were
immensely rich, but that it would
require capital to work them. He thinks there
are rich places and
diggins from thirty to fifty
miles back in the country.

Ottawa, Canada,

Dec. 8.
The authorities are watching numerous supFenians.
It
is
surmised
that they intend
posed
setting fire to the Parliament buildings, and
necessary precautions are being taken.
Great dissatisfaction is expressed at the respite granted the Fenian prisoners.
The Government is offering vacant lands in
the surrounding township of Madoc. where gold
has been discovered, at $2 per acre.
Snow fell to the depth of several inches yes-

terday.

New York, Dec. 9.
Herald s Sweetsburg, Canada, special
dispatch says John H. Surratt was the guest of
J. Hogan, of the St. Lawrence Hall, after his
escape from the United States, and was supwith funds to go to Europe by leading
outherners there in Canada.
_

The

§liea

New

was

probably incorrect.

The National Company’s steamer Queen,
which sails to-day, takes some three hundred
Considerapassengers, mostly male Fenians.
ble anxiety is felt at such an unusual number

going.

steamship Celestial Empire, one of the
Pacific Mail steamships from San Francisco to
Japan and China, was launched to-day.
The ocean yacht race between the Vesta,
Henrietta and Fleeting excites much interest
The

here. The yachts have all been overhauled,
and thoroughly prepared and will sail from
Sandy Hook on Tuesday.
Hon Schuyler Colfax delivered his address
“Across the Continent,” to a large audience at
the Cooper Institute this evening. Gen. Stewart L. Woodford, Lieutenant Governor elect
presided over the proceedings.
About fifty feet of the old Harlem bridge
on the New York end gave
way to-day.
Railroad Accidents.
Tebbe Haute, Ind., Dec. 7.
A collision occurred this morning on the St.
Louis, Alton and Terre Haute Railroad, between the construction and gravel trains. One
man named John Blim was Killed outright.—
Wm.Foultry, ^fireman, and one of the labor-,
era in the construction train, are
supposed to
be mortally wound: d. Some four or five more
of the men employed on the construction train,
were more or less wounded.
Both trains are
a total wreck.
Pittsburg, Pa., Dec. 8.
Yesterday evening the up train from Alleghany City, on the Western Pennsylvania Railroad, collided with a special train coming West,
having on board the Directors of the Pennsylvania road, about a mile above Natrona, in this
State. Six persons were badly injured, two of
whom are not expected to live.
Estimate* npon the Cotton Crop.

Baltimore, Dec.

8.
The Mobile Tribune estimates the cotton
of
the
at
one
and
a
halt
present
milcrop
year
lion bales. The fine open weather oi late, it
says, has added not less thrn 100,000 bales to
the aggregate product.
A letter from Charleston says the estimate
in that city, of the year’s cotton crop is within
1,800,000 bales.
Mobile, Dec. 7.
A comparison of the receipts of cotton at all
all ports, as compared with last year at this
time, shows a deficiency of over 175,000 hales.
Rlalamara*.
Galveston, Texas, Dec. 7.
Flake’s.Bulletin has Brownsville dates to the
2d inst. On the 30th ult., subsequent to the
reception of Gen. Sheridan’s dispatches, Gen.
Sedgwiok appointed J. L. Sheridan civilian
commissioner, and demanded the surrender of
Canale-: and his troops as prisoners of war to
the United States.
Canales replied that he
would rather surrender to Escobedo, and did
so, Gen. Sedgwick agreeing.
Oca.

Sedgwick’s D*isg*

at

luierrstiag New*

from Mexico.
New York, Dec. 8.
The Herald’s Matamoras special says peace
reigns on the border. The American troops
have been withdrawn from the Mexican side
side and the pontoous have been taken up.
Oaxaca has been surrendered to the Liberals.
Liberal successes everywhere am reported.

Ortega was at Brazos,

Women's Right* Hireling.

Niw York, Dec. 8.
Tae Women s Right’s Association held an
adjourned meeting at Cooper Institute last
evening.
Mrs, Anthony presided over the
Among the speakers were Parproceedings.
ker Pillsbnry, Rev. Olympia Brown, Mrs.
Frances D. Gage, S![rs. Mcy Stone Blackwell,
Gen. A., J. Hamilton and others.
_

Simmer

Missing..
York, Dec. 8.
Serious apprehensions are felt for the safety
ot the steamship Britannia, of the Anchor
Line, which sailed lrom Glasgow Nov. 8th, for
New York.

Nothing has been heard of her.

AdvertiMcmeuta To-Day.

ENTERTAINMENT

COLUMN.

Theatre—Bid well Cr Brown.
P. Y. M. C. A—Third Lecture.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

the
roof. In the presence of all the mechanics at
work upen tho building, and of the employees
of the sugar home, the stars and stripes were
raised and unfolded Friday afternoon. As the

Lost—Bundle of Clothing.
Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
Administrator’s Sale of Real Estate.
Paints and Oil—J. W. Perkins Sc Co.
fbr both Sexes.
Statement of the International Insurance
Purs—Harris Sc Waterhouse.
Retraction—Annie M. Moore.

Employment

Co.

glorious

COURTS.

—eight stories high

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT.
BEFORE

The Democratic Party and the President.—Ir the debate in the House, on Thursday, on the bill introduced by Mr. Schenck

Ohio, providing that Congress should meet
the 4tli of March, the first day of its
term,
Mr. Le Blond of Ohio charged that it was a
scheme to keep Congress in perpetual session
and wan a part of a plan to strip the Executive
of

on

of power. Mr. Le Blond said:
I desire that the gentlemen will come out
and moke the thing
plain, so that the peoplo
will understand it. instead of legislating as
da
1
want
them
to say at once that we
they
have no Executive, but we have a tenant at
will in the White House; that ho has no appointing power, but that the Senate of the
United States, as long as it remains radical,
shall have the
appointing poWRr. This is not
the only bill looking to that end. There is ala proposition
pending here whereby the
ready
appointing power is taken from the Executive
and gives to the Chief Justice of the United
States. I suggest now that the Secretary of
the Interior should appoint the Chief Justice
of the United States instead of the Chief Justice appointing certain officers in that
department of the government. I can see
nothing
hut misohief in this whole system of legislation.
I would much rather, if gentlemen are going
to legislate in that way, that they should at
onee make a bold strike and take the head of
the Executive off, [cries of “Good!"] and let
us understand the matter.
[Laughter.] We
have no interest in the Executive on this side
of the House; not the lease. [Renewed laughter.] He is not the man of our choice. We
did not put him there. [Clapping of hands.]
We do not claim any benefits under him, and
certainly we did not receive any in the late
campaign. [Renewed laughter.] We never
took hirnup. and have therefore no right todrop
him; there was no necessity of our dropping
that which we Had never taken up. We never took him up and he never took us up. It is
true whenever he ran into our line of policy we
were found to sustain him, but we never pretended to shoulder that which this radical party has put iuta power. To do so would be to
destroy any party in the world. [Roars of

JUDGE FOX.

grand jury came in and reported
ten bills of indictment found by them at the present
term. The members were then discharged from any
further attendance.
The Petit Juries were excused until 3 o’clock Tuesday afternoon. The docket was called and cases assigned lor trial. Court adjourned to 10 o’clock MonSaturday.—The

day morning.

laughter.]

“Mr. Schenck—The principal difficulty under which the leader of the opposing party la-

bors—

“Mr. Le Blond
(interrupting)—Not at all.—
We have none—no leader but the Constitution
and the laws.
“Mr. Schenck (res iming)—The gentleman
complains that we have not done something in
Bucb a way as to make.it plain to him. Now,
my observation leads me to believe that the
people do not need any particular explanation,
and that they have understood, and have recently proved to the world, that they do
understand
the
submitted to
questions
them
by this Congress. I do not know
that
we
can
make this any plainer.—
I congratulate my colleague, however, that ho
will escape from all the difficulties that may
arise under the proposed law as to any succeeding Congress, relieved, as he will be, of
the difficulty of presiding over the deliberations on that side of the House, and relieved
generally from the charge he now has in the

premises. [Laughter.]
Mr. Scfienck went on

to

explain the bill and
postponed till to-

the matter was in the end

day, by general

consent.

In the early settlement of our country the
greatest anxiety was, how our people could get
enough of good wholesome food. Now the
of living has changed, so that many
people really suffer, and enough of every kind
around them. Why is this? It is because their
food distresses them. Buy one bottle of Main’s
Elderberry Wine and you will get relief. Then
dec4tf
buy a case.
manner

CRIMINAL TEEM.—TAPLEY J,

PRESIDING.

Saturday.—Richard Burchell was put u)>on trial
on an indictment charging him with
assaulting and
robbing Damase Ricker of a watch. Mess is. Evans
Sc Putnam and J. H. Williams defended the prisoner.
After the testimony was all out, under instructions
from the Judge, the Jury returned a verdict of not

guilty.
Michael Flaherty was tried for larceny of goods of
the value of $150 from the store of Messrs. Davis Sc
Baxter, at the time of the great lire. He was defended by Messrs. Strout Sc Gage. The defense was that
Flaherty had only taken the goods to save them from

being destroyed, with
them; but that shortly

the

intention

after he

of

suffered

returning
an injury

confiued him so that he conld not seek out the
of the goods.
The jury separated Saturday evening without agreeing upon a verdict.
which

owner

MUNICIPAL COURT.
JUDGE KJNG9BUBY PRESIDING.

Saturday.
John Cotter, for assaulting officer
Smith, while the latter was engaged in apprehending a thief waf fined $10 and costs, and ordered to
recognize, with sureties, in the sum of $300 to keep
—

the peace six months. Committed.
John Hoitt and Charles McCarthy,
seizure processes, paid $22.26 each.

on

search and

Relief Fuad.
I read with much interest the
in
you* paoer of Saturday,
communication,
touching the doings of the committee who have
in hand this fund. I can cheerfully testify to
the value of the labors of the committee. They
have done a good work well. The suggestion
to aid destitute churches to rebuild is worthy of
consideration. I was very glad to hear also
that they intend to aid farther those whom they
have already helped to $250 or $300 to rebuild
their houses. These people, many of them, had
nothing to begin with, and the sum offered looked large at that early (lay, before the extraordinary rates for building had been matured.—
They took it and started on, and soon found
themselves embarrassed. There are hundreds
of cases where parties thus helped do not know
which way to turn, as their bills come pouring
ing in at the large figures of the present hour.
I will mention two, in which the whole case
is made out, that the relief thus far extended
has led parties in low circumstances into embarrassment in which they hardly know where
to seek relief. The lien law of course settles
the matter in favor of the workmen, and
away
goes their little property unless the bills are
paid. In one case a man got his $300 with a
promise to slate. He put up a common sized
two-story house, and his bill for slating alone
was $350,—fifty dollars more than the whole
sum received.
In another, a poor, infirm woman started her house on the
$250, with some
aid from friends, and it cost her one-third of it
to run
up two small chimneys. These are good
illustrations of a majority of the cases of relief—and any
thing further that this worthy
committee can do for them, to the utmost extent, will be like a plank cast into the sea for a
drowning m u. I trust, and have no doubt the
committee will, give the matter that consideration it so well deserves.
H.
The

Mr. Editor

Mb. KDn'OR:—We notice in Saturday’s paper an article signed “B.” in regard to turning
the balance of the money in the Relief Committee’s hands over to the societies that lost
their churches. Now this may seem all very
well, but we implore that committee before
they do it, to weigh the matter well, and if they
conclude to do so, see that all have a slice and
not allow any clique to control it, to divide
among their particular friends, who, perhaps,
lost little or
nothing at all. Tho Relief Committee have on (heir lists, people who would
never
have received a cent had they
probably
depended on those they supposed would look
after them. Therefore, if that committee act
the wishes of our citizens, they will hold on to
that money and distribute it themselves, and
look to a kind Providence for their reward,
C.
_

—The whole of Shirelane, London, so pleasantly connected with Addison, Steele and the
Tattler, is about to be removed, as the site is
wanted for the new law courts.
—The site of the rebel military prison at Salisbury, North Carolina, has been purchased by
Mr. H. R. Helper, the author of “The Impending Crisis.”

“C.” misunderstands the purport of the communication of “B.” “B.” proposed that a portion of the funds should be divided among the
churches that had lost their houses of worships
not to be distributed among the
respective
members of said churches who had suffered,
but to enable them to erect new houses of wor-

—Miss Charlotte P. H awes, well known in
the world of literature, died in Worcester on
Thursday morning, a victim to consumption.
She contributed freoly to the Atlantic Monthly, the Galaxy and other periodicals. Her last
published contribution was upon Invalidism,
iu the November Atlantic Her age was about
30 years.
—It is an age of novelties. The latest is that
of Colorado Jewett, who memorializes Con-

Theatre.—Joseph Proctor.—This very popular gentleman and finished artist has been secured by Messrs. Bidwell & Browne for a brief
engagement of six nights only, and will appear
tor the first time this evening, in his world-renowned character of the Jibbenainosy, in the

gress to declare Hannibal Hamlin President
of the United States. He argues that the second election of Mr. Lincoln was not constitu-

tional, as eleven of the States did not appoint
electors, and that Mr. Hamlin holds over, as
Mr. Lincoln wolud have done, in the absence
of a legal successor.
—It is stated that a song, produced at the
theatre in Mobile a few evenings since, was
hissed on account of the expression of a hope
that the North and South would live in peace
and harmony hereafter.
—Circular skids, for
stands parallel with the

loading a cart which
s dewalk, thus avoiding the necessity of obstructing the street by
placing the team across it, are the latest invention.
—A

Washington correspondent

tells this

characteristic story cencerning the Count Gurowski: “The count was once in a heated argument with an

ex-rebel, Judge L-, when he
suddenly said, ‘Judge L-, I admire you 1*
‘Why,’ returned the Judge, ‘I cannot see how
you can admire me after calling me such hard
names!’ ‘Indeed,’roared the Count, ‘I admire
everysing zat is perfeck, and you a.As one perfeck scoundrel I’
—me

uij

oi

.louts,

u>

rTance,

nas

a

statute

of the illustrious

philosopher, Descartes, in one
public places, with the motto on its pedestal- Cogito, ergo turn—I think, therefore, I

ot its

exist. The citizens when asked by Strangers,
say it is the statue of Monsieur Cogito!
—The Hartford Courant and Hartford Press,
very able and efficient Republican papers,
have been consolidated under one proprietorship and management, and will be continued,
the former as a

morning paper, and the latter
evening paper, as at present issued. Governor Hawley will be the editor-in-chief, Chas.
D. Warner, the literary editor, William H.
Goodrich, the business man, and the new firm
will be Hawley, Goodrich & Co.
—Many of the Southern papers on Thanksgiving day published bitter articles against this
as

an

Yankee institution and the attempt to introduce it among them. What a lovely spirit i*
is which is unwilling to thank God on the
same day with Yankees 1
—The official report in the Congressional
Globe shows, as we expected, that Mr. Lynch
voted

against the motion by Thaddeus Stevens, to postpone the readiug of the President’s
message to the claims of sundry citizens who
had undertaken to give
a “reception.”

Congress

Business before pleasure is

a safe motto for Congressmen as well as others.
—The Attorney General of Massachusetts
has informed the Governor,. first, that Benjamin F. Butler is a resident of the Fifth Con-

gressional District of

that State, and secondly,
that whether he is or not the Governor**
duty
is purely ministerial and
require* him to furnish Gen. Butler wifl\ a certificate of election
upon the

showing of the returns.

ship.

thrilling drama of “Nick of the Woods,” a character which he has made entirely his own, and
In which he stands without a rival. As Mr.
Proctor is so well known to the community at
large, comment from us is unnecessary. His
engagement will doubtless prove one of the
best of the season.
Movements of Ocean Steamers.—Steamship St. David, Capt. Aird, from Liverpool 22d

Londonderry 23d ult,
Saturday afternoon with

and

arrived at this port
fourteen cabin and
107 steerage passengers add a full cargo.
The Moravian is the steamer due this week
from Liverpool.
Steamship Belgian, Capt. Brown, sailed
from this port for Liverpool at 10 o’clock Saturday evening with a full cargo and a number
of passengers.
The St. David will leave this port for Liverpool next Saturday.

On a “High Horse.”—A young man who
was cutting up queer antics in Preble street on
a horse which he said he had just purchased,
was arrested Saturday afternoon by Deputy
Marshal Wentworth. The fellow was rather
intoxicated and showed fight, but the officer
succeeded in conveying him to the police
office, from whence he was taken to the lockup, and his horse was taken care of.
says he belongs out of town.

The man

on York street and nine
stories in the rear—has been erected, it is only
necessary to state that Messrs. S. C. & Cl. M.
Chase & Co., commenced laying the bricks on
the 20th of September, and since tiiat time, on
the sugar house, store house and engine house
they have laid two and a half million of bricks.
The buildings are erected in the most substantial manner.

The boilers of the works, and all the machinery and apparatus necessary for the manufacture of sugar are being placed in the building,
and it is expected that soon after the first of
March sugar will be turned out from the
tablishment.

a

together

taken to the lock-up.

Prbbonal.—M^jorS. C. Farington, formerly Captain of Co. F. 12th Maine Regiment, and

es-

We

copy the following from the Boston
Advertiser:
A double steel lined safe with vestibule
weighing five tons, built by the Tremont Safe
and Machine Company of this city, exhibited
in State street yesterday, attracted much atIt had certaiu valuable improvetention.
ments in the bolt arrangement and doors,
and which were suggested by Mr. Win. E.
Gould of the First National Bunk of Portland, for which institution it is designed. The
safe was closely examined and prouounccd by
experts to he the most thorough and complete
piece of workmansliip ever liuilt in Boston.—
Mr. George L. Damon formerly of Portland, is
now the Treasurer and Manager of the Company, which has now some heavy jobs on hand,
including a vault for the Portland Saving’s
Bank, the largest ever built in New England,
containing sixty-eight boxes—on the principle of the Safety Deposit Company of New
York. The office of" the Company is at :>2
School street, where tools and facilities for doing heavy work is not surpassed.
Anson Hardy, Agent.
The above vault will be on exhibition this
day (Monday) at 1 o'clock, in iront of the new
Banking House of the First National Bank,
and as a specimen of mechanical work it cannot be excelled.
The safes of this Company

Dally

for sale

by Davis Brothers, who will cheerreceive orders for any class of work made
by this Company.
are

fully

A Nest or Young Hogues Broken up.—

Officer: Williams arrested last Saturday four

boys

from twelve to fifteen years of age who
have been in the practice of stealing garments,
&c., from the entries of dwelling houses and

committing
were

other larcenies.
Two of the lads
named Griffin, one Donahue and one

Cocklin. They stole on Friday, a coat tiom
the entry of a house on Monument street and
one from the entry of Mr. H. F. Page’s house
on Myrtle street.
On Saturday they stole an
overcoat from the entry of the dwelling house
of Mr. Rufus Stanley.
These garments the hoys sold to John Sidney, at prices from $1.71 to $5.00, when they
were worth
more
than five times these
amounts.
Two of the lads were arrested in a privy on

Munjoy, where they
and the other two

had concealed themselves
arrested at the theatre

were

Saturday evening.
Canine Casualty.—Saturday afternoon the
large and valuable Newfoundland dog belonging to Messrs. Marr & Trui, was killed by being run over by a train on tbe track on Commercial street, while he was crossing it. The
dog was a faithful fellow and was highly appreciated, not only by his owners but by all who
know his good qualities. Tho by-stauders who
witnessed the accidcut expressed their regret
at the sudden end of the noble fellow.
Portland Benevolent Society—The annual address in behalf of this charitable association was delivered last evening, in the First
Parish Church, by Rev. Dr. Toft, and a collection of $135.50 taken up.
The address was a sound and learned production, but, in our opinion, rather too long for
charitable discourse, occupying as it
about one hour and a halt in its delivery.
a

did

Rev. L. J. Fletcher, of Bath, lecturer of
the Grand Division Sons of Temperance, of
Maine, will lecture on the subject of Temperance at the Congress Street M. E. Church Tuesday evening next, at 7 o’clock. The public are

invited to fill the house and listen
advocate of the

to au

able

cause.

Per order of Committee.
Store Breaking.—We learn that a mi finery store in Saccarappa, was broken into last
Friday evening, and goods to the value of $300
stolen.

We have

no

further particulars.

THE

STATE.

—The Dover Observer says that in Parkuian
recently a little daughter of Lorenzo D. Libby,
aged about three years, fell into a tub of boiling water, scalding her whole person, except
the head, hands and feet,
The little girl is
alive, but in a very precarious condition.
—Deer are very plenty this season. One was
■hot in Belfast on Wednesday last, upon land
belonging to Hon. A. G. Jewett,as we learn from
the Journal.
—A correspondent of the Whig states that
Samuel Pinkham and his son George H. Pinkham of Dedham, were arrested on the 4th inst.,
for felonously shooting the son of Tyrel Gilmore, a little boy of 13 years, with intent to
“kill and Murder." Tho only offence or provacation offered by tho child was throwing pebbles at a martin box upon the shi d of Pinkhain’s house. The boy was badly wounded but
is recovering.
—The Bath Times says that Mr. John Jackson, the sculptor, formerly of that city, has received a commission from the State of Rhode
Island to execute a Soldiers Monument to bo

placed in Providence. It is to be forty feet
high having four allegorical figures representing
“Liberty,” “Justice,” “Valor,” and “Fide ity,”
surrounded by a symbolical figure of Rhode
Island, holding in one hand a wreath, and resting the other upon tho shield of the State.’ It is

$50,000.

—The Times says the City Council of Bath
has directed the Committee on Public Buildings to take steps, looking to the sale of the

City Armory.
—Two lodges of Good Templars have been
in Gouldsboro, one at Winter Harbor, and one at West Gouldsboro.

organized

A New Telegraphic Cable.—At the last
meeting of the New York Chamber of Com-

merce the following resolution was offered by
Mr. Samuel B. Ruggles:
latterly Adjutant General on
“Resolved. That the Chamber of Commerce
eral Reynolds, commanding a western depart- of the State of New York are deeply
impressed
ment, arrived in the city Saturday, and is stop- with the importance, not only to the commerce
but to the security and peace of the United
the
United
States
Hotel.
at
ping
States, of ascertaining, by proper soundings,
the facilities afforded by the bed of tho Atlantic
We call attention to the advertisement of the
Ocean for laying lines of telegraphic cable, diIn addition to the evenR. F.’s this evening.
rectly connecting our Atlantic coast with the
ing’s entertainment the hall will be open this 1 Western coast of France and of Southern Euan.l do hernhy respectfully petition the
the
sale
of
Christafternoon, free of charge, for
j rope;
government of the United States to employ
mas emblems.
such portion of the national navy as may 'l®
required to make the necessary soundings
The
Foreign Exports.
foreign exports without
delay.”
from this port last week amounted to $255,Tho resolution was adopted and a copy was
Uniordered to be sent to tho President of tho
030.39.__
of the committee
chairman
ted
the
1
States
and
The attention of builders is callod to the adhouse of Congress.
on foreign relations of each
verti’cment of J. W. Perkins & Co., offering
this movement
A Boston contemporary tbiuks
and
oils
cheap.
paints
the language of Lord
has been suggested l.y
where he
Wi are informed by the police officers that
Derby at the Lord Mayor’s dinner,
no seizures of liquors were made on Saturday,
alluded to “that great triumph which has been
and that no warrants were served on that day.
achieved by British science, by British perseverance, by British energy, by which we have
Satcday Night.
Eleven persons were maintained our claim to exercise dominion over
taken to the lockup Saturday night—most of the sea.” In tho course of the discussion it was
of them for drunkenness.
stated that a line might bo established from

the stall' of Gen-

—

—

of the steamship
David has our thanks for files of papers.
Mr.

Glover, Pnrser

St.

Letter from the TVulioual
Capital.

Washington, D. C., Dec. 5th,
To the Epitob of tux Pbess:
The second session of the Thirty-Ninth Congress is in the third
Probday of its

sittings.

ably any shrewd

observer could tell tbo temper of the two bodies. At
any rate I am ino mod to
think myself able to
give some clear
conceptions of the opinions
prevalent here.
™

TKMPEIt op CONGRESS.
majority of the House is conthe Dough" is
much less in amount
than it was at the last
session. Tbaddeus
eve s,
<*we\er, still declares there is quite
too much oi the article
named, for his use. It
is however quite certain that
members return
with a firmness and determination
rarely witnessed among so large a body of meu.
This
is (specially true of the Western men. Nearly all of them are ready for any measures that
may be deemed necessary to preserve the nation from any more demonstrations of
usurpation and anarchy. The Pennsylvania members' are equally radical.
So in the main
a

I*'
cernod

are

the

“*

Ohio men.

seem more

The

New

Englanders

cautious.

Like true reformers they
to criticize ail measures where-

stand waiting
with it is proposed to build the consummation.
Gov. Boutwellis on matters of political import
the oiianf garde of New England’s
delegations.
Mr. Mot rill is of course the
leader, not only of
New England, but of the House, on matters
of revenue, tariff, &c.

Thatwonderful“old

man

eloquent”—Thad-

deus Stevens—seems to have renewed iris intellectual youth. Like the fabled antique hero, who when he tell in combat upon the
earth—his mother—was healed of his wounds
and went again to fight with fresh life, Mr.
Stevens goes back to the people to find him
renewed in intellect, purpose and will, iroin
their oxhaustless store. To-day ho is as a
man, simply such, possessed of more power
and more honor than any other in the nation.
In the House he controls more than ever before.
Time, which makes all things even, proves him
self nearest the true method ofsolvingthc reconstruction problem. Mr. Stevens is understood
out

sustain:—

to

ane continuance oi me Joint Committee of Fifteen on Reconstruction.
2d. Tlie raising of a committee to prepare
articles of impeachuien’, or at least to investigate the grounds assigned for the action. Gov.
Boutwell has already distinctly announced his
intention of calling for such uu invi stigation.
All that is necessary is for a member to state
that “common rumor" affirms such and such
charges to be true of the official sought to
he impeached, and the House can order tho
isi.

requisite

committee.
The passage of Mr. William’s (Pa.) bill
providing for tbc manner in which removals
from office can bo made and restricting the
holding of position by persons rejected of the
Senate. This bill is a sweeping measure, pret3d.

effectually curbing the present corrupt
of patronage.
4th. He is of course favorable to tbo passage
of a measure looking to the reorganziatiou cf
the unrepresented States.
Also of a modified
ty

use

confiscation act. The passage of a hill providing for the recognition of the represented States
the only ones competent to pass upon
os
amendments to the Constitution, meets, of
course, with his approval.
These are the main questions which will ha
discussed at the caucus. Indications are not
wanting that the Senate will not as heartily
respond to them as the House. Already the
dignity of the smaller body is aroused becauca
the Representatives have taken the initiative in

offering measures

calculated to curb Executive
corruption and preveut tho destruction of tho
Scuato’s prerogatives as the con Arming body
in tho appointing power.
The caucus will bo
very animated aud earnest, but in it tbc radicals are sure to carry tho

day.

POLICY.”
The House repealed on the first day the thirteenth section of a law passed in 'C2, under
which it is considered by some tho Prosidbnt
derives the right lie is now exercising oi pardoning rebels and restoring property before
BABBLERS

AGAINST “MY

conviction. It is claimed that this section confers this power, though olhcrs affirm it is in
Tho Senate however do cot
the Constitution.
seemed disposed to press the measure as
House.
Mr. Chandler of Michigan
the
undertook to engineer it. In the course of
spirited discussion to-day he deolared that It
was a matter of public notoriety, as woll known
and verified as the records of a court, that pardons were offered for sale by women of abauThis called up Mr. Dixon,
doned character.
who in the most approved Pecksniffian sty le
a

to cost

Bender.—Au Irishman, who had altoo much bad rum on board, created
considerable disturbance on Danforth street
Saturday afternoon, by his inclination to fight
every body, and “whip the whole world.” He
was subsequently arrested in Cobb’s Court,
where he was making “demonstrations,” and
On

flag

floated in the breeze it was

who witnessed it. Long may it there wave.
To show how expeditiously this vast building

Letters—W. Davis.
THE

ol 1

on

greeted with rousing cheers from the hundreds

FOURTH PAGE.
Advertised

Raisiko the Flag. The first
flag raised on
any building erected in place of one destroyed by
the great fire of July 4th, was flung to the bn eze
last Friday afternoon from the Portland bugar
House, erected by Hon. John B. Brown & Sous.
The roof of the building has been covered, the

cupola built and the flag staff erected

SUPREME JUDICL1L COURT.

VARIETIES.
New York Item*.
New York, Dec. 8.
It was rumored here yesterday afternoon
that the Persia, which sailed from New York
November 28th, for Liverpool, had been seized
by the Fenians on the Needles. The report

Term, Eight Doner, per annum, ,n adranee.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

—

her

old, six

or

Administrator.
dec!0dlaw4w*

Employment for Both Sexes.
Disabled Soldiers, Widows of slain soldiers, and the
unemployed oi both sexes generally, of good address,
are wanted to canvass for an Illustrated and elegantly
bound book, founded on the late Rebellion. Inducements: Quick Sales, Large Profits, and no rfak.

HOUGHTON.

Escaped from the Portland Jail, on the liigtit
10th, the followingdescribed persons:—

a

Westbrook, Dec. 8, 1866.

decSdtd.

FROM

to

license from the Probate Court
of Cumberland county, I shall offer at private
sale (on the premises) on tue twelveth day of January. 1867, so much oi the real estate of Josiah S.
Bailey, late ot Westbrook, deceased, as will produco
the sum of seven hundred and fifty dollars, tor the
payinont of his just debts and oxjxmses of sale and
oi administration. Said estate is situated in Westbrook, on the easterly side of the road from Morrill’s
to Woodford’s Corner, and being a part of the homestead of said Bailey, and being very desirable for
CHAS. P. KNJGHT,
building lots.

Lieut. O. W. Burnham.

ESCAPED

Exchange

Administrator’s Sale of Beal Estate.

Col. C. P. Mattocks,
Capt. A. Golderman,

MAJOR E. B.

St.

Beaver Behei,
Bear Robe.,

in

$369,615.
To-day Sanford Conover alias Charles A.
Dernham, indicted for perjury in connection
with the conspiracy case was brought into court.
Mr. Gooding, for the prisoner, after reciting

Washington,

Satisiaction guaranteed.

FLOOR MANAGERS.

Col. T. A. Roberts,
Col. Wm. Hobson,
Capt. J. A. Perry,
Lieut. J. M. Saitord,

11th,

Bqairrel,
Blankets,
Birer Sable, Ac.,
Ac., Ac., Ac.
Also a Mew Style of Fan for Ladies and Misses. Our Goods are all new and will be sold cheap.

U. W. Briggs,
G. F. Sparrow,
Capt. Edward Moore,
Capt. Goo. A. Whidclen,
Liettt. D. J. Chandler,
Lieut. S. W. Burnham,
Lieut. C. G. Holyoke,
Lieut. J. M. Hall,
Lieut. J. M. Salford,
Lieut. T. *J. Snowman,
Lieut. Newton Whitten.

Capt.
Capt.

Lieut. Tho-. W. Lord,
Lieut. Edwin Emery,
Lieut. O. W. Burnham,
Lieut. Jas. M. Webb,
Lieut. F. A. Sawyer,
Lieut. H. L. Bartels,
Lieut, if. B. Cummings,

Dec’r

Bndera Bay Sable,
American Sable,

Fitch,
Asiracn.ii, Grey and

Perry,

Capt. J. C. Perry,
Capt. G. W. Vcrrill,

Capt. S. S. Richards,
Capt. I. S. Fauncc,
Capt. C. C. Cole,
Capt. G. B. Dunn,
Capt. Edwin I. Merrill,
Capt. G. C. Pratt,
Capt. E. H. Crie,

OPENING

AT OUR NEW STORE

FBEDERICKSBURCr,

Capt. A. Golderman,

Furs.

GRAND

CITY

Agents,

HALL,

Thursday Evening, Dee. 13, 1866,

Complimentary

18

Office No. 79 Commercial Street.

d&wlw

Furs,

MECHANICS*

$300

Di

Dec 5

—AT—

FOREST

$20,417

MARK HOWARD, President.
E. THOS. LOBDELL, Sec’y.
Sworn to before me,
N. Shipman, Notary Public.

Promenade Concert

OF

00

1,851 06

Liabilities,)
(Signed)

The 17th Maine Reg’t Association

BATTIiE

1,240

Total Liabilities for Lossaea (no other

Concert ?

WILL GIVE

Stock,

Total Assets of the Company,
$333,615 22
LIABILITIES.
Amount of losaes adjusted and due,
none
and not due
$4,360 18
in
unadjusted (estimated
Part.).
16,0 7 00

{pT’The Hall will be open in tlie aftomoon for the
sale of Christinas Wreaths, Emblems, &c. Admittance free.
(JpcOiltd

Promenade

Bank

Interest accrued,

at

CABLE.

Trouble in the British Cabinet.

310,030.58

The Act of Incorporation is herewith:
STATE OF NEW YORK,
I
County of New York, November 1,1866. f
Charles Taylor, President, and C. C. Hine, Secrotory ofthe INTERNATIONAL INSURANcfe COMPANY, to me personally known, depose and say, that
they are said officers, and that the tore going is a true,
lull and correct statement of the affairs of said Company on the Thirty-first day of October, I860: that
said Company is the bona fide owner of One Million
Dollars, Cash Capital, and Four Hundred and Sixty
Thousand and Six Dollars and
Twenty-Four Cents
Cash Surplus, invested as above, all of which is the
absolute property of said Company, tree and clear
from all liens and claims thereon,
except as above
stated, (and as may be necessary for a re-insurance
tuud,”) according to the beat of their knowledge, information and belief respectively.
CHARLES TAYIiOR, President.
,,
wrKjr G
C. r
C. HINE,
Secretary.
Sworn to and subscribed, the date last above written, before me,
CHARLES NETTLETON,
Commissioner for the State of Maino.

v.

THE

10,1866.

Dispatches.
Wilmington, N. C., Dec. 9.

Athena.

Bill Abrogating the Southern State
Governments.

The

Creditors.nothing

Portland

THE

BIT

DECEMBER

Miscelianewtlp

„_

04,000.00

other

greatest amount insured in

December 10, 1866.

WASHINGTON.

206.000.00
100,210.00
20,400.00

Losses adjusted and due...none
Losses adjusted and not duo. $00,286.47
Losses una«Uusted
149»43‘ -9 *
Losses in suspense a wait’g further
proof j
All other chums against the
none.

M outlay E veiling", Dec, 10tl),

Mw. Burubam,

075 73

M7JOo!oo

ties. 169.W3.93
Total Assets.$1,460,000.24

Amount due

PRESS.

FOLLOWS:

risks.

P. Y. M.C. A. COURSE LECTUKES

Under the auspices of tho

ARE AS

hand and in hands of Agents and

any
risk,
any
City, Tow n, Village or Block. No arbitrary rule on
The Company is governed by a prudent
points.
regard lor the construction, occupancy and exposure
ot

declOdGd

F.

THE

up.
COMPANY

these

OiTALADCHRT, AMBITION,
Ac.
PIKARBO,
YIKftHVItm,
Ac.,
fi3T“Full particulars in bills of the day.

It.

paid

all

is

Cash

The

NICK OF THE UOODM, JACK CADE*

WcdnefiJay Evening,

and

Morning,

iSti Infhe

(v1*

Company,

Evening, Dec. 10th,

tier. Dr.

Dollars,

ot

and.(

on

and every Evening during the week hi choice selection of his most celebrated plays including

TniKD

name

DAILY

—--«•♦♦♦>*-

October, 1866,

Debts tor Premiums and all other Securi-

Joseph Proctor,

who will have the

of

Mon lay

accordance with the Law* of Maine.

the Company it “INTERNATIONA!
fNSURANCE COMP AN
It Is
**ew
and was Incorporated Jan. 4,18C4.
cltIof
Yor^»
The amount
of the Capital Stock is One Million
Tli©

as

EttOAOEDIENT FOUliNIftHTS ONDY
with the eminent American Tragedian

Dir.

On lk<

1»*W8

MORNING,

EUROPE

-—---

International Insurance Co,,
31m Day
In

PORTLAND

THE—

—or

FROM

NEWS

BY TELEGRAPH TO THE

mTEIHENTOF THE CONDITION

Lcahtch At Manogm.
Mlnge Manager.

Biilwrll At Browne,
ft. fi. WilHOii,

LATEST

MAINE.

year,

rates of Advertising.—>one inch oi space.m
engtb ol column, constitutes i“square.**
$1.50 per square daily first week: 75 cents per
wcekaiter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; conllnu
ug every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Hall square, three iusertions or less, 75cents; one
week, $l.uo; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head oi “Amusements,** $2.00per square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
inSpecial Notices,$1.25 per square lor the nrst
sertion, and 25 cents pot square ibr each subsequent

MONDAY

PORTLAND,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

advance.

year in

MAINE STATE PRESS. Is published at the

place every Thursday
variably In advance.

aiue
»i

*.

Cape Cod

or

Montauk Point to Brest, at

not greater than

$6,000,00ft

a

cost

proceeded

to

declare,

that

though

he knew

nothing of the fact, yet he knew sufficient

to

declare Mr. Chandler’s statement wholly incorrect. The bill was referred to the Judiciary
Committee.
There is a prevalent belief existing that Mr.
Johnson is about to issuo another proclamation of general amnesty aud restoration. This
is one reason tor tho haste of the House in repealing the section alluded to. Judging from
Mr. Trumbuli’s remarks the bill will be reported to the Senate to-morrow. It will undoubtedly pass though Eevtrdy Jolmeou will doubtb as
The Border State men and the
oppose.
Democrats will not be likely to oppose It very

strcnously.
There is a general fear among members that
Mr. Seward is endeavoring to embroil us with
France on Mexican matters, while there is
strong suspicion that there may be a secret
understanding existing between ex-rebel leaders and the French Emperor, by which the
former are to aid such a diversion as a war
would be for “My policy,” by another outbreak. The tone is decidedly in oppo Ition to
any foreign difficulty. Should such arise, owing to any unauthorized action of the Executive, there will be litt;e doubt that Cougress
will cut off the supplies and so stop the attempt.
FEKSOSAL ITEMS.

I notice your members are in their seats.—
Mr. Blaine, whom we missed toward the close
of last session, is on baud, while his quondam
antagonist, Mr. Conkling, has not yet graced
the House with his handsome pulchritude.—
Mr. Lynch is, as ever, constant in his scat bn. y
and attentive to all business. Few districts
liavo as careful and attentive representatives.
To-day it was noticed and commented upon,
that Mr. Fessenden and Mr. Seward had a
long conference in the Senate cloak room. It
was certainly worthy of note that when the
Secretary of State entered the Chamber where
so long he was an honored member, npt one
Senator rose to greet or notice him,
except
Doolittle, who is in his place as arrogant looking as ever. Mr. Seward looks remarkably
well, considering all he baa passed through,
though the lines and expression of his face arc
harder and more mysterious than ever.
Mr. Walters, of the London Times, met
statesnearly all of the leading Republican
last night, at
men, politicians and journalists
a reception banquet given by Col. Forney in
This is esteemed a noteworthyhis honor.
point, th it the only reccp-ion given him here
radical leader of the press.—
tbo
by
should be
Mr Walter is a pleasant looking gentleman ot
middle ago and stature, wearing the unmistakable air of a travelled English clubman,
temjicrod from its blate expression by tils active observation of an acute business man.
The proprietor ol the Times is evidently very
friendly disposed and greatly Impressed by the
remarkable progress of tho United States. His
speech at the Hupper table was quite pleasant,
and kindly lu tone and manner. Mr. Cultax,
as usual, made ouc of his happy allusions to
England and the lady who reigus there, while
Gen. Howard spoke effectively of his hope of
permanent peace at home and abroad. Tho
General is looking very well indeed. His report has not yet been published, though presented to Congress. It is a very interesting
document There was considerable amused
interest aroused by the “ebeffing” by various
gentlemen as to the General’s name being
connected with Presidential nominations, ft
iscer ain that public attention is widely and
av. rahlv directed towards the chief ot
the
Freedmen’s Bureau. His lofty integrity, spute s valor, aud proved ahili y,
with the coummiuatc ski 1 with which he hns held on to
his trong
position lor good against all inrigues, auct that too without abatement of
conscience, hope or purpose, all tend to malre
him dejcrvedly prominent.
SrtCTAIOB.

I EVILY I'l* ESS.
l’< >KTU AM).

Deo. tuber 10, 1066.

Monday M*>r«mg,

tact that (lie Itepubiiat present constituted, tolerates
a
tin1 widest difference of opinion touching
which not
question of policy on either side ol
rallied. Free
very long since two great parties
are enrolled alike
is

it

as

protectionists

traders and

The leading advoranks.
to repeat, the
continue
theories
Iwth
cates ol
well worn arguments, but the gieat mass ot

Republican

in the

.VlaiiM*

uotewortliy

a

party,

cau

out of the party, are merely variations of the
If one
otherwise monotonous discussion.

as

importance.

warring (actions ? Is there merethat this element of
understanding,
a
tacit
ly
discord shall be kept out ot sight, until the
weightier matter of reconstruction is settled?
Is this question, like all other questions of
mere policy, so insi uilicant compared with
between tbe

the restoration of the national power and prestige, that it has passed out of men's minds
and is well

nigh lorgotteu ?

probably

is

nearer

The last solution

the truth than either of the

others, but there is something more to oe considered. The policy ot the country in this
respect has been

shaped

for us not in uecoid-

with any theory hut by the unalterable
dictation of facts. Piactic:U and busy men, seeance

ing our policy so settled,, have no relish

left for

which under other circumstances
might be extremely interesting and useful.
These facts are, 1. That the country needs

theories

and must have

a

revenue

That to secure

debt.

heavy

must be

tax

proportioned

Us

such a revenue, a
niton our annual

imposed

That not to defeat

earnings, d.

to

its

own

purp tse, the imposition of the tax must not
he allowed (o diminish the gross urnouut of
-I. That the effect of
our annual earnings.

taxation, it not counterbalanced by an increased tariff, will be to drive large amounts
of capital out of husi ness in width it is already invested, o disturb the industries and
thereby check the product ion of the country,
and that accordingly a heavy tariff is and is
likely to he, tor sometime to come, aiindispenThis is no time ior
sable as a heavy lax.
building up petiudustiiea on the one hand or

trying

tree

trade

the

experiments on

other.—

present occupations we know' what
we can expect from year’s end to year's end,
and the problem foi practical statesmen, is to
make the weight of taxation, direct and indirect, bear as eqnally as possible upon all our
varied pursuits. So bearing, we can carry it,
After we
with tolerable ease and steadiness.
With

our

paid

have

debts it will he time to consid-

our

theories again; just

er

now

they

are

out of

se a’on.

The duties collected under the present tariff amounted to more than $170,000,000 dining the last fiscal year. It provides thereloie

abundant revenue. These duties however
are collected under eight different acls of Con-

an

passed at different times,to meet the increasing exigencies of internal taxation. The
hi II passed by the House of Representatives
gress,

at the last session would have been a ninth.—
The confusion arising from this int ricate mass

Importers find it
legislation
difficult to ascertain with any certainly what
duties they will i<e compelled to pay; the dais

of

extreme.

pint differ from those at
another. In many cases also, it happens,
through the accidental duplication of taxes,
that tbe duty on raw material and the tax on
the finished article together exceed the ditty
on the finished article imported Irom abroad.
tes

assessed iu

one

The removal of such
stitution of a
now

tit

single

encumber

and the sub-

inequalities

act

for the

the statute

eight which

hook,

constitute

substance of the revision which the tariff

needs. Jf the burden of indirect as well
direct taxation can he safely lightened, as
(secretary McCulloch believes, it will probably
he thought best to reduce the duties first on
raw materials, which are produced mainly by
semi-barbarous countries ami for which we
can advantageously exchange our manufactured products.
now
as

Tiif- Fmwloiu of fin PriMH.

Suppose that by writing and publishing, a
man should, in the language of ,Judge Story,
disturb the public peace, or attempt to subvert the government.”—Press.

with

coupled
I

likely

very

a

desire for

regarded

the Constitution at a public pow-wow on the
4th of July, wlio declared that constitution a
covenant with death and an agreement with
hell, who declared that they were bound to
disobey that constitution and wlio advocated
a dissolution of the Union in preference to
Union under the constitution. There is no
doubt as to the light in which tliose who took
up arms against their government should be
regarded, and it is desirable that it should be
equally well settled bow the other classes referred to should be regarded. Perhaps the
Pres.'t will give us a little light on the subject.
We shall see.—Argws.
On a certain occasion, Mr. it. W. Sherman,
in the course of an argument before the late
Judge F-, of Connecticut, made a point
which the Court did not at first comprehend.—
“Mr. Sherman,” said the judge. who was not
remarkable for quickness of apprehension,
“Mr. Shcrmau, I would thank you to state the
point so as I can understand you.” Bowing
politely, Mr. Sherman replied in lus blandest
manner, “Your Honor is probably not aware
of the task you are imposing upon me.”
The opinion of the Press on this subject of
treasonable writing and publishing is no seto try to “state the point
so as
understand it,” but distinctly refuse to lie held responsible for the result. Treason against the United States consists only in levying war against them, or in
adhering to their enemies, giving them aid and
comfort. Treasonable publications, accordingly, are such as in time of war adhere to the

willing
Argus can
are

cause of a public enemy, and afford aid and
comfort to forces arrayed against the United
.States. There can be no treason without war.
Free discussion of the principles of our government and of the public acts of our public
men is and should be encouraged so long as
the nation is at peace. It is and should be every man’s priv ilege to bold and to utter Ids
no matter howslrange, novel, or unpopular and th law should and does protect
him in the exercise of that right.

opinion*,

A state of
field is

no

guments.
ence

are

thing of

is another matter. A battleplace for conundrums or verbal arSilence and unquestioning obediwar

of the

required
military rigor

soldier,

and

some-

touches every citizen.—
We would not have, even under such circumstances, any censorship of the press. Its essential freedom should remain unimpaired;
but if it lapses into treason, if it aids the public enemy by furnishing information, or comforts him by encouraging him to believe that
he has to do with a divided
people, then we

believe,

have repeatedly said, that a
press bo offending should be amenable to the
laws for its offence. The
press will still be
free, but it should l> held responsible for the
use of its freedom.
as

we

out

The document w as widely circulated
in the fact that a copy reached

nesota.

indicated

little known as myself.
one
It cannot ot course lie proved, hut it is certainly not improbable, that quite an important
part of the growth of that remote northern region, is due to the influence of this State ach ertisement—a growth during the decade 1850-00
of not far from 50.000,000 dollars in the valuation ot the State, or one-fourth of our total
so

the administration.

Either they were arbitrarily suppressed by the military authorities, or they were summarily dealt with by the
people whose sacrifices and losses were increased by their malign influence. We like
to

Stationery, Ac.,

years have

occupied
prominent place in almost every paper and publication in the country, and to soute extent in Europe, setting forth
the advantages offered the settler in that fertile
region and especially on the line of the Road.
Accordingly (1 do not venture to say consequently) the valuation of the State, during the
deeennium above referred to, went up from
150 to 870 million dollars, and its population
a

850,000 to 1,700,000.
Examples to the toregoing

from

effect

might lie cit-

ed to considerable extent.
We tried advertising a i.-w years ago in refThe masterly
erence to our Aroostook lands.
reports of the Secretary of our State Board of
Agriculture and the press of the whole State
engaged together to celebrate the capabilities
of thisnew agi icullural El Dorado. The effect
decidedly into the region, and the Aroostook was
the only purely agricultural part of our dowas

quite perceptible.

Immigration

set

main, that made any noticeable increase in its
the last

populution during
The results, however,

census

as

a

decade.

whole,

fell far

short of our hopes. The impression seems to
he by no means confined to a lew, hut to bo
very wide-spread, that the inducements to
agricultural settlers in Maine, are quite limited as compared with those offering in other
accessible and extensive districts; an impression persistent to a miracle, unless it be founded in fact and corroborated by experience. The
impression, moreover, seems to prevail in very
high quarters, since that accomplished statistician, the Superintendent of the late census,
declares the New England States, Maine included of course, to he already peopled beyond their capacity tor support by their own
tillage, at least in the present state of agricultural science, and in fact, to have passed the
point of sell-support lung since. The impres-

sion, moreover, is justified in quite a disagreeable manner by the indications of the last census, oy which it appears that our increase of population in the last decade was only 7 perceut.,
nearly all of which is referable to manufacturing and kindred industries and not to agriculture; justified, further, in the well-known
fact that yv-e import a very important part of
even the staples of our food, for which our exports of agricultural produce iu other forms,
so that the
are by no menus an equivalent,
conclusion seems hardly- avoidable that were
we reduced to the tillage of our laud alone for
progress, if not decidedly
he for a long time and until
the more lavored agricultural regions should
have been occupied, tardy if not absolutely nil.
In other words, our population appears to he

employment,

our

retrograde, would

far

increment

respects any
from agriculture, readily attainable for the
present, and our advertising enterprise, therefore, nearly nugatory because not iu the right
stationary

so

as

line.

But, Sir,our

power remains. This, if
what her coal mines are
her prairies to Illinois, her

water

anything, is to be
to Pennsylvania,

to

sea-islands and lice

us

mps to South Carolina.
This is the thing to advertise. But beforeweattempt to herald our capab ilities to the world,
su

know better what and where they are.
What we need, then, is a thorough llydroyvaphic Survey of the interior waters of the

we

must

survey undertaken at the State’3 expense, conducted by the most skilful attainable
engineers, that shall ascertain the volume, veState:

a

all other features of our Hu via tile waters and
their territory, of importance in a manufacturing point of view. The survey should embrace
not only the great rivers hut also their principal affluents, and in particular all those tributaries by which they are connected with lakes
and pouds; which latter, a so, in all their di-

destroy
similar publications.
deform and

the

efficiency

of

manyInformation of such precise character, given to the world under such
auspices, qnd in such a form, could not fail to
he in the highest degree influential, and if duly
circulated, as it should be determined to be by

FEI.LOW’M OKIOINAL

(.au wilh confidence point to FELLOW’S
WORM LOZENGES as the most perfect remthose troublesome pests, INTESTINAL
ibr
edy
WORMS. After years of careful experiment, succcm
lots crowned our efforts, and we now offer to the world
a confection without a single fault, being safe, convenient, effectual and pleasant. No injurious result
can occur, let them bo used in whatever quanlily.

>V

of calomel enters their composition.
They may be used without further preparation, and
Children wUl eagerly devour all you
at any time.
give them, and ask for more. Tlioy never fall in expelling Worms fironi their dwelling place, and they
will alwavs strengthen the weak and emaciated, even
when he is uot afflicted with norms.
\ aliens remedies have Iron, time to time, been recommended, such as calomel, oil of wormseed, turpentine, &c., producing dangerous, and sometimes tatal
consequences. After much research, study and exIkiriioenlH, embracing several years, the proprietors
of Fellow’s Worm Lozenecs, have succeeded In producing this remedy, free from all objections, and positively sate, pleasant and effectual. They do not kill
the worms, but act by making their dwelling place
disagreeable to them. In order to assure consumers
of the genuilicness of these lozenges, the analysis of
Dr. A. A. HAYES, State Assayer. is annexed:
“1 nave analyzed the Worm Lozenges, prepared
by Messrs. FELLOWS & CO., and ftnd that they are
free from mcrcurv, and other metallic or mineral matter. These Lozenges are skilfully compounded, pleasant to the taste, sate, yet sure and effective in thoir
A. A. HAYES, M. D.
action.
Respectftilly,
Assayer to the State of Mass.

tract

commission, could hardly fail to atcapital into the State, for tile appropria-

tion and utilization of

our

a

grand staple,

water

power.
To some extent and in particular localities
the work above referred to has been done, and
if well done would not ner d to be done over.
But the results of such desultory efforts are
not before the public in combined, authentic
form, and exert but little influence; all the less

particle

Price LI cents per Box Fire for 91*
GEO. W. SWETT, Proprietor of the New England
Botanic Depot, led Hauovcr Street, Boston Mass.,
Sole Agent for tho United States, to whom all orders should be addressed.
HJ-SnId by dealers In Medicines everywhere.
o<

t5-deow6msN_n
A
Cough, A
A

Cold,

or

Throat,

Sore

If allowed to

inancut
or

n

per*

result.

BROWN'S
II It O N C HI A I,

TROCHES

A DIRECT INFLUENCE TO TI1E
GIVE IMMEDIATE BELIEF.

HAVING

1*ART3,

Bt’ouchilio, Asthma, Catarrh, Consumptive auil Throat Diseases,

For

TROCHES

ot many years, each year finds them in new localiand the Troches are
ties in various parts of the
universally pronounced better than other articles.

only “Brown's

Bronchial Troches”

and do not take any of the worthless imitations
that may be offered. sold eyerwhere.
Dec

4—d&w6m sn

the State of Maine tor the sale and
W. JOHNS’ IMPROVED ROOFUvi, would call attention to the laetthat this rooting
in
tne United States, Canadas and
use
in
i,a: been
West Indies lorncarly ten years, and abundantprool
oi
its
e
can I
supeiority over all other kinds ol
given
rooting in its adaptability to all kinds ol loots,
or
Hal. Its durability which exwhether sleep
ceed, that oi common tin, i s cheapness costingouly
its
as
lightness, weighing not more
ab.nu half
much,
than one pound to the square foot, Its beauty, preol stone, ttaa
surface
unnroken
sentin'* an
may be
made anv desired color. It is also lire pro if against
is
insured
ad
insurand
nr
by
burning cinders coals,
ance Uoiupau.es at same rales as tin, or other file
resultingIrorn
acc’deut, can
proolroofs. Any tyury
be easily repaired by any intelligent workman.
metal
roofs painted
ana
of
roots
All kinds
repaired
Agent

lor

application of H.

with Preservative paint.
This ooting, car and steamboat decking. Rooting
Agents
Cement ann pieservatlve Paint for sale.
wanted in every town in the slate.

For terms and

prices apply to

W.M. li. WALKER, General Agent,
241 Commercial st. ibot of Maple st. Po.tland.

a

sepHsndtt

Uolg&te’d Aromatic Vogotablo

Soap.

superior Toilet Soap, prepared troin refined
Vegetable Oil* in combination with Glyccriur,
am. especially designed lor the use of Fadies and
l.i the Nursery. Its perfume is exquisite, and its
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all DragfelO*66SNd ly
gir’Cfi.
Hurt* Tile Cure.
DR. GILBERT’S PILE INSTRUMENT
cases
ot piles. Sent by mail on rethe
worst
cures
ceipt of $4. Circulars Ice. Sold by druggists. Agents
Address J. B. ROMAlNE,
wanted everywhere.
Manager, No. 676 Broadway, New-York. oc26d3m8N
A

positively

If You DcMirc To Wear
the prettiest and the most comfortable fitting boot or
T. E. MOSELEY & CO.’S, Summer St.
to
go
slipper
Boston.

To Healers iu Ladles’ Collars.
The undersigned would respectfully

announce

that

Agency for GRAY’S PATENT MOLDED COLLARS, for Ladies’ wear, has this -(lay been
placed in their hands, and they will be happy to furnish dealers. Terms on application.
the General

These collars arc manufactured by the American
Molded Collar Company, under license ot the Union
Paper Collar Company.
T.liLAND, JOHNSON A CO.,
81 Devonshire street, Boston.
do8SNd2t
Boston, Nov. 28, 1866.

Relief for the Sufferers

by the Fire.

rrUIE undersigned have made arrangements under
J the act of Congress approved July 27, 1866, to
lumish parties building on the burnt district with

as

mor*

well
than

agricultural. Whether nnvthing
the agricultural can he attended to,

decSsNlm

The only uniformly successful medicine for
Piles. Dealers want no other where it has been introduced. Send for circulars and certificates. Ask the
nearest Druggist to get the medicine for you.
Druggist who desire a most efficacious, popular and
to the
selling medicine for Piles may
Proprietors. Sold by the Proprietors, and by S. AnH.
H.
B.
F.
derson & Son, Bath;
Hay, Portland;
Bradbury, Bangor; Horace Barbour, Lewiston, and
eases.

in which, in particular, attention shall he given to all the methods now in use and approved,
fur the use and economical expenditure of water power. The mechanics studied in colleges
bodies of abstract principles, general theories, couched in algebra, calculus, etc., just as

are

they should

hi: fur the purpose there in view.
But the practical knowledge to which I have
reference, and which scores and perhaps hundred-of mechanics in our State have need of,

whether they remaiu with us or go abroad,
could In* communicated in the mechanical dedur Uncut of the Agricultural College, apparently with propriety, economy and facility.
Going forth into the State with adequate
knowledge and skill, the graduate mechanics
would in multitudes of communities stimulate
the use of available water power, which now
lies idle from ignorance how to use it.
Several other collateral matters ought to bo
presented in this connectionbut perhaps not
Yours truly,
at this time or by
W. Wells.

to

Plains.—Dr.

True

writes in

the

Maine Farmer concerning the plasn lauds in
Oxford:
We recently spoke of the immense sandy
fdain in this town. We leajn that a gentleman in Boston has recently
purchased 300
acres of this land and is negotiating for 500
more. This he intends to devote to cultivation,
md we expect to see the time when this now
trarren waste will be under a good state of cultivation. We have learnod one. lesson about

apply

other Druggists

_

Wm. Carr &Co.

Proprietors.

n

sepl9BN2tawtt

as

with the means at command, I do not know.
But it would seem to promise well to establish
a short course of study on Practical Mechanics,

Sand

EDglbh

rapidly

MIXETIAL BATHS AT

DR. CARPENTER,
U. S. HOTEL, PortFriday morning, November 24, and until

SALTS !”

These SALTS arc marie from the concentrated
Liquors of the Mineral Well of the Penn’a Salt aManfa during Co., in Pittsburg, anrl are packed in airtight boxes. One always sufficient for a bath. Directions are attached.
INTERNALLY USE

In bottles
a

of

one

Mineral
and

a

half pints. One sufficient for

JLfcr^Sold by Druggists generally.
Merrill Bros, No. 215 Suite 8t., Boston; Kaynolds,
Pratt & Co, No. 106 Fulton st., New York, Wholesale

no20sNeod&wly

{in^’Mtrnmntic Nalls and Strumatic MinWaters, just received and for sale by
J. W. PERKINS & CO.,
No 86 Commercial St.
no24sNcowd&wly

eral

mineral Perle and llyceiuic Wine.—These
desirable and valuable wines have, we are glad to say,

made their appearance in our
city, and having examthem ourselves, we can si>eak undcrstandingly
of their excellence.
The Muscat Perle is a
very rich and delicious
wine,
adapted for
and certainly surpasses any tablewiuo in the country.
Ah a Communion wine it stands unrivalled, and
churches would do well to examine it for Sacramental
purposes. Purity, delicacy of flavor and mildness,
aie all combined in Muscat Perle.
The Hygienic Wine has been submitted to a number of our most eminent Physicians and they strongly
recommend it as a tonic of rare virtue.
The purity of these wines can be relied gn, and their
excellence and dellciousness will be apprec iated by all
who tent them. They should he kept by all Drug-

especially

REED, CUTLER
gist*.
for New
England.

ladies,

& CO., BOSTON, Agents
n

sepS-eodlysx

Without

August 30,1866.

TAILOR,

dtf

n

N.

J.

8

STREET

TREE

Pain*

Rank

National
MONDAY,

remove on

Groceries, Flour,

Nov.

12,

H.

GENERAL

Commission

O. M. dt D. W. JfCASU

have resumed business at the head of Long Wharf,
under J. W. Munger'e Insurance Office, and will be
pleased to see their former customers and receive their
orders as usual.
July 10, 1866.

to

A-

Bailey <r Co.JuU7tf

oilDMAN.

an answer.

Saddlery

TESTIMONY.

The Testimonials below are all received in this
State, and can be readily investigated by those desirous of so doing.
Hundreds of other certificates can
seen

at the Dr.’s Office.

CATARRH.

Same store with

of Catarrh
and Polypus from which I suffered six years. Had
copious dischargts, dullness in the head and much
difficulty in talking or breathing. I now have none
of

me

these’ troubles.

WYMAN.

THEODORE
State

House, Augusta, Jan. 15,1866.

Augusta, Oct. 8, 1866.

sore eves for
blind. We em-

eight years and had become nearly
ployed many physicians without benefit. Dr. Carpenter cured her over a year ago. Her eyes remain
well.

Mrs. RACHEL SCHOLES.
Augusta, and the above statehand and is correct.—[Gos-

own

pel Banner, Augusta.
Farmer.)

Maine

Augusta, Oct. 3, 1866.
Carpenter eared me oi dearness of fifteen years’
over
a
My
hearing remains peryear ago.
standing
fectly good. I reside in Union, Me.
Dr.

Z. COLLINS.

LEROY

[From the Rockland Gazette.)
I suffered from Catarrh and Dealhess twenty-seven
Dr.
Carpenter’s Remedies cured my Catarrh
years.
entirely, and greatly improved

myAiearin^

Rockland, April 19,1865.
[From the Bangor Whig tf Courier.)
care of Dr. Carpenter, I have been entirely cured of Catarrh with which I was severely afflicted, to the great improvement of my general health.
Miss LOIS E. YOUNG.
March 12,1806.
Under the

O. Thomas.

Testimonial
Having been afflicted with irritation and discharge
of my ears six years and receiving only temporary relief, 1 was induced to consult Dr. Carpenter last February. His treatment cured me.
My ears remain
W. O. THOMAS.
perfectly well.
of Rev. Ulr. W

Belfast,

Oct.

11,

•

1865._

at their new
An Order Slate mriy be lound at Messrs. Low,
Plummer & Co’s, No 83 Commercial St, and at Mr C.
M. Rice’s Paper Warehouse, No. 185 Fore Street.
All orders promptly attended to.
Goods at ibe lowest prices.
JullGtt

Bangor Times.J
1 bad been growing deaf fifteen years and had become so deaf I could not hear our minister, who is a
very loud speaker. Under Dr. Carpenter's care, at
the Bangor House, I have recovered my hearing, can
I reside in Benton.
now hear as well as ever.
Mrs. CLARK PIPER.
1.
Oct.
Bangor,
the

All the published Certificates of Dr.
bana fide.—{Maine Farmer.

found

•

St.

Bookseller and Stationer, may be
at No. 337 Congress St., corner of Oak

_

Jull6tf

_

WEBSTER if CO.,

can be tound at the store
C. K. Babb, Clapp’s Block, No. 9, where we
a good assortment or Clothing and Furnishing
Goods at low prices.
Jul 16

RS.ot
oiler

REED. Counsellors at Law, Morton
Block, Congress St. Same entrance asU. S. Ar-

SMITH <$:
°

iyl2dtf

my offices.

READY

site,

Carpenter

are

Certificates, published in our columns, of Dr.
Carpenter’s cures are bona fide to our own knowledge,
lie is all he professes to be, and will notvhumbug or
deceive the public.—[Kennebec Journal, Augusta.j
The

Dr. Carpenter has entirely cured persons in this
city who have been under treatment at the Eye and
Ear Infirmaries without being benefltted.—[Belfast

tf_

A* K. Mi BAND,
•; No. 16 Free Street,

Attorneys

Jv

Counsellors,
Middle.
Juli3

near

and

HO UHE^rNOTICE—Persons liav ng left
orders at 101 Exchange street, can now find
them at 324 Congress street, opposite Meehan cs’
Hall, where we shall continue our business in all its
various branches and at lower rates.
ES^Ladies’ Dresses dyed tor 81,00. All other articles dyed at equally low rates.
Ef. BURKE.
Jul 176m

DYK

E. FERNALD A SBN. Merchant Tailors,
have taken Union Hall, entrance on Free Sk,
•
where they are ready with a good stock of Good* for
Men’s wear, which they will manuikrture in garments to order.
BF~First class
•

Coat-makers wanted.

§. RICH A HON,
Coffins and Caskets:

138

also,

Caskets.

Exchange street.
Me talk Burial

jy26

WALKER & CO. may be found at
pHARLES^L
^
No. 150 Commercial street, store formerly

occu-

pied by N. O. Cram, where they will resume business, and be pleased to see their customers, or receive their orders.
JulylOtf
•

iyll

HJATBAN GOULD,

^ to No. 16 Market
cary store.

tl

Merchant

Square,

Hhoes,
Benj. Fogg may be
BOOTH,
cast
at No. 4 Moulton

Tailor, has removed
over Sweetsh's

Huts

rners

Apothe

JylO—tt
Clothing.

and

tound read v to wait on
street, foot
Exchange.

Jul20
tor sale by
CIGABH.
JullStt

200 M. imported and domestic Cigars
C. C. MITCHELL & SON,
178 Fore Street.
Sc

WEBB, Attorneys and
Counsellors, at the Boody House, corner ot
Congr ss and Chestnut street*.Jy26

DEBLOIH

D.

Carpetings
As good

and Curtains!
an

assortment

01

Fine, Mediant and I-ow Priced

CARPETINGS!
As

was ever

NEW

exhibited in Boston, is
at the

now

CARPET

116 TREMONT
Which, together with

Window Shades and

a

being opened

STREET,
large Stock

ol

PRICES I

Domestic Goods’ daily from Manulacturere and
N*w fork Auctions.
Window Shade* and Diaperies made to order.
Lace Curtains, in great variety, at LOW PRICES.

CHILDS, CROSBY & LANE,
116 Tremont ilrtel, Bouton,
Nearly opposite Park St. Church.
scpl8d3m
No.

PEN

18

THE

JMOBTIEB

Morton’s

THAN

SWOKD.”

The Gold Pen—Best and

Cheapest

Bank of

Stockholders of this Bank are hereby notified
that their annnal meeting will be held at their
Banking Room No 21J Free st., on TUESDAY, the
8th dav of January next, at 3 o’clock P M, to choose
five Directors for the ensuing year, and to act on any
other business that may legally come before them.

THE

EbWAiiD WOULD, Cashier.
Portland, Dec 7, I860.dc8dtd

Canal National Bank.

of Pens.

Gold Pens l

The Best Pens In the World!

prices.
ty A Catalogue, with fun description of Sizes and
Prices, sent on receipt ot letter postage,
A. UfOBTON,
no20d*w8m

door

May 19—dly

November 8.

A. WILBUR &
112

Tremont

Annual

of

Directors,

any
before them, will be

may legally
held at Nos. 188 and 190
Fore street, (un stairs,) on TUESDAY, 8th January
J
next, at 3 P. M._
come

Portland, Dec

i,

1866.

STEPHENSON,Cashier.

Casco National Bank

annual meeting of

will be held
street, on TUESDAY, the
eighth day of January next, at 3 o’clock P. M
E. P. GERRI3H. Cashier
Portland, Dec. 7,1866.

That

Cough

can

he

Cured l

BY TAKING DR. BA8COM’8

Cough

and

directions.
According
street, or by
to

Croup Syrup
For sole at No. 16 Middle

BURGESS, FOBES & CO„
Wholesale Agents, No 80 Commercial st..
nolOeodSm
Portland, Me.

j 2 to *4

St.

Street,

of all colors, and slating nails.

m

CLOTHING!

in

H. M. PAYSON,

No. 30

Exchange Street,
PORTLAND, MB.no21dtf

SOMERS

SEW ALL,

NO.

331

CONGRESS

BRADBURY & SWEAT

Law,

VARIED

to

THE

on

JOSEPH STORY
Pearhya Marble Co.
Manufacturers and Dealers in Enameled Slate
Chimney Pieces, Brackets, Pier Slabs, Grates
and Chimney Tops. Importer and dealer in
English Floor Tiles, German and French Flower Puts,
Hanging Vases, Parian, Bisque, and Bronze Statuette
and Busts. Glass Shades and Walnut Stands, Bohe-

mian and Lava Vases and other wares.
112 TKEMONT STREET Studio

aug22—Cm

Building
BOSTON, Moss.

n

SHEPLEY

&

STROUT

COUNSELLORS

AT LAW,

OFFICE,

Post Office Building, 2d story; Entranco on Exchange street.
G. F. SHEPLEY.
A. A. 8TBOGT.
Jy8tl

In

3. T.

SMALL

CO~

&

and

Provisions I

la L.IIUE STREET:

Morton

Attorney

at

Aad

Bouse,
tf

PEPPING,
P.

PEPPING,

H.

PEPPING!

SAMUELS,

Mannihcturer ot

Hair Mattresses, Feather Beds, &c.

attention paid to
^^Particular
Hair
and remade

Matresses,

equal

the renovating of

to new.

Blankets*

&c.
morion Block, over Perkins’, two doors
ocUSdtt
sbovc Preble Hou«e.

J.

MOXCET,

c.

Hair

Dresser,
Has

No.
no7dtf

339

Removed to

Congress Street,

Family School.

norpipqewock,
Winter Term
THE
"**>••• will

ni.

the Bnton Family
the Second Monday m
December, to continue Thirteen Weeks.
H. F. EATON, Principal.
nov. 29 d4w
of

commence

_

FKSSKWOENT, Attorney and Counsellor. Deering Halt, opposite Preble House

WO.
•

mu

dt/

n

J. T. LEWIS &

a

Other

good time

for

CLOTHING,
have removed to

No. 1 Galt Block, Commercial ftreet.

Jyion

Things!

UTew Store,

purchasers of

CHRISTMAS GOODSI

H. W. S1MONTON &

HAVE

Hoop Skirts, Corsets,
French

stamping

Done to Order.

349 Congress Street, (Up Stairs.)

TORINO,

oct24

dtf.

School,

Patterson <&

Miscellaneous and

Blank Books.

THE

We have just redeved Horn New York a full supply ol

PAPER HANGINGS,

Reconstructed

DRAWING PAPER OF ALL SIZES.
a

A.

call.
Short A Coring,
Cl Froc. ComcfCentsr Stiee

Groceries,

SICfjy

ALL

BURNED.
Hi—>w the Suler.

new Store We.
corner of Brown

Street,

J^erected by

Produce,

_AGAIN.

JVf'UTTUTG.

the Messrs. Barbour, with Increased lathe various branches of

and to be

np

on

tie

new

stores, I

cmUWont^rcftr..

Dec 4th, 1848,

Optical deeds, Chronometers, Watches,
Clocks, Fins Tools for Machinists and Engineers, Ac
aad

quarters.
Dec 1,1868.—43m

and

shall endeavor to keen posted in the newest Imboat materials,
provements, to be supplied with tbe
prompt and thithftil in my workmanship.
Mt work m»y be Men on orery business street fn
the city, to which, with specimen* constantly going

301 Cea-

Street, about

their old

Bar Friends and enstomsrs

Goods

tipies to answer all orders In

stand We. «4 Bic heads street, with aoomplete stock of Nautical

They hate reoccnplsd

I,

FULLY

a new mock of Watches, Jewelry, Oliver end Plated Ware, aad Faacy
deeds tor the holidays.

Dee, lath, with

HALL,

sensible of my obligations for tho liberal
kindness of my patrons, I announce to them
with great pleasure, my return to No flO Exchange
! Street, over tho Shoe and Leather Warehouse recent-

O
Street,
V. BAH.tr.

no2TJ3w_n.
LOWELL & 8ENTER,
occupy the

!

MILK STREET.

HOME

For Ladies and Gentlemen.

true

Old Ground

POKTtAND, Ml.,
Would respectfully announce to his former customers
and friends that he has re-established himself In business at the old place. No. 1 Milk street, near ExProduce,
change. All persons in want of Groceries.
dfcc., will do wall to make me a call, .19 an entire new
stock of selected goods will l*e off* red at greatly redec td-Tw
duced prices. Come one. come all.

Skates S Skates!

T T

W.

NO. 1

HAVE

VI/ILL

T.

tbe

and dealer in

Succenw, to F. P. and H. T. Btlfori, at Mrt. M.
J. Aickolt, U. S. Hotel,
received a lot of Tretousse, ran quality,
Kid Gloves. Also Zephyr Worsteds, Slippers,
Hoods, Hosiery, Ladles’ Under Vests, Comets, Linen Setts, plain and emb. Hdkfs., Muslin and Cam.
Edgings, Bress Buttons, together with ail articles
usually tbund in a first class Fancv Goods Store
Their Mends and the public are invited to call and
examine them.
nov 7 till Jan. 1, 1807.

Free

on

COMMISSION MEHCHANT,

jy30ti__
A. COBB A CO.,

Q3T ENTIRE NEW STOCK-OLD STOCK

Chndbonrnc,

Morton Dlorlc, 2 doors above Preble House.
new Bounties, under the law approved
28th, 186»J, Increase of Penfllona, Arrears ofWjt
Prize Money, and all other claims against the Gov<
eminent, collected at short notice.
The necessary blanks have been revoked, and ( lain,
ants »hould tile their claims promptly.
Frank G. PatteubOn, late iient. Sth. Me. Voto
Paul Chadbourxe, late Mat. 1st Me. Cav.
Oct 16-dtf
11

Oaah, Post Office and Envelope Oases, Let*
ter Presses, Pen Baoks, &c.

Give us

$100

WAR CLAIM OFFICE.

Free, Corner Center Streets,
Have on hand a 1UU supply ot

Law,

con-

Under Clothing, Merino I'erh, Collar*,
Cnflfe, Wonted and Fancy Goods.

Booksellers & Stationers, $100.
31

CO.,

opened a Ladies’ Furnishing Store,
taining a good assortment of

business,
william
BROWN, formerly at #1 Federal street, Is now
permanently located at his now store No 01 Federal st,
a fcw doors below Lime street. Be is now jirepared to
attend to the wants of his numerous customers and
the public generally In the way of cleaning and repairing Clothing or all kinds, Vtd will be attended
to with his usual promptness.
Alio second-hand
nov6dtf
Clothing for sale at fair prices.

SHORT &

Street, (Up Stairs.)

840 Conprress

fob

Ready

CO.

Manufacturers of

to call, fcr more tone and attention con be shown
them In selecting, than at a more busy season.
November 21. dtf

.9

(A tew doors above the Preble House.)

Eaton

Numerous

Now Is

Law,

PORTLAND, ME.

novlO

Oct4--d3m

Desks 11

New patterns and Choice Styles.

Blocfc, Congress, Street,

Twe Poors above Preble

and

Goods!

20 Market Square.

and Toilet Articles t!

Stationery

PERCIVAL BONNEY,

Counsellor and

Furnishing

PRICES!

STATIONERY OF A LL KINDS,

Highest cash prices paid for Country Produce.
S3T’Consignmenta receive prompt attention.

dec7dim_NO

AND

Prongs Beautiful Publications!

Wholesale and Retail dealers in

Groceries

CLOTIIING

City,

OF ~ALL KUTOS!

Boxes

FARRINGTON

J. P.

The

CXJXLERY,

sep20<i3m

n

CHEAPEST

Work

STREET,

manner.

be found at his store.

TOYS

Maine.

A few doors above the Post Office where he will be
happy to see old customers and new. He now has
every facility tor conducting his business in the most

satisfactory

48 Market figure.
LETEEN <6 CO.

-Afro-

TODD’S
Hair Dressing Rooms
LIME

Com.,

England Clothing

New

GOODS!

Best Assortment in the

31 COMMERCIAL STREET,

np

!

AT TUX

dc8d3m_E.

Goods,

_aug3t-dtfPortland,

GOODS f

Clothing

Boy’s

COLLECTION

HOLIDAY

& Go.,

Wholesale Dry

stock of

-OX-

STREET,

Chadwick Mansion, opposite United States Hotel,
Portland Maine.
Bion Bradbury.
nov 9ti
V. D. M Sweat

Deering Miliiken

new

SUPPLY

A FULL

STREET,

lb Doors above Casco Street,

340 CONGRESS

a

The stock embraces FIXE, MEDIUM and LOW
PBICED CLOTHING, made up In the most fashionable style. A large assortment of the newest styles
of GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS Is now on hand
dtf
dec8

AT

LAW,

at

have

FURNISHING

STOCK BROKER.

would respectfully Invite the attention of the people
of Portland and vlckilty to the

Counsellors

we

CLOTHING

Has saved his Lrbrarv. Office at2 2 1-2 Free street,
the Griffith block, third story.
n Jy9dtr

Neatly fitted

Where

Druggists,

No. 148 Fore Street.

aug22—flm

AT

STREET,

lOppw.ite the Preble House

17-dtl

WOODMAN,

COUNSELLOR
in

288 CONGRESS

CO.,

—AND—

Boston,

n

JABEZ C.

We have taken the store

Boots and Shoes for Sale Cheap.
JylO dtl
IF. E> PHILLIPS &

KNIGHT 1

ROBINSON

Careful attention paid

shipping.

to

FIRM !

NEW
p

AT 29 MARKET SQUARE,

Wholesale

FURS,

well marie, into stylish and useful garments, and nt
decs tf
moderate prices, to examine this stoUL

be found

can

ROOFING SLATES,

Directors,

the transaction of any
other business that may legally come before them,
at 190 Fore

Well worth their attention.
We would particularly Invite those In pursuit of

D.,

Congress

Dec 4—dlw

WELCH and AMERICAN

dcSdtd

the Stockholders of “The
of Portland” for the elecTHECasco National Bank
and for
tion of

SLEIGHING ROBES !

CUMBERLAND,

Office Hocks—

great variety of

aline stock ot

NICE

CO.,

Importers and Dealers

dm

Meeting Stockholders of the “SecTHE
ond National Bank, Portland” for the election of
other business which
and

And

PAINTER.

M.

a

Fnr Coats, Gloves Collars & Cuffs!

iysott

OCt

new

Gentlemen will also find

At present to be found at Ids residence

n

seven

other bnsipees that may legally come betore
them, will be held at 188 Fore street, on Tuesday, the
8th day of January, 1867, at S o’clock P. M.
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.

style
MUFFS and COLLARS.

ME.

HATCH,

Lamb,

Bird,

ind the

D. CLARKE <& CO.

from Congress Street
PORTLAND, ME.

Annual Meeting oi the Stockholders of

the
THE
Canal National Bank of Portland, for the election of
Directors, and for the transaction of

seven

For sale at bis Headquarters, No 25 Maiden Lane,
New York, and by every duly-appointed Agent at the
same

“The National Traders
Portland.”

Second National Bank.

Foreign Goods by every Steamer.

‘•THE

THE

any

Upholstery Goods,

Street, first

National Bank.

Shareholders in this Bank are hereby notified
that the Annual Meeting for the choice of Directors and the transaction of such business as may legally be brought before them, will be holden on Tuesday, January 8th, 1867, at 3 o’clock P. M., at the office now occupied by the Bank, No. 32 Exchange 9t.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
Portland, Dec 7,1866.
dc8-2awtjan8

HALLS,

WUl be sold at very

LOW

Merchants

Law,

Persian

Grebe

out cl town solicited.

No. 300 1-3

Manufacturer ot Silver Ware,
Temple

Counsello

ju!21

ORNAMENTAL

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER.

244

this
Re

In connection with these staple grades, may be
found aU the new and Fancy Styles, such as the

FERNY,

Orders

—AND—

Jull4

and

CLEAVES,

PEARSON,
Gold and Silver Plater

Counsellor at Law,

yERBIM.,
No. 19 Free Street.
BYRON
PlfikfE, Attorney
at Law, No. 8 Clapp's Block.
LEWIS

are unsurpassed, and we shall be able to show in
line of goods the best assortment ever offered at
tail In this city.

Coloring. Whitening and White-Washing piomptattended to.
Horn

E. S.

M.

if S. E. SPRING may be found at the store of
Fletcher if Co., corner ot Union and Commer-

cial streets.

FITCH, and
SIBERIAN SQUIRREL,

UNDEB LANCASTER nALL.

—

Jy24

BO VAL ERMINE,

STU000 AHD MA8TI0 WORKERS,
Oak Street, between, Congreu and Free Sts.,

Near Middle Street.
Nathan Cleave*.
Joseph Howard, jy9tf n

to Gas and Steam fitting.

HE EASTERN EXPHESSCO.arenow
permanently located at No. 21 Free street, and
prepared to do Express Business over all the Railroad and Steamboat routes in the State, and West
by P. S. & P., Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads
to Boston, connecting there with Expresses to all
parts ol the country.
For the convenience of our customers on Commercial and Fore streets, an order book lor Height Calls
will be kept at office of Canadian Express Co., No.
Fore street.
J. N. WINSLOW.

Skins,

HEAD OF MECHANIC STREET.

Street * “Arcade.”

& Counsellors at

Our nice sets of

trade.

SABLE,

SAMUEL FBEEMAK,
QEO. L. KIMBALL.
tfe'V* e pay Cash for every thing we buy. jelB 6m

FRESCO

PORTLAND. M NF..
Office Mo. 17 Free Street,

bejpleaa-

paid

own

PEBI.E8, KIDS, LININGS, &c.
OROVE STREET,.PORTLAND. ME

GOODS,

HOWARD As

re-

Age.
Several marked cures have come under our observation, and we have conversed with many others who
have been befiefitted by Dr. Carpenters treatment,
and we have become satisfied that be is skillful in the
class of diseases which he treats, and carefhl to promise only what he can perform.—[Bangor W£ig If Cour.
See other Certificates in Portland TranSeript..
d&wtf
nov!9

Mo. 18 Free
anggldtl

ed to answer all orders tor Iron Railings, Doors,
Window Shutters, Gratings, &c.
Particular attention

Alfo Man oiacturers ot

CUSHING,

Hosiery, Gloves, Small Wares, Ac,,

Attorneys

Comprising the most desirable kinds and qualities,
selected trow the choicest AMERICAN and ETTROPEAN FuRS, and manulhotured expressly for our

Maty 82—dt/

FANCY

H. T.

C. M. &

again.

to commence

Wool and Wool

ftullomblr stock bf Ladies’ and Chil-

FINE FUE9!

ME

H0V»'fi5dtf

PORTLAND,

n

•

A

DEAFNESS.
[From

pre-

Coffees, Spices, Cream Tartar, &c,
place of business, No. 100 Green St.

pared

on

My daughter suffered from sccrofulous

[From the

Co.,

PLUMMER White and Blacksmiths, having
ALL
built
the old
No. 12 Union St, would

BLINDNESS.

Mrs. S. resides in
ment is given in her

EAGLE
prietors,
to furnish

A large and
dren’s

FREEMAN A KIMBALL,

y

Late Merrill & Small, Wholesale Dealers in

iyI2dtf

lLs. although burned up, the Proare now
Messrs. L. J. Hill &

>11

PAckARD

[From the Kennebec Journal qf Augusta.
Augusta, Me., August 2, 1866.
i was very deaf and suffered from inflammation and
a constant and profuse discharge from both ears for
ten years: one ear was totally deaf, the other nearly
useless. Dr. Carpenter’s Remedies cured me. I can
now hear as well as ever in both ears.
Miss E. O. BACHELDOR.
We have seen and conversed with Miss Bacheldor
and her statement is full and satisfactory.—[Ken. Jour.

peifectly

Geyer and Caleb

Hardwa r e

MERRILL BROS. &

MOTICE. H. J. LIBBY & CO., Manulbcturere
and Commission Merchants. Counting Room
over First National Bank, No. 23 Free street, second
story.
iyll ti
AMBU08E
ItlEBRILL. Dealer in
•
Watches, Jewelry, Masonic Regalia, and Military Goods, No 13 Free street, Portland.

Congress Street,
THURSDAY, DEC. 6tli,

Woolens,

PORTLAND,

Store,

new

890

Successors to STEVENS, FREEMAN & CO.,
Wool-pollers and Dealers in

Carriage Trimmings.

Wholesale

00.,

Si reef.*

CHAPMAN.

PLAIN AND

No# 169 middle Street, Portland, me.

augl5—ti

Will open at his

PLASTERERS, Astracan,

—ajtd—

Dry Qoods, No. 4 Oalt Block, Commercial St.
Jnl 17—dtr
HONE

be

CO.,

&

TREE

t.?.'SSu:

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

CO., Furs,
VBON, «REENOE«H
Hats, Caps and Kobes, 164 Middle St„ over T.

Free

PERRY,

N.

E.

of

and

18

ROSS &
CO.,

IGW FI R GOODS!

DAVIS,

_E.

Portland, Me.

JAMES BAILEY A
Importers and dealers in

will be found at
DOW

ensure

F.

Whurl,

octlSdit

n_dtf

LIBBEI. Insurance Agents,
No 117 Commercial, corner ot
Exchange St. Home Office of New York; National
office orBoston; Narragansett Office of Providence;
Putnam Office of Hartford; Standard Office of New
York, and other reliable offices, are represented by
this agency.
F. W. Libbey.
John Dow.
jy25dtf

Merchants,

Wldgery’s

Goods
Arcade

__

-OF-

Law.

Importers and fJobbers

Dry

____

Fore Street.
_

OFFICE OVER H. H. HAY’S
Jyt)Junction of Free St Middle Street a.

Chase’s Block, Head Long Wharf Portland, Me.

CHASE, CRAM k STURTEVANT,

PAYSON,
38 Exchange St.
oulOdtf__
OF

Nov 18—dim

McCOBB A KINGSBURY.

PR0DU8E AND SHIP ISTOEES,

the

to

Nearly Opposite Mechanics’ Mall,

tt

at

STREET,

OPENING

DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL &

n

M.

No. 178

ft

Counsellors

HannoW. Gage.

CONGRESS

333

PATENTS,

BROKERS,

And Dealers in

Ho. 3

OF

NO. 8 CUPP'S BLOCK,

8TANWOOD & DODGE,
Commission
Merchants,

THE

EASTMAN BROTHERS

LAW,

aug2dtlCongreg Street.
W. H. WOOD A SON,

PORTLAND, ME.
lyTtl

jy Wo Trouble to Show Goods.

if

SOLICITOR

Counsellors,

Sewell 0. Strout

BLOCK,

let Quilts. All Wool Blankets.
A full line of
heavy SHIRTING FLANNELS.
tew
hue hi ERINO
more
left
of
Ladles
Hr*
those
HOSE, for !18c.

—AND—

GAGE,

Wear.

variety. Every kind and quality of Housekeeping goods. Ltnbms, Damask, Cambkks, Tot-

SQUARE,

COUNSELLOR AT

Office 113 Federal Street,

with Messrs. J. M. Dyer & Co., and is prepared to resume his usual business, and otiers a choice assortment of Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silver Ware,
Spectacles, Cutlery, <£c., on the moet reasonable
n
terms.
augldtf

Merchants

&

Boys’

In IU11

W. H. CLIFFORD,

DEANE,
and Attorney,

and

Attorneys

GILMAN,

WHIPPLE,

W.

^PORTLAND, ME.

and dealers In

STROUT

WOOLWe hare paid particular
DEPARTMENT, which compvisee all the latest
Beavcloths:
Domestic
Heavy
styles of Foreign and
ers for Overcoats. Ail Wool Double and Twist Cloths
for Men and

ug2

Particular attention given to writing Wills,
Contracts, Deeds and Legal Instruments.
dtf
July SI, ltCC.

the present occupies part ol the Store

For

SON,

No. 8. Clapp’s Block, Congress St.

OF CHE8TNNT

CORNER

P.

Counsellor

No. 233 1-2 Congress Street,

CONSULTATION AT OFFICE FREE,

25f”But Letters must contain One Dollar

Waters!”

day's use.

Agents.

the

H.

!

our

EN

reu o

Wholesale Druggist,

(Opposite the Market.)
Where they will be pleased to see all their former
customers and receive orders as usual.
auglTdtf 0

ES,

DOWN

BAS REMOVED TO

OFFICE

BRONCHITIS, NASAL and AURAL POLYPUS,
Discharges from the Ear, Noises in the Head, Scrofula, Sore Eyes, Films, Opacitus, and all Diseases of the
Eye, Ear and Throat.
ISf* In most case9 the remedies can be applied at
home witnout interfering with the patient* occupa-

HOME.

rnmi
HIIKIJMATIM.H ITIIKB
Ltltl P riUAS on the MCE CVKKU
Cllti:i)
BY TREATMENT WITH MINERAL WATERS.
l)o away with all your various and often pernlcioua drugs and quack medicines, ami use a ,ew baths
prepared with

“Strumatic

G

O

MERCHANT

Will

Oculist aud Anrist,

DVHPBPttid c

“STRUM ATI C

SKIRT AND 00R3E! STORE,

attention to

DOMESTICS 1

WM.

NEW BUILDING ON LIMB NT.,

C. PEABODY.

H.

Pleaie call

one.

WOOLENS

Auk 8—tl

C. L. Qctlnby.

be found in their

PRICES,

Portland. Haiae.

21 MARKET

Gan

LOW

Shawls and Cloakings.

-AND-

Address Poet Office Box 1,968, or at the office
C. H. Stuart’, residence,

our

Rich Rress Goods 1

CONTRACTORS.

BED-STEADS

A. N. NOYES &
Manufacturer*

REMOVA L !

A

You need not Sutler with Piles
Since Cash’s Tile Remedy brings immediate relief, and speedily cures boLli recent and inveterate

art

MISCELLANEOHSI.

[From Maine Farmer.i
Dr. Carpenter’s Remedies have cured

Special Notice.
r | HUi.uiideisigned havaigfbocn appointed exclusive
i

dtt

removed to 329 Congress St., opposite MeehantoF
n
Hall.
JylOdtt

NO.

CO.,

We shall continue to sell

tormer

our

VERY

NO. 80 CLARK STREET,

Deane.

at

in J>rg Goods

Bargains

And will not be undersold by any
and examine onr tine line or

Masons, Builders, Plasterers

Portlaad.
1). W.

good*

27 Market Square,
__PORTLAND, ME.
C. H. STUART ft
CO„

Spring-Beds, Mattresses, Few Cushions,
No. 1 Clapp’s Block-fool Cheataat Street,

is

■

Testimonial of Hon. Theodore Wyman*

correspondent, with his limited knowledge of
business and of forms do£ not see. But as at
present advised, he can see no such difficulties,
and no reasonable ground for apprehending
any other than remunerative results from the
One word inoie. The appropriation of Congress, which in our State has been devoted to
the establishment of an Agricultural College,
was given for the furtherance of mechanical

jgy* A soldier who had lost the use ot his limbs
from Rheumatism has been completely cured and en
ablcd to abandon hia crutches by one bottle ol Metcalfe’s Qbeat RnF.uMATlc Remedy. It is truly
decl almsthe wonder of the age.

Leather,

erenow able to utter the

we

the market afford*.

n

•utflddm

and Manufacturers of

W. P. Freeman,
n
suglOtl

SQUARE.

sepfitftl

Best

ARTIST,

R,

FREEMAN &

FUBNITUEE, LOUNGES,

Ayj>EKSO\ AND CO.’S

Warren’s Cough Balsam.
Remedy ever compounded for C«M>i
Coughs, Catarrh anti Consumption, and all
diseases of the Throat and Lungs.
tEJfFor sale by all Druggists. Manufactured by
B. F. BBADBIJBV,
octlSd&wsuGm
Druggist, Banoob.

Inserted

W. P.

Court Honse.

Near the
B. BOLDEN.

The best

Eyes

aept3dtt

Office, 229 1-2 Congress Sired,

HOOP

BRE WE

stock,

J. B. HUDSON, JR.,

and Counsellors at Law, Stoves, Ranges & Furnaces,

Attorneys

LAW,

aepSdti

n

Upholsterers

Photograph Rooms,
n

and warranted.

BIVET8 and BUBS,
u
311 Congress Street.

EIRE /

THE

&ug20

No.

27 Market Square.
Sept M—dtt

(Successors to J. Smith <fc Co.)
.tlau u carlo re r af I.eather Belting.
Also tor sals

4fc

Pure Lead and Linseed Oil,
DUTY FREE. Parties wishing to purchase Paint
stock will call at 80 COMMERCIAL STREET.
BUBOE88, FOBI 8 A CO.

enterprise.

Reproductive

on

flTm

a

OF

New

REMEDIES*

DR. T. K. 'ftAYLOR, 17 Hanover Street, Boston,
lias received the new Frauen Remedies and modes oi
treatment practised by Drs. Dumas and Rlcord—Safe
pleasant and warranted Positively effectual in all
OrDiseases of the Blood, Urinary and
gans. and all Irregularities and Complaints peculiar
to Women. Enclose stamp and receive ftill particun
lars by mail.
oct3-d&w3m

Artificial

Hinger* and Public Speakers
will Had Troches u6Clulin clearing the voice when
taken before Singing or Speaking, and relieving tbe
throat after an unusual exertion of the vocal organs.
The Troches are recommended and proscribed by
Physicians, and have had testimonials from eminent
men throughout the country.
Being an article ol
true merit, and having proved their efficacy by a test

Obtain

LAW,

B. F. SMITH A SON’S

A.

CAN
land,

B3GF"llepairing done

HOLDEN & PEABODY,

tion.

ARE USED WITH ALWAYS GOOD SUCCESS.

sep7-dtt

OUT

AT

394

seemed the whole of Store
HAVING
Congress Stmt, ami made great addition! to

our

ATTORNEY

Belt Leather, Backs St Sides, Lace

Ottcc in Chadwick’. House.
249 Congress St., next above Stone Cburcb.

NO. 16 MARKET

Blindess, Deafness, Catarrh,

Consumption,

is often the

COUNSELLOR at

decft-d&wlwsN

at

torId,
Dealer

f.

GOODS'

DRY

CABLETON,

d3m

EYE GLASSES, &c.,
Vo. 95 Free St., Portland.

WATERHOUSE

J. E.

REMOVAL^

SICILIAN

further notice, upon

Throat Disease,

<le4tf

Congress Street.

9. L

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Spectacles,

Exchange Sired,

12

[Chadwick Houei,j

in

JAMES O’DOXNELL

Druggists.

be consulted

Vllei)
13 FREE STREET.

SO.

w.

—AT—

la the best preparation extant for restoring gray
hair to its original color, preventing Its felling oat,
and promoting its growth. It is a beautiful Hair
Dressing. For sale by all
R. P. HALL & CO., Nashua N. H., Proprietors.

continue,

Irriaation of tho Funs*?

No.

F. B. HABBIB.

HAIR RENEWER

SERE

Spectacles, Taels,

Waterhouse,

Portland, Dec. 3d 1866.
HARRIS & WATERHOUSE, Wholesale Dealers
and
In Hats, Caps,
Furs, have removed to their New
Store,

249
octs-dly

Are•

Mp88

Hats, taps and Furs.

Geo. C. Goodwin & Co.,
Wholesale Agents, Boston.
n

VEGETABLE

ATCHES,

BARGAINS

and Counseller at Law, GREAT

Attorney

Silver and Plated Ware,
Jewelry,
Silver and Mleel

.JOBBEBS OF

tive organs.
No preparation for Nervous Diseases ever sold so
readily, or met with auch universal approval. For
Sleeplessness, Loss of Energy, Peculiar Female
Weaknesses and Irregularities, and all the .oarful
mental and bodily symptoms that follow in the train
of nervous diseases, Dodd’s Nervine is the best remedy known to scionce. Sold by all druggists. Price $1.

HALL'S

rail.

Harris &

d&wtf_

8 N

W

MISCELLANEOUS.

W. W. THOMAS. ,Jr.,

PEARSON,

<1

Oold,

PRESENTS.
dec7d3w

HOLIDAY

fcg^Pleaae

Some Folks Can’t Sleep Nights.—We are
now prepared to supply Hospitals, Physicians, the
trade and the great public generally, with the standard and Invaluable remedy, Dodd’s Nervine, which
article surpasses all known preparations for the cure
of all forms of N ervousness. It is rapidly superceding
every preparation of opium—the well-known result ot
which is to produce coetiveness and other serious
illtficulties; it allays irritation, restlessness and spasms,
and secreand Induces regular action of the bowel

EQUIRE8 •IMMEDIATE ATTENTION,
AND SHOULD BE CHECKED.

complicated with individual and sometimes speculative interests.
There may be difficulties in the way of, or
objections to such an undertaking, which your

because

27

augllsnlyd&w

.1*1;

Not

j

goods

BUIS NESS CARDS.

Dealers In

Mlllinery| Store

good variety

I'AIIIMi.

OEIiHISH

removed from No. 12 India street to No
a

IIUINfi> ELDEBBEKBT WINK.

LOZENGES.

VY O It M

so

suitable

a

BAVLKY A NOYES,
New Block, Exchange street.

doc7»Nddw

locity, slope, Constancy, lacustrine connections,
rapids, falls, channel and riparian conditions
where dams would have to he built, the abunance and accessibility- of building material, and

purchasing elsewhere.

\Ve shall have a good assortment of English and
American Standard and Juvenile Books. We beg a
continuance of the generous patronage and fkvor
which we have heretofore received.

thousand fold.

Not the same but the equivalent thing has
been done for Illinois by the advertisements of
her great Central Railway, that for so many

the public generally
our NEW STOCK ot*

ItooliN, Fancy CSooiIn, Writing Desks,
before

been

••

nov

j

j
25 Middle street, between India and Hampshire
HAS
of
suitable
itreets. Just added

To the days of the aged it addeth length,
To the mighty It addeth strength,’’
’Tis a halm for the sick, a Joy for the well—
Druggists and Qrocers buy and sell

irth.

MONDAY,
Our fr iends an>l patrons and
we trust will wait and examine

expense and trouble incident to the publication and diffusion of the document, have been
a

RETAIL !

Exchange Street,

ou

!#. J. Cushman's

We take pleasure In announcing that the above
named article may be found for sale by all City
Druggists and first class Country Oncers.
As a Medicine Mains’ Wine Is invaluable, being
among the best, if not the best, remedy tor colds and
pulmonary complaints, as well as one of the most
agreeable Beverages. Manufactured from the pure
juice of the berry, and unadulterated by any Impure
ingredient, we can heartily recommend it to the sick
as a medicine, and to the well, as a beverage.

Will open their

Slore

HI Is lit

REMOVAL!

Mains’ Elder Berry Wine.

j

BAILEY& JSTOYE8

(Maine) valuation; and that consequently the

repaid

AND

For !
Come at Last!

I

BOOKS

WllOI.l»ALIi

Long Sought

;

FOR THE HOLIDAYS !

for Min-

_

Daring the receut war there were two methods of dealing with newspapers which over
stepped the bounds of a legitimate opposition

NEW

change of place,

should have struck

■

We
the

|
j

Aihcriisc.

mensions, should he comprehended iu the field
Yes—suppose that case. What then?— of the investigation.
Wliat should be the punishment? Give us
Tin* materials thus acquired having beeu careyour own opinion, neighbor. We have always
fully digested, should be published by the State;
entertained very decided views on the subject,
and wc should like to know what the Press
published just as they are, with none of the
thinks—should like to kuow the true light in
vagueness or extravagance ol tutement, which
who burned
which those should be

cret.

j

NOTICES.

SPIXUL

well executed in point of style or digestion of
mind was such,
facts, yet. its influence upon my
that if there had been any agricultural capacity
in me,

tor tiro generany good cause can be aligned
ot such magnial intli(Terence to a question
Is tliete merely a truce
tude and

iniih|

Argus prefer?

Mr. Editor:—Some years ago there came into my bauds a pamphlet, issued at the expense
of the State ol Minnesota and endorsed by its
chief officials, setting forth the claims ot that
region as a Held for immigration, it was not

Uie party listens with an eulirely unaffected
indifference. The occasional attempts on one
side or the oilier, to read the opiwsing section

writer denies the litness of George William
Curtis to represent the Republican State of
New York in the United States Senate, bewiih
cause lie believes in free trade, another
ol Horequal force demonstrates the unfitness
a protecace Greeley, because he believes in
to be
tive tariff, and both candidates colitiuue
recognized as in good and lcgular standing.
It becomes ail interesting mquu j. »miner

Which does the

Lynch.

<1 udge

REMOVALS.

NOTICES.

j

j

ixioii »f the Tul ill.

Koi

SPECIAL

.griculture in Maine, and it is this; that there
neither metho.l, but would pivl'er to sec the
ire few spots in Maine south of the mountain
it
civil authorities enabled by duo legislation,
anges which are not capable of being brought
t" take .such action as
o the highest state of cultivation and producis
..I'd,
legislation
li a person had told us twenty-five
It lb- Argus
tion.
will insure the public safety.
;
pears ago that a garden could have been made
theoretical
does not agree with us, it can take
>u what is now Auburn
village, we should
or
or
Uavc laughed at the idea. Now, any number
ground in favor of mob law, military law,
seen.
be
So
it
is over the State.
ill
,f them may
at all. The practical alternative,
no law
nmny cases, is lietween the Legislature and |

?EAIJJ

_decO«l3w
Sold Out.

Invited to old head-

I

recommend onr fbrmcr patrons to our
gucceeeor.fi. M. THOMPSON.
Hanson At Swell.
oeiadSin*

WE

would

CO I* A UTAH KS11I I».

HOOFING

of Copartnership

Dissolution

PLATES

TIN

I IN BOND.
Inerehlp heretofore existing under the
CALVIN EDWARDS & CO., faMs
All i>ersons liald■iav dissolved bv mutual consent.
are requested to present
ng bills against tits flip,
them tor payment, anil those indebted will please call
miiK

cornu
m

I l.ame

and settle at

filter for

337 Cougres-t Street.

store No.
The subscriber having obtained the tine
and
337 Congress Street, will continue the business,
on
hand
w ill keep constantly

Plank, Shingles ami Sounding of all (rice*

BOARDS,
constantly
Building material sawed to order.

ISAAC DYER.
auglKl__No, 9| Union Wharf.

I

Celebrated Steinway Instrument,
can

sell

the manufacturer’s

ai

PBIt'ES.
MELfTO®
Also, a good aasnrimenf of ORGANS and
ON S. OLD PLANOS taken m exchange.
atOrders lor tuning and repairing promptly
tended to.
TWOHBLT.
«■
WH.
LOWEST

dtf

186o\

November 2iJ,

_____

Notice.

Copartnership

this day formed
rpHL undersigned have
1 partnei shp under the style and firm of

Dyer

Morgan,

&

a

co-

Co.,

And have purchased of Messrs. LORD & CRAWFt iRD tieir Sl ock and ease of store

No. 143 Commercial Street,
the purpose ot transacting a general wholesale

If', i. Goods, Groceries, Flour and

Provisions,
gy Consignments of Cooperage. Lumber, Country
Produce, Av., solicited, and shall receive personal
A. P. MORGAN.
and prompt attention.
J. W. DYER,
J. E. HANNA FORD.
1KGG.
r
sep2fidtf
Po nnd, Sept 10,

Notice !

Provssion Store.

New

day firmed

subscribers lisvo this

riHIF.

a

Co-part-

under the name of W INSIlil* Si,
l.lli.lliov, U.1 I lie tranaactl.m it' Provision <Si
Country Produce Business, and have taken the Store
No.
Coii*i-e»s Slrrcl. reeontly occupieil by
Mr. Wm. M. W1SWELL, and hope by strict attention to business and fair dealing, to merit and secure
a fair share of patronage.

1 nership

EDMUND WINSUIP.
ANDREW LEIGHTON.
22 d3w

Portland, Nov.

FOR PARTIES WASHING TO BUILD.
ft IHE subscribers offer for sale a
large quantity ol
desirable buildfrtg lots in the West End ol the
city, lying on
Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,

4

will sell on a credit
They
desircu
the

of from one to ten year*,
ny
purchasers. From parties who
build immediately, no Cash payment* required.
Apply at the office 01 the subscribers, where firti
particulars may be obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
«ua 3tl
Portland, May 3, 1865.
u

Notice.

riiTTF. undersigned have this day formed

copait-

a

business under the name of

ADAltlS,

A

UP IIA11

For Ihe transaction ol a general C* inn isaior. Business, and have take lln< Store and Counting Rooms
SON,
lately occupied by Messrs. E. K. UPHAM
In ad oi Richardson's Wliarl.
Liberal advances
made, and eon Igmnents solicited.
1.1’.. UPI1AM.
eNdll
CitAS. H. ADAMS.

^PIIE UNDERSIGNED have formed a Co.1 partnership lor the purpose of transacting a

WM. U.

business, under the

ROBINSON &

Improved Hoofing,

samples
sep12dtf

and testimonials

can

be

Furnaces.

Cook Stoves, John’s While
Diamond, Red Ash, which are itee of all
and
verv
nice. Also Cumberland! A
impurities
cargo Just landed, flesh mined, for Blacksmith use.

Ash,

Ranges

and

Lehigh Lump,

for Foundry Use!

•We keep constantly

hand

on

a full assortment of
Those wishing to purto give us a call before

Choice Faatily Coal.
chase large lots will do well
purchasing.

WOOD
AND SOFT
Delivered at any part of the city at short notice.
Randall, McAllister & Co.,
No. 60 COMMERCIAL ST.,
HARD

ooHSdtt

n

WHITE ASH COAL.
"1A7E have about Fifty Tons Wldte Ash Coal, egg
V r slse, which will be sold low

FLETCHER & CO.,

Have

Removed !

Congress

W. ROBINSON.
STEPHEN D. KNIGHT.

Dec.

8, 18CG.

Coal,

Coal,

CORSETS

call and examine their

GOODS
before

making

their

Ladies

AND

PRICES

selections.

We have

Portland I

all

Defy

Fall and Winter Dry Goods

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN
EGO AND STOVE SIZE.

Ladies,

opened in this city, and we feel confident that
prices will he found to compare favorably with
tttbse of any other establishment.
We have in stock a beautittol line of

came

and see oar New Store,

Goods
as

ALL

THE BEYER,

GOODS

KF’Find oat oar
be Iflouey in Pocket*

Goods !

ANDERSON & CO.,
CONGRESS STREET,

a'.l

qualities,

very

cheap.

Domestics, Hosiery and

Gloves !

333,

CASCO.

ET'Glve

us a

call and try

us.

Brick Machines !
The

Jan loth—dtf

Blake’s Patent Brick Machines,

FLAIIEL8 !
complete

assortment.

.And

a

full stock of

Beavers, Pilot Cloths, Broadcloths, Tricots, Tweeds,
L>ocKlfins ami

taken the stand

COAL AND

Fancy,

both Plain and

and all at the

attention to our
special
lection of

DEALER

flue

QUALITY,

SCOTIA

WOOD l

and Intend to keep constantly on band the varlons
kinds and quality to offer (heir customers at the lowest cash price.

HEAD

aAd

se-

FIXTURES

I860._dec7d3w

Flour! !

New Wheat Family Fiour of the most
celebrated brands.

CHOICE,

Aug

furnish at

335

of tbe best Cloak makers in
Having engaged
the city, we are prepared to manutacture
some

ladies’

Outside

NO.

Churchill, Srowns & Munson
augTdtf

Molasses.

■i KA HHDS. PRIME QUALITY TRINIDAD

IOU MOLASSES for sale by

I.VNCH, BARKER & CO.,

CONG It ESS

dcM2w»

Salt.

Clothing

CUTLERY, HOSIERY,

a

WISHING

it can he done
their satisfaction than at

20

more

to

Temple Street,

Second Door from Congress st.
asgr Every Garment \v ill receive prompt and faithful attention.
lAMlies’ Sacques I

CLEANSED IN FIRST CLASS STYLE 1
rjp* Give me a trial and I will endeavor to please.
CHARLES n. NAIIONEY.
fep^Higliest Cash price paid for cast-off Clothing.
Nov

21—d3m

Did

J. nEwiHAn.

Notice.

REPAIRED,

place where

Wo.

NOTIONS, Ac, Ac.,
sold Chen per than the CheapeNt.

Portland, Nov. 22, d3w

Cleansed !

AND
find

PBONOCHOED

fPHE undersigned having purchased the Bakery.
X &<?., of Mr. R. Kent, will continue the

BAKING

BUSINESS

▲T TUS OLD STA2ID,
107 FORE, COR. VINK STREET,
Where’ we shall be haapy to see our old custmherg,
and as many new ones as may fevor us withlhetr patfearson & Smith.
ronage.
October 1, 1866. dtf
NO.

The subscriber
disposed of his Bakery to
Messrs. Pearson & Smith, would cheerfiiUy recommend them to Ids former patrons, being Assured that,
from their well knownftreputatlon, they will continue
the business acceptably.
And he will take this opportunity to gratefully acknowledge tlie many favors bestowed upon him by
his patrons for many years.

having

Medical

To bo

at

applicable

atable

ot

Kno w

It

IIAVINO ONE OF

THOSE

Fitting

Patterns!

Shirt

Cut from Measure at the

Novelty Custom Shirt Factory,

Where yon can also have Shirts of all kinds, cut and
made to order, at short notice, and at Reasonable
Prices.

no23dtf

I'ltt 1-3 fmpm ai.,
Up-Stairs, Portland.

The Portland Glass
Arc

Rich

prepared

Cut Dinner

And ail binds of Cut

DAYS;

Samples

1851.

as

well

as

the

most wholesome
Sauce that is made."

this most delicious and unrivaled

condiment having caused many unpr incipled dealers
to apply the name to Spurious Compounds, the public is respectfully and earnestly requested to see that
the names ot Lea & Perkin's are upon the \Yrapper, Label, Stopper and Bottle.
Manuthctured by
LBA dfc

John

PERBIN8, Worcester.

Duncan’s

Sons,

NEW YORK, Agents for tlie United States.

oclldly

also GAS

Company

to furnish

and

Tea Sets!

Ware suitable for the HOLI-

SHADES of various patterns.—
maybe seen at their Manufactory. nol7dlm

Copper and Yellow
Dimension and

Metal Bolts and

Engines,

Maximum of efficiency, dun
billtv and economy with the minimum m weight
are
They
widely and tavcdhbly known,
and price.
moretban «00 being in use. All warranted satlscirculars sent on
sale.
Descriptive
no
or
lhetory.
application. Address
J. C. HOADI.BV A CO.
Lawrence, Mass.
Nov. 6, 1866 3md.
tlie

B.

Horses fVir Sale.
SSble 10 or 12

AT

Bust Goods at the Lowest Prices I
Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, containg all the modem improvements, we
are enabled to famish a supply of Soap* ot the
Best Qualities, adapted to the demand, tor Ex>
port and Domestic Consumption*
&

GORE’S

BY ALL

THE

&

G-ore,
47 & 49 Beach Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

20—<!tt

TOfW

GO O D S J

P.

B.

FROST,
Merchant Tailor,
3321-2

Congress Street,

HOSIERY

AND

GLOVES,

HOOP SKIRTS AND CORSETS,

To

Capitalists!

Suitable for the season^ which will be made up in
tbo most thorough manner.
septlO—eod

inches, $400.

line

No.

2.—Outside diameter 30

inches, heiehth 30

Stevens & Co., Agents,

septieodtl_POBTLAND.

%MH '£TiD*

retail.

respectable

tr^pband

ic.

Uecleodlm__

!

A full assortment of

the above celebrated

8TEVENS, HA8KELL & 0HA8E.

83 Commercial St., Portland, Me.
Oct

10—d3mos_

No. 11

Clapp's Block, Congress Street,

Oppeelte Old City null,

PORTLAND,

C. Kimball, D. D. S.

WM.

Oysters,

MAINE.
oclOeodtl
Fred A. Prince.

Oysters.

day received a splendid lot

ed

Virginia Oysters,
“d tor sals at gl.w
per gallon, solid;
Ail ori,er*
or •*pre» promptly attendto

Oysterg delivered in any part of the city.
B. FREEMAN A CO.,
decidlm

lOl Federal Street.

__

To Bent,
on

Prince,

Dentists.

Moccasins,

At Wholesale only.

BOSTON.

Kimball &

RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES,
At Agency prices. Also

Boots, Shoes

Custom House Wharf. EnCO.,
LYNCH, BARKER 4 street.
1S9 Commercial

W. E. 11EEWIN, 37 Walker at, M. T.

JOBN

W. DANA,

Counsellor and Attorney

at

No. 30 Exchange St.
Deed—dtf

to

IRON, LEAD, COPPER!
i.V* .j1V,"r'

FOR SALE AT A UCTIOJS T
to
License trom tho Judge of pro1AURKUANT
bate for Cmnberlami County, tl» eubacri*-ci,
a

ns

v-bninisuator of John M. Wood.

Auction,

or hesitancy 01 speech, dvspcpa/a, indi, c.
constipation ami livei complain*, pdcs—we 1 me

tnatcau be presented aatiiiua, bioi oliievery
tis, strictures *>1 the chest, ami ah minis ol tcinalf
case

Bv

FUeetvieii

v

The Rheumatic. the gouty, tho lame and the lazv
leap with joy, ami move with tlic agility ami 1 he 10
Dj'ot youth; the heated brain is cooled; tlio IV« s?tb.itcu limbs restored, the uncouth deiormitieb removed; hiinincss converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the *1101 to m ar ipi
tlio palsied form to move
upright, the Ucmhhesoi
youtloaro obliterated; tlio ai« u.i
mat m- 1.1

prevented; the calami ties oi old
active circulation maintained.

obviated and

1-.

..

TEETH I TEETH I TEETH•
Dr. D. stiU continues to Extract fectb by Elec*
TRIOITY WITHOUT PAIN. Persons having de« uyo.
teeth or stumps they wish to bavo removed for reset
ting he would give a polite Invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Ma.mines tor salt
for family use, with thorough iustnu tions.
BDr. D. can accommodate a tew patients with board
end treatment at his house.
Ottice hours from 8o’clock A. M to 12 A!.; trom 1
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evefung.
Consultation Dree.
uovlti

T.

%*

T.

%*

%*
a

gard to this wicdi. in©

r

little.

Its cares

loo numerous,

arc

l

g

UU

1AALLY, Administrator.

it

—

Dec 7—iltd

li. M PATTEN & CO.,
mm htrcet,

AiidioniTs, Commission Merchants
-AND—

General Agents for Wilder's Safes*
give to the public facta in regard to the
UJV.W 1LBERSAEE.S.
Thoy werG.th'>r< .tigl.lv test
can

ed

during our comlngratiou of Julv 4lh atiu fill:, a»:d
proved fo ta tiro proof.
\Yo arc also Agents fhr the mod celebrate! taker?
of bread in New
England, viz: 13 01.0 r.IS A
HO\, of Boston. Tltis bread, received
by us wee:
ly, warranted fresh, baked from the best of wheat,
nnd we guarantee to sell it 1cm than It.
ocn bo prtcnaeod in <mr city.
lo Bakers, Dealers and
Shippers vc ofirr oar Sami’*054’ in order that they may tern the qmdltv ot nr
good# nud compare with our
price list, 1'iease oxom
in.? and you will pun-hat*.

W,

<■

-A

HOLMES,

[JCTIONEER,
360 <
o.:gross Street,

S»lo» of any Hn<l oftirorcrf y In the Oil y
attended to

the

on

, r \i
laroir.hle

in s*

novlSdti

new com-

I its

qualities

Mansi!eld's Vegetable Miligaior
Is entirely diftcrcut and undUcany other preparation
in existence, and ouly requires a ulal t>> pr-iYcil worthy of the high recommendation we claim lor it. Prepared only by
DR. ». P. HAMFfEI.D, Porllnud, Me.

PRICE 25 AND SO CENTS,
General Agency ami Maim lac(Dry No. ’ll Green
Portland, Me.
VEGETABLE
VEGETABLE
VEGETABLE
VEGETABLE

»

•'

aie too well Known.
Sim oils di» »v.c» v itseiuvsin
chronic as well as acute vases, is proof feudi. ient to
thousands who hive used it ot itspxwcr and superiority O'er all me Ii< in* s now Known in America, for
the class of diseases that ii is calculated to cure.

MANSFIELD’S
MANSFIELD’S
MANSFIELD’S
MANSFIELD'S

cellar, iu

in the

American
shall say Iuil

we

an

*»—- »*iP-

ciiury, pr«»mptly

MI T I (' A T O /.*
people.

I lih liny of Tlfccnibrr
in*?.,
"’nod’s Hotel, Middle street, all tha

pf

< ®PP«*r materia
Is; also a Niorc.
™ the llouil
nrem.ses at lit A. M.
>r.
i
Portland ter,at II A, M. Terms (.'as!:.

I.

would call llic attention of all to
WEpound,
never before offered to the
In

Public

at

il^nd,,aiid°rc^la^t<*^,*'
ll^,’vlp*' prouiiscuou.Vroti!
lir?Lai,a

au

L. A 1) I bl S
Who have cold lianas ana loot; weak siomat
lamand weak backs; nervous ami sick In
attache; di//. I
ness and swimming in the head, wPh indigestion and
c instillation of the bowels: pain in the side and bit. k;
lducorrlima, (or whites); falling of tlio womb wnh internal cancers; tumors, polypus, ami nil ili.u i.u*.
train of diseases will tyid in Electricity a sun- me a leaf euro. For paintul ineiibtruaiion, r.»..
.mvc
menstruation, aud all 01 those long line oi tr.oihlc*
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain specific,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.

M.

!

sell

IU

ilir

I order'wht?oi firou

complaints.

v.

on

Friday,
;ilc

muring

ti >11,

Material*,

And Other

St.

MIT1GATOR
JIITIGATOR
JIITIGATOR
JIITIGATOR

Diphtheria, < r Throat Disease; Brvm-liilis;
Rlienmati.Mii; Painsinaiiv t'.mn; Pain. Su, Ding ami
the Joints; Pain or LumeuesH in the
Bach, Breast or Side. Ac.. Ac.
In Fevers, nnkcr. Hash,
Measles, Fever and Ague,
its virtue is experienced In
admiration, oqo.idiy
among children,
it cures Cholera, Clamps, old L ice ro os Sores, Son‘M'e\|>i«eil t-» salt water.
Sprains.
Flesh wouimsjDyseDtcny.Diai rlwa. lnil.auimatiou oi
the Bowels. Neuralgia, ( olds. To-dh Ache, Burns,
l*:iins
Stitt ness of

in the Stomach, and ah morbid conditions oi
the svstem.
rtf* F*>r internal and externa) use. ii is, In fact, the
oftost effectual family Medicine new Known in America.
aug22 eoiU «Cm

Fulmtiil iTlay if),
an article tor
washing without rubbing, txvery
dirty places, which wib require a very
<*Pj
.slight Will, and iniliko other preparations offer** I i«u »
like purpose, will not bot the
clothes, but wdt
leave them much whiter than
ordluary methods, withi'liia ib
,u

out the usual

wear ami tear.
grease spota as it hy magic, and softer*
so that rinsing in ordinary ca
entirely remove it.
Tnis powder b prepared in accordance with #1u micnl science, and upon u process
peculiar to itso'i,
which is secure*I by Letters 1’aient.
Ii lias been In
use tor more than a
year, and has proved i.seJfnn univcrsal favorite wlicrover i ha* lai n used. Anurnz
the advantages claimed arc the fcliowlng;
It saves all the excuse of
soap used on cotton and
linen good*.
It saves most of the labor ot nibbing, and wear and
tear.
Also for cleaning window* It is unsurpassed. With
one quarter the time and labor usually
required It ini
tarts a beautiful gWs and lustre, much superior *q
•ny otlier mode. No water required except to molten the powder.
Directions with oach package.
Aim can tie ie.iq.iy appreciated bv a
single ttlab
The cost of washing for a
finally ofhveor six'person*,
will not exceed THREE cents.
'like manutheturers of this powder arc aware tlmt
many useless compounds have bc< n introduced to tbc
which have rotted the cloth, or toiled In removing the dirt, but knowing Uio intrinsic cx^ oilcan o of
this article they confidently proclaim h an
b'-mg adapted to nicera demand which lias l-ng
existed,
which bn* heretofore remained unsnppllcd.
#
MAHUFACTUHFD BY

It

removes

tho dirt

by b-siking,

public

aift

I'tfQFOU&APHi

HOWE & STEVENS,
‘J:iO Rroadwn)-, Boston.
For

Mir by Grocers and Dealers everywhere.
se!*28-d.'hn

FOB

Instantaneously

MILINERYandFANCY GOODS.

cTdIIM

D. UK.

ing UUil

ITS EFFECT IB

The old, the vnung, the middle aged unite to praise

HALLS
VEGETABLE SICILIAN

HAIR RENEWER.
Tt is

29

J.

R. Corey

Law,

Philadelphia

Millinery

& Fancy Goods

and having bought them at Auction in New York,
will sell correspondingly low.

D. M. C. Dunn.

sep ruUt

Wholesale
JOHN

EQUIPMENTS

We have such confidence in its merits, and are
it will do all we claim for it, that we offer

$1,000

If the Sicilian Hair Hen-ewer does

not

give

sat-

isfaction in all case* when us>cd in strict accordance with our instructions.

after liavinc lx on burned on*, of Federal rjrct, July
Uh, have resumed Lu.jinodH in the room over tl.«
store el

TEWKSBURY

HALL’S

Vegetable Sicilian Hair JRenewer
has proved itself to be the mo=t perfect preparation
for the Hair ever offered to the public.
It is a vegetable compound, and contains no
injurious properties whatever.
It is not a Dye, It strikes at the Hoots and fills
the glands with new life aiul coloring matter.
IT

WILL RESTORE GRAY IIAIR
ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.

It trill

keep

the Hair

TO

front falling out.

It cleanses the Scalp, and makes tfw Hair
SOFT, LUSTROUS, ANH SILKEN

IT IS A SPLENDID HAIR-DRESSING!
No person, old or young should fail to use It.
It it recommended mid vsed by the FIRST MEd~
1CAL AUTHORITY.

|y Ask for Hali.’s Veoetarle Sicilia*
Renewek, and take no other.
The Proprietors offer the Sicilian Hair R*newkr to tho public, entirely confident tlmt it will
bring back the hair to its original color, promote ts

removed to Store
Free
stairs, where he is prepared to oner
HAS
No. 31

A

CHOICE
—

Straw

op

Street,

RO

by

all

MHR

I

Deering Block,

V

Corner ol Congress :uid PiealcSts.,
PORTLAND, WE.
Foreand Domestic Drugs, Chemicals, F’uld Extracts, roilt* * vtlcles, Perfumery, and Fancy Goods.
Physician’s prescriptions caroliilly prepared, eh hei

Mr. Charles B. Grcemeai, who nas leer, ai this
stand »or a number ot years, will remain hs prescription clerk.
sepjl-codA wit

FMlalelphla

Cilice, Towui

N. B.—Fire Buckets, Spanner
BoP*. riealbie
Pil>C8, Knaf«ack*t Orrtridgw Boxes, Pistol Moistenmade t-. order. Cuplings,
ni)d Nosz«ipipes
fiirntghe-1 and Uose repaired.
nr*r!7du

Another Change of Jiase /

d s,

•

...

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers
-AT—

TIME

OLD

31.

PRIOESI!

ELDER

Bogs leave to infirm Ids friends, cuNhmeri nnd th«
public generally that haring rebuilt his store at
NO. 33 1IIDDIA STREET,
at prices lowur than tbc lowdescriptions of Bouts, Shoes,
Rubbers, Ac.

is

now prepared to sell
est all qualities and

Repairing done as heretofore, ami all
work manufactured to order.
( AIMER

description ot
nov22dfl

DHESSEU~

&

r

A

Jiooksellers,

T I O N
sale

a

E

K s

,

full' stock of

Blank Books ami Stationery on reasonable terms at
IBi FORE MTREUT,
oclfco<Ufcw2n>
near the toot of Exchange Street.

Boots, Shoes
FOK THE NEXT

JOHN E. PALMER.

I.dm

ns

dtf

CANDLES.

and Rubbers

manufactured of tlic Iwat material and workmanship, at prices as

tit© Lowest,
AT

SIXTY

DAYS

CH AS. A.

—

H ACKLE I F

& CO.’S,

9IIDDLE STREET.
novl_Vod& wU'__opposite the U. H. Hotel.
WO. Utf

l.

The undersigned will sell from their

EXTENSIVE

STOCK

of all ages and attainments received at
any time in the Term.
Terms *10.00 per term of ten weeks.
Private recitations and private classes attended to
by the Principal at any hour of the day or evening.
Terms for jtrivatc Instruction made known on at>v
plicalion to the Principal.
CHAS. O* FILE*, Principal,
P. O. Box 927.
28 Hanover Street.
dec*—dw*

Furniture

_

PUPILS

Bounties, Pensions, Prize Money
And all other Government fiaima prosecuted by
Emery & Drummond.
At No. 8 ClHpp’a Block, opposite City Halt—
Treasury certificates cashed, and pensions collected.
D. H dkummohd.
Gbo. F. Ejceey.
Messrs. Emery & Drummond have formed a gen-

copartnership, and will also attend promptly to
business entrusted to them as Attorneys and Coun-

eral

aug*T—dtf

hiNdiii3!,

and Model Maker,

Shop at C. P. Kt.MB ALL’S Carria*® Factory No. 2
No. If) PRE8LB St., rOBTLASD, Mil,
u ^“orders irom Fonnders, Manufacturers, Printer*. Painters Surgeons, liatlor-, and ijhoe Makers,
seplsdj*x\3m
promptly executed.

UNION HALL, M FREE STREET.

Winter Term begins Pec. 3,18GG.

Pattern

f.

Machinist and Mill-wright,

Portland Academy.

n

Back to the old Middle St. Stand !

Law, S’ohcol and Miscellaneous Bfioks.

KEROSENE AND MACHINERV OIL,
SPERM & ADAMANTINE CANDLES, & SOAP,
For sale by RItADMHA IV & PATCH,
No. 7 Central Wliart, Boston.
aug 9—Cm

sellors St law.

war
res
v

Ac.,

odor for

LARD, SPERM AND WHALE OIL,
OLIVE, ELAINE AND RED OIL.

all

Corporations

ranted
nabic terms.

—AT—

SATISFACTORY PRICES !

Portland. Sept 10.

mid

supplied with a strong and durable Hose
oquil to any made elsewhore, and on as

—AND—

AND MILLINERY!
AT

bo

ean

Publishers,

REDUCED PRICES
o o

Uose,

Double and single riveted, and of all sizes, as used cn
Sujnrn Fire Engines, Hand
Engine, Steamboats and
Evrec Tumps.

«

STOCK
—

<G3-

Oak Tanned Leather

Fire Engine

—-vn«

op

ITIHH3ET*.

ders for

G.

LIES,

HI It 1:

Bavin;; ptcpMOd a Ht.*k of Oak tnnne.1 Leather li
Philadelphia, they are new ready to ojoente all or-

Druggists.

APOTHEC

AMD

OPPOSITE TUE NEW CITY MABOEi.

cases

1.1. I « N
A
<1 tU«
At the old stand ol E. I>aua. Jr

A co.,

COIUfF.n OF

h,

Sold

!

Messrs. John L. Shaw A Co.,

Reward

FURNITURE

eTpALMEB,

HOSE!

Military, Masonis and Flrcuicu'is

so sure

by day or night.

Millinery!

Oak Tanned Leather

F SHE

entirely new scientific discovery, combining
many of the most powerful auil restorative agents
iu the vegetable kingdom.

Mass.

an

IP'

Co.2

IlEibS.BOSTON,

scpt::s-ri3iu

It. P. HALL &. CO. Proprietor '>
Nathua, N. H.

Free Street,

l’t-iinMng

This most useful invention of ihe age is a
pregiu-nUon ot PURE hjlvku, and conbtius no
merenry, mid.
>r other substance iujuri.ui to metals <»r
the lamb.
rt is a complete
electro-plating bnitoiv in a bottle.
For sale by Druggists and Variety Stores.
no \y i<: .v ht a v ki**,
M \ X FFAC’TU

where it has fall m
off will restore it unless the person is very ag« d.

lias removed to

Plating

OF

Silver .f Silver Plated Ware.

HR AC II LOIS.

growth, and in nearly all

>

Silver

ARTICLES

Copper, Biriniaii Silver. Ac.,
lb storing tbs
plating where worn off; and lor Clean-

Hair

Olasss, OIL and

Polished, and Rough Plaie, Ac.
No. 30 Elm St.,

STEBBINS,

Congress Street,

<titntraj

i’rjce, one bottle *2; three bottles (5; sent by
express to any address.
Our medicines are sold nnd recommended by all
druggists in every part of the civilized
globe; some unprincipled dealers, however, try to
deceive their customers by selling cheap and worthless compounds in order to make money. Be not
deceived—ask for these mediciues and take no
others. If the druggist does not keap them, write
we will send them l»v express, carefully
parted, free from observation. We will be pleased
to receive letters with full statements in regard to
anv disease with which ladies or gentleiM-n are
afflicted
Address nil letters for mcdlcii-es. ;.*uphietc-^T advice, to the sole proprietor

HABMON,

Window

r'‘0u.n’

middle-aged,

SAFES, VAFETS,

DYER, can be found with a new stock
Sewing Machines, ot various kinds: 80k
Twist, Cotton—au kinds and colors. Needles, OU, 4c.
1M Middle street, up one flight stairs.
jaintod

*

I/vsterire in Female*.
Palpitation of the Ilcart and
all Xcnsou* 'Di*ea*e*. It restores new life and vigor to the
aged, causing the hot blood of
me rneru* jne*
youth tO COUrse the Vfins, r03tLe
animated
veto life "—90 does tion' removing 1m potency and
this Elixir rejuven Debility, restoring Manliness
aif the system and and full
rigor, thus proving a
overcome disease.
perfect Elixir of Lore," removing Sterility end Barrenness in both sexes. To
and aged, there is no greater
the young,
boon than this**Elixir of Life.’* It gives a new
lease of life, causing the weak and debilitutcd to
Lave renewed strength and vigor.
««**,

Where lie has opened a splendid slock of
30

St., 1 would solicit the trade
146 COMMERCIAL STREET,
dptlzens Portland and vicinity. (Until 1
re-open) io my headquarters, 85 Milk Street, Boston,
where are kept every variety of goods made irom
India Rubber comprising in part Rubber and Leath% C. A. GAYLORD,
er Machine Belting, Steam racking, Gaskets, Rings,
AGENT FOR
Nose tor conducting and by draut purposes, Rubber
Lillie’s
Patent Combined Wrought and
description, Combs. Balls. Toys.
Clothing of every
ChiUed
Iron
for
in
ot
beds
cases
Undersheeting
sickness. Rubber
Boots and Shoes, Tubing. Spittoons, Syringes,
aod
Elastic
and
Gloves
Mittens,
Bands, Piano
lungs
Covers, Horse Covers with and without hood, Wagon
COMBINATION LOCKS,
Covers, Air Beds. Pillows, Cushions, and Life PreAnd Wrought Iron Fire-Proof
servers, Mechanics’ Aprons, Rubber Jewelry, oi
dales,
kinds
of
Rubber
Goods
that
beautlfhl patters, and all
NO. « CONGRESS SQUARE,
may be desired, all of which I will sell at manulhc*
oct3eoa3m
BOSTON.
turers lowest prices.
Please forward your orders lor the present to
H. A. HALL,
HILLS, TUBNBB &
jul l3eodtf
_85 Mlik Street, Boston,
Importer# of

I HAVE FOUND
place to buy Whips and Cigars, cheap at whole-

eiiuie

1
way tluit all tli:if ilu nut
doctor tlie second time without Him r,
Or. I>. lias been a practical Electa iHun tor twent v
one years, and is also a regular gi aduut< .1 j,
Electricity is)»ertectly fc'kiptcd t«>. 1.ionic ,j1;,
the form of nervous or sick Iteadaclie; e.-i.
n‘
the head, neck,or extremities; couMimptioi. wjuj
lathe acute stages or where the ltuigs are not maj
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, Mcmm;;:. i,,[
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
01
tlte spine, contracted muscles, disloitei limb-,
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitao Dance, deaiiu s;-. tutu-

of MJft,
Cures General Debility, Weak-

tS'rrices subject to change in the market.

141 Middle
HAVING
of the
ot

of

ocOeodSn

Db. WRIGHT’S

REJUVENATING ELIXIR,
Or, MEssence

No. 3.—outside diameter 36
48
Inches, heiehth
*

INDIA RUBBER GOODS.
A. JE.
been burned out of my Rubber Store,

WAREHOUSE
quire of
novldtf

low priced

DIENZEL’S

LIST OF PRICES.

inches, $300.

FALL

Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels,
MarlB—S?0LKSALEA!iD RETAIL

MERWIN, 37 Walker St., N. 7.
B.—Cherokee Pills No. 2 are prepared for
special canes, when milder medicines fail; these
are sent l>y mail, free of postage, on receipt of $5,
the price of each box.

I.—Outside diameter 24 inches, heiehth
*

GOODS

a

VVKDNl.iDAY, Deo 12th, at 2} o’dtvX. !' »
collection will bo open to tiie public »u*l «>u
exnibitiou from
Wednesday moraine until huirot
sule.

ON

ui^ ’kailios an*l Gentlemen are invited to lool. as
pri»vions to sale.
UcNii l

wiil

we

PILLS

Pain* in the /la.d >i,/.-Headache. Giddiness, and nil disthat sprimr from irregularity,
bv removing the cause and all the
effects that arise from it. They
are perfectly safe in ail cases, except tchen for bidden hi/ directiims, and are easy to r.dmini'ter,
1
as they are nicely sugar coated.
They should be in the hand* of
every Maiden. Wife, and Mother
I in the land.
Ladies can address tis in perfect
confidence, and state their compiainis in nm, as we irriu ail rcinaie eoniplnini*,
and
prepare Medicines suitable for nil dis.a»<s to
which they are subject—Thirty-two page pamphlet.
In a sculed envotone, free.
The Cherokee Pills are sold by all drmrgists at $1
per box, or six boxes for |5; or they are sent by
mail, free of postage, in an ordinary letter, free
from observation, by addressing the sole proprietor

over

inches, $200.

just received

gravui',r8

Miuin.i. siREi/r,

eases

this Fire and Burglar Proof
its peculiar construction. The
most serious nbjaotlon to Sates heretofore in use, has
been their liability to destruction
by felling from
heights, and the impossibility of rendering the doors
impervious to heat; particularly in large safes, where
the door Is double; and. In feet, the whole front of a
square sate is door. These and other objections applicable to the present mode of malting sates, are obviated by this patent, by constructing it in a
cylindrical shape, with convex top* and bottoms, thus securing the greatest possible strength; and, by making the interior to revolve upon pivots, bringing a
smooth, Impenetrable surfece of iron entirely across
ths outer opening, with no Inlet or seam.
Between this inner compartment and the outer
cylinder, 1b an air chamber, extending completely
around, leaving no connection between the two
structures but the pivots upon which the interior
cylinder revolves. These advantages aremanltbld;
but we call attention to a singular feature of the invention ; it is, that the inner safe is
moveable, and
when tlie outer door Is opened, the surfece of the latter presents an appearance that indicates that the
whole sale is a solid mass. The signal importance of
this feet is evident; Ibr when the inner safe is unlocked and made to turn, its door it immediately exposed
to view, when the compartments ibr books, drawer*
and pigeon holes are exposed. The frame which contains them is also moveable, and revolves upon pivots ; so that, when pushed around,
brings another series of divisions ibr hooks, drawers and
pigeon holes
to the hand; thus it is double the
capacity of square
salts. Not only does this system present
greater resistance to fire, but, thr the reason that the sheets of
iron cannot part from the
and of there
filling,
no contact of the inner with the outer
surfece,(e]i>
cept at the pivots, where the filling is mado purposely thicker,) but the bulging front of the interior surfece, without orifice when turned, is equally proof
against burglars.
The contour of thiy safe is more
symmetrical and
durable than the old style, is
susceptible of higher ornamentation, and ie, from the very nature ofthecaae,
eaaier of transportation, as it can be rolled about like
a barrel or a hoop.
No.

Collection of cngii.sli 2Jn«

a

fsctttms,

S A F E !

lot of

FOLLETTE,

___

the Horse Railroad
Horses.

and will, furnish the

we can

Sa!,c ol'

Cure Suppressed, /> •/».• sire
et.
Painful MrTtxtr raiinv,
Sickness, Kervuus am/ <,./.<> / .if.

DOUBLE CYLINDER

we offer to the trade

Spikes.

Portland, Sept. 21,1866._dtl

COMBINING

SODA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,
All oi SUPERIOR QUALITIES, in packages suitable for the trade and tanfily use.
Importing direct our chemicals, and using only the
best materials, and as oar goods are manufactured
under t he personal supervision ot our senior partner,
who has had thirty years practical experience in the
business, we therefore assure the pftriic with con-

CO., Awtioiiwnt

Or Female Regulator.

advantage of
rpHE
A Safe constate in

SOAPS,

Hayivard’s Rubbers

i
L.

Brazier* Copper rolled to

Steam

REFINED

DEWING,

announce

A

PLUM STHTXT.

P.iectvieui n

TriiXw&f*,:

F1BE AND BDBQLAB PBOOF

place.
THEY WARRANT
all goods as represented. Don’t forget the place. Sign
ot the Indian Qneen.
n
septl8d3m

Maine.

Zinc

order.
Foi sale at New Ycfck and Boston prloes by
LYMAN, SON & TOBEY, Agents,
llBCommercla Street.

Portable

STEAM

PATTEN

this collection

one

Dr. W. E.

GREGOR

M.

K.

IIOH-1

of their
in constant, attend-

CHEROKEE

N.

\V“!^u»e„,Wr“|fla,L‘:?‘'l‘ UuU.y

DR. HUGHES,
No. 14 Preble Street, Portland.

B.—Ladies desiring may consult

CO.~

Block,

Is the

Portland,

in

own sex.
A lady of experfence
ance.janL1865d&w.

STREET.

&c.,

TXrOULD solicit the attention ot the trade and
V y consumers to their Standard Brands ot

360

St,

Copper, Yellotv Metal and
Sheathing and Kails,

by addressing

W.

Cures

who
need a medical adviser, to call at his
rooms, No. 14
Preble Street, which they will find
arrauged for their
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.'s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions alter all other remedies have been tried tn
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and
may be taken
with perfect safe tv at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full
directions,

Washington Street,

REFINED
SOAPS !
leathe~& gome,

The

men

Electee Medical Infirmary,
TO THE LAIHES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all
Ladies,

BATENT BEVOLVING

Has

young

Middle-Aged Men.
There are many mep of the age of thirty who are
troubled with too freqtent evacuations from the bladder, olten accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system In a manner the patient cannot accouut lor.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will olten be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appellor the color will be of a thinmilkish hue. again
to a dark and turbid appearance. Ihere are many men who die of this
difficulty,
ignorant*)!' the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure In such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinarv
organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a
description of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies
wHl be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly
confidential, and will
be returned, if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 14 Preble Street,
Next door to the Preble House,
Portland, Me.
a
Send
for
Circular.
83^’
Stamp

KiNDS OF

Tree

Thi*

to

men

OR.

A?Le< hosil

N.

LEE &

Congress

ALL

STEAM

dence that

Many Thousand** Can Tew If,

troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the leault of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientilii ally and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one or

BOSTON.

Oct 20—d2m

sale and

331

1831.

Perfect

to his

highly esteemed in
India, and is in my
opinion the’mofct pal-

DISH.

? Tauitton Copper Co.,
ESTABLISHED

Gentlemen, you can Save
20 Cents,
BY

Madras,

is

OF

success

a

“Tell Lea & Perrins that* their Sauce

EVERT VARIETY

IN

and 464

n

March

__

You

460

Gentleman

Worcester, May,

to

DEALERS

Feathers,

Leatlie

Brother at

Good Sauce!”

The

letter trom

a

Have foudihurc.
All who have committed an excess of
any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in raaturer vears,
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude anil Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is bure to follow: do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

Decorators !

Wholesale Grocers Throughout the State.

Perrins’

of

pursues

N.

FREE

the

the hands of a regularlv educated pinsician, whose
preparatory studies fit hWh for ali the duties he must
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular In
selecting
his physlciau, as it is a Lamentable yet incontrovertible tact, tliat many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice; for
it is a*polnt generally conceded by the best svphilograpbers, that the study and management of these come
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperiencod general practitioner. having neither opportunity nor time to makhimself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
one system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

Upholstery Goods,Looking-Glasses, Mattresses

SOLD

EXTRACT

REUBEN KENT.

October 1. 1R0C. dtf

AND

TRUE,

by

&

Upholsterers,

STEAM REFINED SOAPS I

Worcestershire Sauce /

YANKEE
Which will he

Sc

The “Only

Boots;, Furnishing Goods !

the newest styles.

KIMB1LL

4 and 5 Union Whnrfe

IS on.

Lea

And

dtf

Cannot

ine the large
RESPKOTFULLY

STREET.

GENTLEMEN

3

LEATHE

HHDS Dirty Salt, for sale by

exam-

RATS AND CAPS !

DEERING BLOCK,

5

Dec lA-dtf

CRANE’S PATENT,

Whitmore,

<£

ELDEST & CO.,

T.

VOc 1.
OLEINE,
CHEMICAL OLIVE,

FOB SALK BY

O.nnoiooeBrs

Congress Street»

CLOTHING !

childrens’

in all

dtt

to

invites all to call and
and assorted stock of

Garments

short notice and

at

£.

FAMILY,

CELEBRATED

CALIFORNIA CHEAP JOHN

WHOLESALE OR RETAIL,
and

Sy*A FuU Assortment at alltimesot the Celebrated QROVF.R * BAKER, ManuJactnrtng ani Family Sewing Machlnee, and Machine Findings, at Monnlacturem’ Prices. Every Machf.e Warranted to •
give
satisfaction.

EXTRA,

Dictator,
Tropical,

WALDRON

GOODS,
PRICES, and Bargains may be expected I

MACHINES.

-viz:-

T. Harrison & Co.,
Plants. Engh,
Brilliant XXX,

PORTLAND.

CLOAK TNG MATERIALS
able to

SEWING

Astonishing-

Prices !

We thall make a BIG BREAK IN

397 Commercial St,

25 Union St.,

—AN®—

we are

every Description.

to

chAing

One Price and No Variation!

MOURNING

suc-

with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as
though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are
supposed to
have it. All such cases yield to the proper aud only
correct course of treatmeut, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

GOODS.

and Gloves at

of his skill and

Public.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should 4mve
their efficacy established by well tested experience in

more

Shawls, Silk Velvets, Cloths, and Cloaking Goods I

Lard.

159 Commercial St.

I>irty

December 10th,

Poplins, Ottoman Cloths,

Laces, Embroideries, Hoiiery
ly Low

assurance

by Unhappy Experience!

Fancy Silks, Tliibets—all shades,
Silk

simicient

Camion

Young

GOODS.

Liberty

50 Brts Northern Extra Clear Pork
“
50 “
Clear Pork,
“
“
“
25
Backs
50 Tierces Prime Leaf Lard.
50 Tubs Prime Leaf Lard.
For sale Low by

Trinidad

Street,

Large Assortment of Rich and Low Priced

Figuared

Southern Pine Lumber

.GAN

OAKS

every description, which

and

furnishing

cess.

Manufacturers of Furniture,

‘IY7'E are prepared to execute orders for SOUTH.
VV ERN PINE LUMBER, by the cargo, delivered with dispatch at any convenient port.
RYAN & DAVIS
April 17—dti181 Oommeroial St.

ROOMS,

Near ihe Preble llou*e,
he can be consulted privately, and with
the utmost conlidence by the afflicted, at
hours daily, and from 6 A. M. to HP. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are sudering under the
affliction of ; rivate diseases, u hetlier arising fr om
Impure connection or the terrible vice of sell-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch of
the mc*lical profession, he teels warranted in Guab*
anteeing a CUBE in all Caseh, whether of long
standing or recently controcted, entirely removing the
dregs oi disease from the system, and makiug a j>erfect and l'EBMANENT CUBE.
He would call the attention of the affljcte«l to the
feet of his long-standing and well-earned reputation

How

A FULL ASSORTMENT OF

UNION WHARF,

Pork

Co.,

Plain, Striped and, Figured Wool Poplins at Very Lotv
Pieces, Alpaccas, DeLaines, Prints, <£c.

2dtf

—AT—

O

Black

nov23dtf139 Commercial Street.

IN

.

AMONG WHICH MAY BE FOUND

Thesubscribers has just received a lot of good

j

&

Mondcty,

on

DRESS

Of

Delivered in any part ol the citi which we will sell
at the LOWEST CASH TRICES.
We arc now discharging from vessels Red Ash, Egg aud Stove, free
burningahd pure: While Ash, Egg and Stove Also
of the different sizes, for furnace and Btove.
Lehigh,
Our Coals are kept under cover, screened and delivered In the best possible manlier. We intend to
sjgfre nowffor on our part to please those who may
patronize.us with their orders.
June II—do

JOHN HNSMAft

LOWEST CASH PRICES !
We would also call

WOOD!

Amaranto,

Cassimeres

A L

Elden

And will Open

Wharf,

Head Union

Pumps,
boiler in the late

of which was used to teed the
Mechanics Exhibition, and received a Medal. The
Committee of Examination say ot it, that he arrangement ot the valvbs is such, that the steam is
always in communication with the piston in one end
or the other of the cylinder, which renders it certain
an! positive io itsoperation.
GEO. F. BLAKE Sc Co*,
14 ProvmbeSt. Boston.
sepl2d3m

T

Stairs.

Up

i

GEO. GILMAN A CO.,

Blake’s Patent Steam
one

O

HOUSEKEEPING

Saint Louis

and believe them to be the best Bridfc Macbinein use
for several r. asons; 1st, theii simplicity of comitruction. rendering them sure in ihelr operation, and not
liable to get out of repair: 2nd, the amount ot work
done by each machine daily, and finally, the low
price tor which they are sold.
These Machines are the only ones used by the Bay
State Brick Company of "Boston, In tbtir extensive
Brick Yards where 350 M are manu&cturoi in a day
by eacu machine,’ turning cut 12 Min about eight

STREET,

New Store No. 5 Free

_

W O O I>

Dec C,

undersigned manufacture

Yourself.]

Will Remove to their

S. ROUNDS & SON.

hours.
We also manutact are

A

T.

E.

Plain and

FLETCHER & Co.,

Nov 17—dim

Table Linens, in bleached, half bleached and brown,
Bleached ami Brown Covers, Napkins and Doylies.
English Toilet Quilts, Manchester, Lancaster and
Bates Quilts.

BLANKETS !

SELL!

Store nud you will

ABOVE

Housekeeping

WE

Come and See and be Convinced!

333

full line of

a

TO

ON

BEAUTIFUL COLORED SILKS,
PLAIT AND FIftI ’D BLACK SILKS,
RICH SILK AND WOOL POPLINS,
FINE ALL WOOL POPLINS,
PLAID A-STRIPED WOOL POPLINS,
BLACK ALPACCA,
COLORED ALPACCA,
THIDETS ill all similes, Arc., Arc.
We have also

Saving of Twenty

per Cent.

M

E

CALL !

A

FROST,

CONGRESS

R

SliUEOSi SlltiRTLEFF & CO.
Our lac Hides for purchasing in quantity and manufacturing are such that we can guarantiee a

Judge for

B.

A

White and Bed Ash Coal.
These Cools are ol the very best quality, and waranted to give satisfaction.
also, 600 cords of best quality of HARD and
SOFT WOOD, which we will sell at the very
lowest prloe and deliver it to any part ol the city at
short notice.

NOVA

Competition.

ME

ocl2Mtf

BBOKEN ANI) EGO SIZE.

Ever
our

of every variety, such

332 1-2

Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial St..
275 Tons Hazelton Lehigh,

The Prices will be such as to

best stocks of

Dress

P.

WOOD ! WOOD 1 WOOD !

of the

one

of*

GIVE

Coal.

at their Wharf,
JUST

OF THE BEST

EVER OFFERED TO THE
to

manner.

---

AND-

Would rcspeotfully Invite purchasers of

Cloak Establishment, on Winter street, Bosand is competent to cut and flt any Lady’s Over Garments, of any

ibur years,

just

sepHdtfRichardson’s Wliarl.

HAVE

dtf

GOODS!

last

in

the article ibr heavy M.
Also the usual variety of Anthracites, viz:—
Lehigh—Harloigh, L-lilgh Nav. Co’s. Hazel (on .end
Sugar Loaf.
Wjute Ash—Locust Mountain, Johns’ and Broad
Mountaiu.
Red Ash—New England Sic.
JAMES H. BARER.

can

has had charge of Chandler's large
G^p^TAladame Lankton
three or

ton. for the

style, in the most desirable

PLEASE

lormerly occupied by the
CONSUMERS’ MUTUAL GOAL CO., and arc
now prepared to furnish the different varieties ol

HOOP SKIRTS
Leacli, Parker & Co.
DRY

lo take charge of the cutting and
fitting department, i think I can assure the Ladies of Portland 1
give them as good a style garments as they can procure in any other city.

from sr-hr.

Street,

BEST ASSORTMENT

LANKTON,

MADAME

-AND-

333

OVER-COATS !

And

strong

GOODS!

I

COAL, COAL, COAL,

TO TILEK NEW STORE

OF

U < TJO.Y S \ JjJ'.S.

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

HIS

WHfcUE

HAVE just completed my
the manu&cture of Ladies’ Over Garments for the
arrangements to resume
Fall and Winter, and have selectSE
the largest and choicest stock of goods ever offered In Portland, comprising every style, color and fabric known to the trade, and having secured the services of *

John Crooker. 3C3 tons
landing
NOW
(lie Midland
prime CUMBERLAND COAL, Or
It is fresh roiucd. of extra
f li. and

O’NEIL

Portland,

LADIES’

Forge Coal.
minor.

CAN BF FOUND AT

No. 14 Preble Street,

-FOR-

Free burning and VERT PURE, and all kinds

ANDERSON & €0.9

Vicinity!

Monday, October 29, 1866,

On

900 TONS LOBERY,

of

STREET.

OPENING

ISO Commercial Street.
decSilOw

Dec 4, 1866.

seen.

Notice Extra!

and

trrRUJTD FULL UJTD WETTER

Head of Maine Wharf.

RECEIVED and for sale by the undersigned

CAR and: STEAMFor buildings ol all kinds.
BOAT DECKING. ROOFING CEMENT* for coatall
PMSERVAand
kinds
ot
rooik.
ing
repairing
TIVE PAINT tor iron and woodwork, Hml Rooik,
COMPOUND
&c.
CtjMENT, Ibr repairing loaky
shingled roofs. BLACK VARNISH, for Ornamental Iron work &c. Full descriptions, c rcular. prices,
tSL'c. furnished by mail or on application at the ofiicfc,
where

Lehigh,
LOAF LEHIGH,

AND HAVE OPENED THE

KNIGHT,

CONGRESS

*S8

At

WALKER,

241 COMMERCIAL STREET,
Foot of Maple Street.
General Agent Ibr the State for
H
W
JOHNS’

Clothing and Furnishing Goods
firm

For

RCHlfECtUBB

A EJfOINKBBWO.
Messrs. ANDERSON. BOSNELL * CO., have
mado arrangements with Mr. STEAD, an Architeot
of established reputation, and wm hi Aituie carry on
Architecture with their business as Engineers. Parties iutdhding to build are invited to eall at their
office. No. 306 Congress street, and examine elevations and plans ol churches, banks, stores, blocks of
buildings, ifC.
_J 12

of Portland

PRIVATE MEDICAL

Co.

For

Vaughan,

West, Emery. Cushman, Lewis, Brajnhall, Monument, Danforth, Orange a nd Salem Streets.

12,18CC._nov

Copartnership
Jl nershlp in

Inducements

ic reat

For
business m

Copartnership

hand.

on

To the Ladies

ifl liUHl L.

DR. J. B. IIUOHCn

,,ow offer nice CHESTNUT COAL
fS.OJJper ton, delivered at any part of the
Also for sale at the lowest market price,

SUGAR

lots to suit buyer*,

Wholesale and Retail.

BEST MANUFACTORIES, among them I
the

which he

in

$8.

jiebical.

WE
at
▼ ▼
city.

Old

lumber,

piano fortes
the

sale,

CHEAP COAL!

$8.

YOBK,

TIN AND TERNE PLATES,
i« baud, o. d.irP-M|)ec32w

CALVIN EDWARDS.
WILLIAM G. TWOMBLY.

trom

& Co.,

Flielp#, Dodge
NEW

MISCELLANEOUS.

MERCHANDISE.

BUILDING.

hT.a nmma

GREATLU REDUCED RAJES Improrcnisnt

some boiler* Too deg*, of heat la thrown
away,
o. 1-3 the tool.
Thu question ‘is
if-.i«ed how enu this I,© saved.
Mr Blandiaid
h’is Invented a t>oiler that lakes j-erieet coimo. oi rll
the heat and make* it do duty in the engine. Thu. is
very simple hi its cons! met ion; alter the engine i In
mm km ffio »mokep!pe fad -ed
tight, and the vn*to
neat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
any temperature deelr. d; the remainder .furled
thlough Lite water he.&tci, Uiditg up oil the waste
heat hat BOO degs. ; flm heat being reduced o l<-w
Un-re can he no danger of setting tires l*y tporks
thrown from engines, which will add much value tt
tbfa Invention, beside* |.he saving 1-b the tuel.

ONmaking aloe*

-FOR-

olf

CASH.
Georf/e

1.

Jinrrout/hH

«C Co.

oct!2dtf_____
For Sole Cheap.

TXIVE Black Walnut SHOW CASKH, !) feet, long
f oact,, aud one counting-room

Yarmouth, Nov. 19,18C6.

u I) ’8

Steam boilers!

on

tf

n

For particulars Inoturcof
\\ >l.

Wild 4

Corner of Commercial Whan
•
Feb 21—dly

auu c

Hl»,
merclal 3t.

»n

THE

TEEEGilAPHLC

JfctEPORTS.

PORT

Financial.

1

Markets.

New York, Der. 8.
(lotion—dull aud declining; sales 700 bales; Midat
33
331c.
(a)
dling Uplands
Flour—Receipts 0,059 bids; sales 500 bbls; State
and western dull, ami medium and good grades are
dull and declining, while lower grades me without
decided change. Super hue State 7 4u @ 9 15; Extra
do, at 9 11 (§) 10 25; Choice do, at 10 30 fS* 1100; Round
Hoop Ohio, 10 00 «• 1100; Choice do 1125 @ 13 00 ; Su-

perfine

Western 7 40

@ 9 25;

Common

to

iwig minivan, mew, 340

mess

13 00

at 28

Sch Juba Grace, 62J ions, built at Orland in
has sold to pai lies in Gloucester lor S550C.

Kice—dull.
Coffee—dull.
Molasses—dull.
Naval Stores—quiet.
oils— dull; lard, sperm and whale quiet.
iVtroleum—dull; sales 60bbls. crude at 21c; refin-

ed bonded 314c.
tallow—dull ami

schr Alice Gray,*of and Irom Bncksport for
Cruz, before rep rted wrecked, was a new
vessel ol 2i9 tons, built at Bncksport, where she was
mostly owned. Partly insured The ma:c, Vi \V
Hint's, of North Bncksport, was drowned.
S ’h Car ie A, oi Kennehunk, was at Nanticook
5th inst, with loss ot bowsprit, having been in collision with an un'.nown vessel.
The new schr before reported ashore on the South
side of Block Island, proves to be the Agues, Capt
Carter, from Jacksonville, of and tor Bath, wiitli a
carg» of limber. She was "ot ott' and tak. n to Newport 7th inst, and does not leak much.
The
Santa

heavy; sales 64,000 lbs, at 11 @

Wool—steady with a bettor business doing; ; sales
450,000 lbs. at 33$ @ 55 tor domestic fleece, the inside
price for unwashed; 21 @40 for pulled; 23@31 tor
Texas; 27 @29 for Califomir and Russian, and Cam-

private
Freights to Liverpool—firmer.
by sail, and Wheat 8d by steamer.
terms.

on

Cotiun

$d; CornOd

Markets.

4'hie it go

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 4th, ship El Dorado, Otis,

Chicago, Dec. 8.
Flour stagnant; White Winter Michigan Is 50i
Red Whiter at 10 50.
Spring extras, 10 00 @ |.0 50;
Wheat sales 10,000 bush; No. 1 at 2 01 @ 2 03: No. 2
in store 1 76 @ 1 75. Corn sales at 81$c for No. 1 ami
73c for No. 2. Oats dull at 39 @ 40$c. Rico inactive.
Barley dull at 69 @ 62c for Nik 2 in store. Mess pork
sales at 17 75 @ 18 U0.
l.ard at lljc.
Dressed nogs
25c higher.

Liverpool.
Ar 7th, ship J

Buck-port.

BALTIMORE—Ar Bill, sell G M Partridge, Dorr,
Bangor.
PHILADELPHIA—Below 6th, oarque S D Rycr-

Raymond, from New York.
Cld 6th, barque Sam Slieriard, Evans*, Cienfuogos.
NEW YORK—Ar 6th, brig Liberty, Devcreaux*,
Stockton; sch Calvin S E.lwavds, Gandy. Jacksonville.
Cld Cth, brig L M Merritt, Berry, Nue.ilas; sell
Constitution, .Smith, Apalachicola; Ella Fish, Wilev,
Baltimore.
Cld 7th. ship Kil Carson, Pennell, Antwerp; brig
L L Wadswoith, Bailey, A pin wall; Thomas Owen,

soii.

Wilmiiigloii Itloikei*.
Wilmington, N. C., Dec. 8.
Cotton—dull; sales at 30c tor strict Middling uplands
Spirits turpentine quiet; sales at 57}c. ltosin in acCrude turpentine per
tivo demand at 5 00 (a} 6 00.
bbl. 4 00 tor Virgin, Tar nominal. Pork heavy at
25 00 @ 26 00 for cUy mess.

Pettengill, Nuevitas; schs Lottie, Wilcox, Boston
E G Sawyer, Keen, Elizal>ethport.
PROVIDENCE—Cld 7th, barque Jennie Cobb,
Handy, Rockland.
Sid 7th, sch F A Pike, Gove, New York.

Matunuali ftlarkets.
Savannah, Ga., Dec. 8.
Cotton—the market is quiet; sales of 3oO bales.—
at
31c.
Middling Uplands

NEWPORT—In port 6th, brig J Aviles, Philbrook,
New York: schs Sarah N Smith, Sherman, im do for do; Adriana, Eastman. Bath for do;
Fannv K Shaw, (new, of Thornaston) from St John,
NB lor Philadelphia ; Hannibal. Cox, irom Boston tor do: Sarah N Smith, Sherman, im Bangor tor
New York; Percy. Mahlman, Eastporl lor do: Malabar, Burgess, Belfast loi do; Cami>hell, Soule, Calais
for Philadelphia; Sea Bird, Bellaty, Fall River for
New York; Typhoon Williams, and Lee burg, Davis, Portland lor do; llaitie, Carter, Bangor tor do;
Isis, Bullock, do for do.
FALL RIVER—Ar 6th, sch Win Capes. Baker,

Bangor tor

Auguola V of Ion lllurkrl.
Augusta, Ga., Dec. 8.
Cotton —dull and drooping; sales of 91 hales Mid-

39}c.
*1

erupt,loliou Market.
Memphis, Teuu., Dee. 8.
Good ordinary cotton 26c; low middling 29 ^ 30c;
strict middling 31c; good middling 33c: the market is
dull.
Mobile

Cushing, from Boston via Nassau

SAVANNAH—Old 1st, brig Lewis Clark, Bartlett,
Poi I land; Kitty Coburn, Wilson, Now York ; sch
Jane Eiuson. Irving, Boston.
CHARLESTON—Ar 4th, brig Lizzie M Merrill,
Ulmer, Richmond, Me.
WILMINGTON—Cld 4th, bng R >anier, Orrtbtiee,

Cincinnati, Dec. 8.
Mess
Flour dull. Wheat dull; winter red 2 70.
19
00.
Lard at 11c; no defhir
demand
at
pork in
mand. Hugs firmer and more active at 6 75 @ 7 00.—
Cotton dull and little doing; Middling at 30 @ 30Jc.
Whiskey lirni at 2 35. Gobi 138$.

at

N

in tow.

( iuciunati Markets.

dling

1658,

DISASTERS.

life.

el’s hair

tons,) retry, Gouldsb.no,

Launched—At Franklin 24th inst, a schr ot 200
tons, named M 0 Moseley, owned by parties in Sullivan and Franklin, and to be commanded
by Capt A
W Claim.
At Trenton 10th, by H Cousins, a scltr of 171 tons,
named Mountain Laurel. She is owned at Tremont,
Treutou, Calais, and New York, aud is to be commanded by Capt Edw Langley.

124c.

Butter—steady; salesOhio at 15 @26c; State
^ 38; Orange County palls, 40 @ 45.
Whiskey—quiet and nominal.

—

@

00.
Oft; new extra do, 17 60 @
Fork—quiet and steady; sales 2,850 bbls.; also 1,500
t his,
new mess at 21 00 @ 21, seller’s all January.
Old mess 29 20 @ 20 50, closing tt 20 27 cash; new
mess at 20 25 @ 20 75; prime 1800 (a) 18 50.
Lard—quiet and steady; sales ot 670 bbls, at 11 j (w
18

Bangor.

NEW BEDFORD—Sailed 7th. sch Eliza France9,
Sawyer, New York (or Poitlar.d, according to wind.)
HOLMES HOLE—Ar 6th, schs Addie Walton,
Rich, Boston for Washington; schs Jas Young. Wilson, Calais for do; E'annie A Bailey, im do for‘Baltimore; A C Austin, Willard, Fox Island for do; Cosmos, Hall, Rockland lor do; Alice G Grace, Gilchrist
Calais lor New Haven; Savon,Cassidy, Lepreauv for
New Haven; Su.-un & Mary, Keene, and Redinglon,
Gregory, Rockland for do; .Moses Patten. Harding,
Bangor lor do; May Day, Adams, Jo lor Noiwalk;
Mary Alice, Perry, do for Newark^ Cvgnus, Small,

MnrkclN.

Mobile, Dec. 8.

Cotton—sales 1,700 bales; Middling Uplands at ‘>0
30c.
_

New Oi haiiN Market**.
New Orleans, Dec. 8.
Cotton—demand, active and prices tirm. Low Midat
30c.
The sales to-day were
Middling
dling at29c;
oJ0 bales. Receipts 5,615 bales.
and
demand
prices
firmer; sales ol
Sugar—in good
Molasses dull;
fair prime to choice at 11}ki*> 12k;.
sales of prime to choice at 00 (® 65c.

Madras lor Providence.
Ar 7tli, brigs Sea Foam, C -mnhs, Bangor lor New
York; C Matthews, Cox, do tor Newport: Canima,
Marshall, from Calais for Bridgport: schs E McLain,
Sleeper Boston (or Baltimore; W I' Emerson, Emerson, Bncksport fordo; Union, Bishop, Rock port
for Wilmiugtou, NC; Vicksburg, < o Lett, and Paul
Seavey,Guiltier, Bangor for New York: Andrew Peters. Moore, Ellsw.rtb tor do; Mary Susan, Snow,
Rockland for Providence.
BOSTON—CM 7th, ship Berkshire, Rerrv, New
Orle ns; sch Susan <£ Pin be, Fletcher, lor East
Macliias.

C'ouiinercial—Per fable.
Liverpool, Dec. /, Noon.
fhe Brokers’ Circular reports the sales of cotton
The market has been
tor the week at 66,000 hales.
generally dull and quiet. To-day, however, a decline
of }d has been noted, and the opening price of Middling uplands w as 13?d. The sales today promise to
re.teu 10,01)0 bales.
London, D«x*. 7, Noon.

sid, barque Chalmctte.
Ar 8th, schs Clara Norton, Rich;

The money market is quiet and steady. Consols are
for money, ex dividend.
American .Securities.—The following are the
for
American Securities: Erie Railroad
quotations
shares 47. Illinois Central Railroad Shares77}. United States 5-20*9 71.
Liverpool, Dec. 7. Evening.
The breadstuff* market dosed flat. Com was last
quoted at 39s 3d. The Provisions market, has been
inactive all day, and closed dull.

quoted at 88}

and Mars
Bath.

Hill, Blodgett, Bangor;

E

Abaco, li nks,
izabeth, Waite.

GLOUCESTER—Ar 6ili, whs f lava Norton. Rich,
Bangor tor Boston; Gold Hunter, Ware, Yoik tor
do; Kossiusko, Richardson, Thomauton lor do.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 6tli. soil tenal. Fish, Henderson, Norfolk.
FOREIGN PORTS.
At Havic £2d ult, ships Jacob A Stamler. Bauson,
for New York 16tli; Mania C Day, Chase, and Wetterhorn, Stinson, wtg.
Ar at Liverpool 5th inst, ship Resolute.
Freeman,
Boston.
At Miragoane 21>t ult, barque Suliote,
Brackett,
fm Boston 3 days; brig Ida M Comery. McLellan,
Pliila lelphia 7 days.
At Areeibo, PR, 22d ult, seh C A Farnsworth.Saw
yer, for New York, Idg.
Sid flu Cienliiegos 20th ult, brig J W Drh ko. Eaton, Mansanilla. to load tor Philadelphia.

LONDON, Dec. 7, Evening.
C onsols this afternoon, for money, closed at 88}.
American Securities.—The following were the
closing prices of American securities: Erie Railway
Illinois Central shares 77}. United States
shares 461.
5-20*8 71.
Liverpool, Dec. 8, Noon.
Cotton has been quite active all tin- morning, ami
from
the
have
rallied
prices
temporary advance ol yesterday. Middling uplands are currently quoted at
It is now estimated that the sales to-day
full 14d.
will amount to over 16,000 hales.
London, Dec. 8, Noon.
Consols are quoted at 88} for rnonev.
American Securities.—Erie Railroad Shares 46}.
Illinois Central Railroad Shares 77}. United States
5-20*s 71.

|Per steamer Arago, at New York.)
Sid lin Liverpool 20th ult, Sea Queen, Brown, (or

New York Mlock Market.

New York.
Ent out 2‘)th, Southampton, Morse, Savannah.
Sid flu Bristol Pill 20th, Ocean Pearl, Reed, tor
Nev Orleans.

New York, Dec. 8.
Second Board—Stocks are steady. The following
arc the only cuanges:
American Gold.137} @ 137]

Cld at Helvi-et lsth ult, Enoch lalbot, Merriman.
Cardiff.
Antwerp—Tn the river 20th ult, Esther, Prmce,

and Ironsides.

Reading.116:
Michigan Southern,. 79,
Cleveland & Pittsburg,. 84
Chicago A: North Western,. 52i
At 4 o’clock P. M., Gold closed at 137}.
Li»li
Board, Dec 8.

Ar at Palermo lltb

Bangor.

|

United States Coupon Sixes,1881.
Uniled States 7 3-lothe, 1st scries.
small.
2d series.

100$

3d Series.

In6|

small.
Uimed State 5-20s, iaf.2.
1K64.
lh65.

**

113

105$

V>il
105
108
106#
10,
li»3
123
120

United States Ten-torties.
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds.
Vermont Central 1st mortgage bonds.
i’epperell Manuiacturing Company. 1197}
« .i u rn Railroad.
Ill
Western Railroad. 145}
Boston and Maine Railroad.
Bates Manufacturing Company.

130

157}

UEPAdTUftE OF OCLtA STEAMERS
NAME

FROM

FOR

DATE.

Manhattan.New York.. Hav& YCruz.Dec 10
Henry Chauncey. New York.. Aspinpall.Dec il
City of Cork.Now York. .Liverpool.Dec 12

York.. Liverpool.Dec 12
Scntia.New York.. Liverpool.Dec 12
More Castle.New York. .Havana.Dec 13
America.‘.New York.. Bremen.Dec 15
« it v of Paris.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 15
.Liw rpool.Doc 15
Asia.Boston

Kangaroo.New

Eagle.New
Star..New

York..Havana.Dec20

.Dec 21
York. .California
City oi New York..New Yrork. .Liverpool.Dec 22
Virginia..New York. .Liverpool.Dec 22
Arago.New Yora. Havre.Dec 22
Bavaria.New York. .Hamburg.Dec 22
<4aiding Suir.New Pork.. Rio Janeiro.. .Dec 22
Cuba.Boston.Liverpool.i>ee 26
Ri

ing

...

MARRIED.
city,

3, by Itev. Dr. Stockbridge, Geo.
E. Scars, of Portland, and Mina Frances J. Vantassel, ol liangor.
I this city, Dec. 8, by Rev. Dr. Stock bridge, Geo.
t*. Dorman, of Sanford, and Miss Mary A. Booth y,
Of Kenncbunkport.
in Bath, Dec. 6, Dennis B ilarding and. Nancy C.
-McKinny, both of Westport.
In Sumner, Nov. 28, Gliarles M. Pulcifcr and Ada
A. Swift.
In tryeburg, Nov. 25, N .tbaniel Hardy and Emily
Oliarl s.
In Augusta, Dec. 2, George W. Knowles and Maria
A. Lyon.
In this

Dei

man.
In tills city,
years 8 month

Dec. 8, Mr. James Mariner, aged 8l

[Funeral this

Monday afternoon,
7 Salem

at ll

o’clock,

St.
rca *ol No.
Relatives and friends
invited to attend.
In Gorham, 8th inst., Mrs. Sarah, wife of Prentiss
M. Waterman, aged 42 years 6 months.
^ ^ Funeral luesday, 11th inst., at l o’clock P.

tiom
are

M.
In Sooth Paris, Nov. 10, Mrs. Sarah, widow of the
late Silas Merrill, aged 72 years 5 months.
In Hallowcll, Nov. 30, Capt. Bcpj. Shepard, aged
70 years.

IMPORTS#

Philadelphia.
ult, Gliding Star. Fiinn,
irom

Ar at Flushing
Philadelphia loi Rotterdam.

Boston stock
Sales at the' Brokers’

Tapley,
20tii

from

ult, 7 H DOlinjhara, Mudgett,

(Per steamer Africa, at Boston.)
Ar at Liverpool 21st ult, Non&ntum, Up on. from
Philadelphia.
Ckl 2t.st, J Thompson, Kennedy, New York.
London—Ent out 22:1. Maty Jb ntly. Clark, for
Philadelphia.
Off the Isle of Wight 21st, Lincoln, Seaman, liom

Madras for London.
Sld lm Newport 22(1 uit, J A Pierce, Dclap, lor
Matanzas.
Sld fin Penarth Hoads ;:o li, S Curling, Morse, for
Rio Janeiro.
Sld ftu Cardiff*

22d, Maggy Hammond, Hilton, lor
Baltimore; Gentoo, Fr eman, Manila.
Off Holyhead21st, Endymion. Will ams. from Liv-

erpool (or

New York.

Skerries 22d, Uex Marshall, Marshall,
Liverpool for New Yoi*.
<

»ft* the

im

<m Calcutta Gel 11. Ganges, Potter, Mauritius:
17th, Guiding Star, Small, B< stmi.
Ar at Bombay Oct 2:1, Sarah Newman,
Congdon,
Live pool.
Sld oct 22d, Col Ledyard, Wells, Mauhnain; 23d.
Ellen Foster. Robinson, Callao.
At Kurracheo Oct 21, Romulus, Fisher, unc.
Sld ;Di Madras Oct 20, Calliope,
Simmons, Masulipaiam.
Ar at Algoa Bay, CGH. Oct 17, Otago, Taylor, fm
Boston.
Sldf.n Simon’s Bay Oct 1, Garibaldi. Hoyt, lor

SM

Cork.
Ar at St

Helena Oct ii3, Industry, Bennett, from
Mauri<ius, (and sailed lor Falmouth.)
Passed by oct. 2n, Ellen Morrison,
Pinkney, from
Mauritius tin Boston.
Ar at Ascension Oct in, Amity, Stinson,
Rangoon
(and sided 11th tor Cadiz )
.Sld lm Goiee Oct 2'», Robert
Mowe, Norton, for
Sedbion.
Ar at Messina nth ult, Sharpsburg. Randall, from
Girgenti; Caroline Eddy, Smith, tm Bangor; 15tli,
Uniffn, Merrill, Marsei'les.
Ar at oporto loth ult, S B
Thompson, Downing,
New York.
A rat Antwerp 23d nit, Rutland, Ingraham, from
Ak\ab; Annie Sisc, Shields, dc.
lu the river 23<1, Bazaar, Brinson, from Fliiladel-

phia.

•'Mat Rotterdam
L llan, New York.

lutli ult, Gardiner Colbv, Mc-

Antwerp, Nov 23—Ship Annie S'se, from Bassein,
parted e. chains last night and went ashore oft Kattendyck, but she will coxae oil' easy.
SPOKEN
Oct 1
lat 15 >6 S, lou ::2 50,
from Callao for Gibraltar.
Oct 24, off* St Helena, ship

ship Odessa,

72

days

Mogul, 43 days from
Mauritius lor Liverpool.
t>ct 27, lat 5 24 N, ion 28
ftti, barque Manuela, from
?,id lor Montevideo.
xr
0
*on
35, ship CLas Lifting, fin
xt
New York tor San Franck oo.
o
Soutliard,

?r tr*e Past net.
fVVSWr
in
Liverpool for

130 miles, ship J
Philadelphia.

fi

J

AMERICAN LLODYS!
undersigned hereby give notice that he has
TliEbeen
appointed Agent of American Lloyds for
the State of Maine, and is prepared to
inspect'vessels
of all
same

sizes in course of construction and report
for classification.

the

Ship builders and owners would therefore confer a
hy sending me early notice of the vessels they
building for which a class is desired.
WILLIAM ROGERS, Inspector.
nQ«n

are

LIVERPOOL. Steamship St David—880 bar-24#
ils iron, J C Brooks: 241 bars do, A E Stevens &
Co; 1 cask cutlery, Wm Dearborn; 6 bales cases
nvlsc, Th is Paddock; H cases 4 bales indse,J E PrinUle; and freight lor Canada.
ST JOHN, NR. Sell Rambler—128,021 11 boards
to G Cobb & Co.
and
Sen Alice T—100,570 feet pine boards, 10,077 elaplath*, Benson & Houghton.
43,ooo
oarde,
HAN r»PORT, NS. Sch O i> Horton
200 tons
order.
to
plaster,
PARRSBORO, NS. Sch Jack Easy—12<M) railroad
n

plank,

v

Notice to

Land

Holders,

]VI*l(ontm<V»0lbrIllvii’lr'lil,lcr,'ia

DAY
and malci kil ol alldescriptiou.

August mil,

sleepers, S F Randall

PrcI'ared to take
or
s

by

workmen

IHiC_aug20—If

Go to Adams A Purinton’s
House-furnishing Goods of all kinds■
Cariietings, and all kinds of Crockery, Glass, Tin’
Stone, Earthern anil Wooden Ware, Paper Hangno23d3m
ings, Window Shades, Ac, &c.

1'V)R

>our

Bogue Nellie

Libby

INSTTRANCI;

SHIP LETTERS.

ATLANTIC

Dougherty Eunice
Davis Ellen II
Doyle Hannah Airs
Dearborn Lila
D

Daley Mary

Dunning Richard Mrs
Danfortn Sarah G
Edwards Abbie 2
El wards Alary B
Elwell Win S Airs
Fullerton Agnes
Frier B C Airs
Farrar Lizzie Mrs

Fessenden Nellie Mrs
W Mrs

Fuller Jane
Ficket J W Airs
Fling O L AIrA
Galaviau Alice Mrs

niHRBEOU FOUR THOUSAND DOLLARS for
X two or three years for which the Best of Security will be given, and interest paid at the rate of
nine per cent per annum.
Address

or

Dec 6—dlw*

Nash Lizzie
Perkins Emma W
Parley Jennie AI Mrs
Perry Alary Alls
Parker Mary E
Payne Mary J
Potter Roslie Mrs
Richardson Amanda Mrs
Rackliff Ellen Mrs
Rounds Hannah
Rumney H Mrs
Rernick Lillie E
Robinson Loren Airs
Staples Almira Mrs
Small Abbie I

Gilligan Annie
Graham Charlotte Mrs for Scott Fannie B
Mrs George Hodgson
Jane Alary
Gerrish Emma
Sweatt Joseph S G Airs
Gale hell Eisworth
Small Lucinda E
Sellia Mary A B
Greely Hattie
Gibson Hattie H 2
Strout Alary H Mrs
Gould Mary Mrs
Sweetsir Matilda J Mrs
Griiue9 Sarah
Sawyer Susan Airs
Harmon Almira
Shepard Susa A
Heffrom Anteny Mrs
Small Sarah M Airs
Hoover Ada
Tibbets Clarica
Hand Annie Airs
Thomas Nellie
Trask P H Mrs
Hodgkins Anna S
Hunt Ella L
Watson Bridget A Mrs
Ware Emily Af
Higlit Mary C
Hartshorn Alaggie Airs
Wentworth E A Mrs
Harmon liens C Mrs
Wiley Emily
Higgins Win B Mrs
Whipple Fanny Airs
Hall Wm A Mrs
West Hannah G
Ann H Mrs
Welsh Mary
Walker Minnie Airs
Ingalls Elizabeth
Innes Sarah Airs
York Maria Mrs

Spalding

Ilsley

gentlemen’s list.

Cassey Cornelius
Cushman A Ayer
Curtis A Perkins

McGuire Rogers

McGown

Stephen

Connolly Cornelias
N iehols Martin M
Chase Dauiei
Nicho.s A O
Creighton D VV
.no win an Thomas
Crowell Elisha
Cate Edwin l 2
Nary Pan
O’Connell J
Childs Geo C
Crocker G VV (Westbrook»Orr Win D
Clones Isaac li
Porter C H
Porter C E
Clark Joshua S
Coombs J P
Philbrooks Chas E
Cushmau John S
Prede C E
Coitiu
tor AlrsPerry D N
Lizzie E Coffin
Prentice Ebenezer
Cobh L D
Plumiuer Ferdinand
Coal AJaleey
Perry Frank
Parker G orge
Conners Michael
Cleaver it ii
Page Geo R
Parker Geo for George li
Curley Tlios
Clarke Tbos lor Mrs An- Siorer
son
P her ho n John M
Denar Allred
Preble James E
H
C
Philips J W
Dyer
Porland Miehael VV
Dunlap C F
Dennett C has
Perkins Peleg
1 tresser <L Osgood
I’richard .Spencer M
Davis Mr (la State Street Penley S H
Drink water Frank
Parsons Samuel capt
Pease T D
Dodge Ii D
Dugan James H
Penny Thomas J
John
Perkins
W
Gunning
Jackson H Ross Andrew C
I Devereaux

4th.
IXjR
uov2Tdtf

-4

1UU

James

duly

of

hmnlrl

^1.

John

‘or

..1.

<

Hist class Flour

139 Commercial street.

apl4dlmeod9m& w6w

& WHITNEY.

FOB

Women

Bay

MOOSE’S

FBANK

of the War,”

has it

one

writing

month

country.

14

circulai.
C. A. (. HAPiNL
Room 9, 21$ Free Street, Portland.

d&wtf

send for

ten,

but,

nor more

and of

1

Memorial Tree.”
LEWIS B. SMITH.
Nov.
26.18fi6.
deodtd
Portland,

Wanted Immediately.

Marine Insurance

Cumberland Street, early
For the “Committee

High School lot,
Spring.

the

on

next

on

TAYA Good American, Nova Scotia and Irish
X
VX Girls to do housework, cook, ^c., in private families and hotels in this erto and country.
Situations sure. The best wages paid.
Aiso 60 Girls to work in Factories.
Farmers and otliers wanting men for any work
will do well to call on us, as we will supply them free
ot charge.
Address or apply at the General Agency
Employment Office, 351* Congress Street, up stairs.
COX

sept26dti

&

John M

Wakefield Jeremiah

"Jo-ea
JJasoq

(Cape

"antins Charles

Walsh James

Ocean Mutual Insurance Comp’y,
NEW BEDFORD.

OF

No extra charge for Cargoes Grain in Bulk, Coal.
Salt. Iron, Copper Ore, Marble or Slate coastwise. We
•hall be pleased to aecnre a share of public patronage.

Two volumes complete in one. 1203 Royal OutavO
Pages, sold for Five Dollars.
figJ^~Many agents are making fron $50 to $100 per
week canvassing tor this work. Sold by

OOlce 166 Care Street, Portland.

J. W. MUNGEB & SON.

eubsoHptki,

only.

Sole and exclusive rights
with liberal commissions.

given of

ritory

oct6.eod3m

n

Apply

to

Dec. 8.

hundred cords of wood now stand ini/
W. H. JEKRIS,
lw
Real Estate Agent.

First Class Houses for Sale.
first class brick houses,
oiler lor sale the
on Pine Street,

eight
situated
WErecently built by us,
between Clark and Carleton Streets.

thoroughly built, with slate route,
brick drains, and marble mantelpieces throughout.—
will
at
a low price, and on
be
sold
They
very favorable terms. Apply at our oftice.No. 274 Danlorth St.
J. B. BROWN & SONS,
or WM. H. .1ERRIS, Real Estate Agent, opposite the
Those houses

are

Preble House.
October 16,

Holyoke

dtf

HOUSE

tor sale
nearly new.

And of cash assets

T^NQUIRE
L

Portland, Nov.

Board.

A

room

Loans

?
ished. in the Western part of the city, to
two single gentlemen. Address Box 42 Port
nov 16 tt*
fice, Portland.

on

collateral and notes

one

Of-

Amount at

For Sale.
desirable and convenient 14 story house,
with barn, wood shed and carriage house, all in

AVERY

good order, with seven acres of land, only one mile
outside of city, upon which there su e 300 choice fruit
trees, consisting of apple, pear, plumb and cherry;
also an abundance of currants, gooseberry, strawberTj.&c., with very best ol water, large brick cistern
and lurnace in the cellar; a splendid garden and in
a first rate neighborhood, and in every
way a desirable property. Immediate possession given. Prioe
only $5000.
HANSON A DOW,
Real Estate Agents, No. 345 Congress Street.
dec3—dim

X? A fine
the time to

location tor

IL

Lost!
Thursday afternoon. Dec. 6th,
ONgress
streets,
pearl and onyx
with extraseam

Free or ConBREASTPIN

on

a

WEBSTER, Agent,

dec7d3w_No 10 South street.
Abstract of tbe Annual Statement

The tinder will be suitably
rewarded by leaving it at this office.
dec7d3t*
setting.

SMALL BOAT which

A calling at Fort Gorges. the
THE

GREAT

owner

ENGLISH

have
dc7dlw*

can

by

OF

Company,

HARTFORD, CONN.,

On tbe 1st Ray of November, I860,
TO

REMEDY.

BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT

PROTECTED

Celebrated Female Pills.
Prepared from a prescription qf SirJ. Clarke, M,D.,
Physician Extraordinary to the Queen.
This invaluable medicine is unfailing in the cure ol
all those painful aud dangerous diseases to which the
female constitution is subject. It moderates all excess
aud removes all obstructions, Irom whatever cause,
and a speedy cure may be relied on.

TO MARRIED LADIES
it is particularly suited. It will,in a time short,bring
on the monthly period with regularity.
CAUTION.
These Pills should not he taken by Females during
the FIRST THREE At ON THS qf Pregnancy, as
they
are sure to bring on Miscarriage, but at
any other
lime they are safe.
Nervous
and Spinal A flections, Pains
In all cases ol
in the Back aud Limbs, Fatigue on slight exertion,
Palpitation of the Heart. Hysterics, and Whites,
these Pills will effect a cure when all ‘other means
have failed; and although a powerful remedy, do not
contain iron, calomel, antimony, or anything hurtful

to the constitution.
Full directions in the pamphlet around each package which should be carefully preserved.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. Price $1 per bottle.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

genuine.

JOB MOSES. 27 Cortlandt St., New York,
ensure a bottle, containing 50
Pills, by return
mail, securely sealed Irom all observation, m

THE

STATE

Off MAINE.

Assets:
hand and in Bank.842,968.57
Cash in hands of, and due from Agents,.120,669.75
Loans on Real Estate,.135,000.00
Loans on Real and Personal Security,. 24,890.00
United States Securities,.141,047.50
New York Bank Stocks,. 88.625.00
Hartford Bank Stocks,.160,975.00
Other Bank Stocks,. 50.250.00
Cash

SIR JAMES CLARKE’S

LIFE— HEALTH—STREW GTH
LIFE—HEALTH-S 1'RENGTH.
LI fE —HEALTH—STRENGTH.
Hundreds and thousands annually file prematureII they would give the Ureal French Kem-

ly, when.

dy,

DR. JUAN DELAMARE’S
CELEBRATED SPECIFIC PILLS.
Prepared by Oabahciebe & Dtrpoirr, No. 214

Lombard, Pails,

from the

prescription

rue

ol Dr. Juan

Delauiarru. Chiel Physician to the Hospital du Nord
ou Larthoislere, a lair trial, they would find immediate rellei, and, in a short dine, be
fully restored to
Health and Strength. It is used in the practice ol
many eminent French physicians, with uniform success, and highly rccomended as the only positive and
Speci fic Remedy tor all persons suffering fr om General
or Sexual Debility, all derangement of the Nervous
Spermatorrhoea or Seminal
Forces, Melancholy,
Emissions, all Weaknesses arising front Sexual Excesses or Youthful Indiscretions, Loss ol Muscular
Energy, Physical Prostratiuns, Nervousness, Weak
Spine, Lowness of Spirits, Dimness of Vlsi n. Hysterics, Pains in the Back and Limbs, Impotency.&c.
No language can convey an adequate idea of the
immediate and almost miraculous change It produces
in the debilitated and shattered system. In
tact, it
stands unrivalled as an untuning cure of the maladies above mentioned.
Suff er no more, but use The Great French Remedy
It will effect a cure where all others foil. and. although
a powerful remedy, contains nothing hurtflil to the
most delicate constitution.
Pamphlets, containh.g full particulars and directions for using, in English, French, Spanish and German, accompany each box, aud also are sent free
to any address when requested.
Price One Dollar per box, or six boxes for Fiv Dollars.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world; or will
bo sent by mail, securely sealed from all observation,
to any authorized
by inclosing

Eliz)

lyEvery style of Job work neatly executed at
tMsoSoe.

June

13eodeow*wly

Park.

Now is

BB.

on

Bonds—State, City

and

Water,.292,220.00
4,627.33

Accumulated Interest,.

Total Assets.*1,061,273.16
Amount of Premium Notes.None.
Total Amount of Liabilities,.*69,696.97
WM. B. CLARK, Sec’y.
HENRY KELLOGG, PAwidont.
A. W. JILLSON, Vice-President.

79 COMMERCIAL STREET.
November 18, 1866, d3w

Insurance Office

is this day removed from No. 80 Commercial
Street,
to the new and commodious rooms

NO. 60 EXCHANGE
CUMBERLAND

STREET,

BANK

BUILDING,

where he Is

now prepared to place
Insurance, In all Its
and for any amount, in companies second to
no others on the globe, and on the most favorable
terms.

forms,

W' Parties preferring first class insurance,

pectfully

invited to call.
November 5, 1866. dtf

J. & C J.

are res-

BARBOUR,

SJanniactnrers and Retailers of

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,
NO. 8 EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

Ladies’ and Misses’ Serge and Calf Baals.
Men’s Eiae Calf and Thick Boats.
Bays’, Tombs’ and Children’s Boots and
Shoes.
Babber Boots and Shoes of all kinds.

OAK AND HEMLOCK BELTING.
LACE
LEATHER.
MOLASSES HOSE,
RUBBER BELTING,
Babber Clothing,
JOHN BARBOUR.

ENGINE HOSE
RUBBER PACKING.
Bnbber Bose.

0. J. BARBOUR.

septal—dtf__

Houses for Sale Low.

House Ibr Sale, No 32 Myrtle Street.
quire at No. 8 Central Wharf.
July 12—dtl

m

_

<tti

OYSTERS.
made arrangements for a large supply
Oysters dnring the winter 1 am now ready to supply Oysters at the low price of (1.40 per gallon, solid.
L'i^ AU orders by mail or Express promptly attend-

HAVING

En-

JAMES FREEMAN.

and

Friday evenings

at 9

Returning, willleave Bangor every Monday and
Thursday mornings at 6 o’clock, and Winterport
o’clock, touching a! Hampden, Bucksport, Belfast, Camden and Rockland, each uay.
For freight or passage please apply to office on
Railroad whan, foot or State street.
A. SOMERBY, Agent.
Portland, Nov. 17,166f.
dtf

throughout, together with ail necessary
outbuildings.
For full particulars inquire ot
HOKATIO BOOTHBY,

A GREAT RUSH

dtf

Farm ibr Sale.

Desirable
FOR
ON

Store

P.

West-

M.

FROST’S,

BARGAIN8!
NO BIO

Lots

Who

tf_or

ONE
on

Oct 17

width, making

it
8.

a

corner

lot and

B. HEKSEY,
No. 4 Qalt Block, Com. Street.

dtl

Valuable Real Estate

FOB

oil

SAFF.

PORTION of I lie “DAY” Estate

A

Elm St.

on

Elm Street,

BOOMS,
Cotton,
Free

be foun 1 at No. 4
near
street,
where she offers the balance of her stock, at Very
low prices. Those owing bills, wlllcontr a favof by
calling and settling the same.
sepMeodtt

Spruce Flooring Boards.

Shilling

Bleached and Brown

«qjBr?aPy1B.iiiloii
tor

pLcaveBostcin

A MKCHANie’s a .tl LABonrn’a Train will leave
Biddeford daily, Sundays excepted, at 6 A M., and
06, arriving in Portland at 6.40.
Returning, will leavo Portland tor Saco and Biddetord and mieimediate stations al 5.30 p. m.
A special freight train, with passenger car attached, will leave Portland at 7.10 A. Al. for Saco and
Biddeford, and retaining, leave Biduelnrd at 8.2t>
and Saco al 8 40 A. Al.

Portland,

pr.

THE

before them.

OFO. W. HAMMOND, Clerk.

dec 5 dlw*

Southern Pine.

I3T~ Ail of the above Goods will be offered at
GREAT REDUCTION from regular rates.
Remember!

The Company are not responsible lor
baggage to
any amount exceeding *50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for
every *000 additional value.

D,orDUES, Mamiyiny

II. 11AIL I. Y, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Nov. 8, 1880.

No. 4

Fop Sale.
Rigging and Blocks, nearly new,
teom a ashing Schooper of 100
tons; also Topr
F
Fore and

Dec 8—d&wtf

a
,a.r
decldtf

Passenger Trains leave Pouland dally
P. M., tor Hath, Augusta, Wut-

UBtatbii^cf]

at UK)

ervllle,

tttndall,sMiU.-,Skowhegan,an<i intermediate

Stations, (connecting at Brunswick with Androscoggin R. R., for Lewiston and Farmington, and at
Kendall’s Mills with Maine Central 1! it.) lor Bangor
and intermediate stations. I'antaelov by this route
at any other.
Leave Portland tor Bath, Lewiston, Angnstaand
intermediate stations on Saturday only ai 7.46 I’. M
Mixed Train leavos Portland lor Brunswick and intermediate stations daily, except Saturday, at 5.30 P.
M.

Freight Train,

with passenger

hand.
SAMPSON « CONANT,
No. It a 20 Commercial Wharf,

attache*!,

car

will

leave Portland tor SRowhegan aud inte mediate station ev«ry morning at 7 o’clock.
Trains from Brunswick ami Lewiston are due at
Portiauil at 9.2o A AI., and irum Skowbegan and
Farmington and all intermediate stations at 2.00 P.
M. to connect with trains lor Boston.
Stages for Ko. kland connect at Bath; and lor Boltostat Augusta, leaving daily on arrival o< train from
Boston, leaving at 7.30 A. M.; and lor Scion, Anson.
Norrid^ewcek, Athens an.l Moose Heod Lake at
Sknw begun, and for China, East and Noi th Vassalboro’ at Vissalboro’: tbr Unity at Kendall’* Mill’s,
and for Canaan at Piahon's Ferry.
W• HATCH* Superintendent*
Augusta, Oct. 27,18Gti.
nov!2dtt

GAS AND COAL OIL
E.

TAHBELL & SON.
BROItinuLD STREP.T,

BOSTON,
AND

DEALERS

Chandeliers,
Brackets,
Lamps,

&c.

GAS FITTING in all its branched.
GAS STOVES, for Cooking and

Heating.

Deering Block.

Re-Gilt
no21«od3m

Bronzed.

The President's
Ha» arrrived this morning and

Under-Shirts !
ANI) DBA WEBS,

a

CARGO of

Oyster House,
rear

Lancaster Hall,

and will be sold

ar

91*40 PER GALLO*, (OLID,
35

Charles Custis & C#.

Cents

ATWOOD’*

43,

decSdlw

Block,

has

Oysters S

Centre Street,

In English, Scotch and American.

Message

ao

(the first of the season,)

At Atwood’s

Morton

IN

CHANDELIERS, LAMPS, Ac.,

MEN’S

Quart,

per

or

express

OUTER

47 A 49

Marrett,

promptly

flOI'SE,

Cen'ro Sr., Portland, Me.

Toor

&

Co.,

Having taker I he Chambers

CONGRESS STREET.

311

dec8d3t

Jackson's Catarrh Snuff!
ELEGANT TBOCQE and SNCFE

CONGRESS STREET,

ADJOINING MECHANICS’ HALL,
ire now prepared to odor (heir friends ami (lit publie a large and well asorted stock of

Combined tor

CABPIJTITOS!

Coughs, Catarrh,Bronchitis,

Paper Hangings

Voids, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Bad Breath, Headache, Jtc.

Instantly

relieves

CURTAIN

annoying Cearki

In Chnrch.
Cures Catarrh* positively without sneezing.
\ alimble to Singer*,
Clergy, Ac., clean and
strengthen* the voice | »cts quickly; taste#pleasantly; never uaaseate*.
Prrrrut* taking cold Iron)
Lee tare*
i-old by
!•'
or sent l»y mall
11. t.£, ;15 cts to

Skatiag,

Druggists

Hooper, Wilson & Co.,

(scpl<Jeodt)uneiewj__
We W# WHlPPLEj

PHILADELPHIA.

Portland,Wholesale Ajpt.

Eat and Grow Fat!

GOODS, Ac.,

Purchasers uf the aimve goods arc
icspcitlully invited to exam mo our stock which is

Clean find Desirable.

jyCOdtl

Stockholders’ Meeting.
Stockholders of the Leeds a«td FarmingrpHE
*
are hereby notified io
J^lhoad Company,
M- Pa.VHon, in Purtland,
FtyNkxnC* tf.?enfy
the nineteenth day of December,
<mjvKbMENDAl,
,n
SSknoSSSJoS!i.c,ock
1st—To
fill

,he

aftcnioon*,o

un

the Board of Directors.
see it the stockholders will
ratify the barmade by the Directors with the
Androscoggin
ulroad Co., for running of said Hoads.
a

vacanc y in

2d—^To
Lost

Arrived.

OYSTERS!

Em

3d—To see if they will reconsider, modify, chamje,
annul their former instruction* to the Directors
respecting assessing the Stockholders tor the jciymcjit
of the first and second moitgages.
4th—To transsrt any other buiineas that may legally conic before the meeting, (the last three articles
being on request by Stock holders.)

or

AT

$1.40

PER

GALLON.

At Wholesale and Retail, at

TIMMONS &

docS-lw_U

HAWES,

Sc la Market
Square.

M1LLE(FS~~
PRESERVATIVE

FRANK

PALE
md

l

Patent Leather Shoes.
Hr" On trio! it
?°U by WM* D. TKUE & CO.,

SSh^wHns^’318 Co,",rc,“,
Notice.

li

order of tho Directors.
JO-;.
Dec’r 3d, 18Gfi.

ILSLEY, Clerk.
deefdtd

___

Portland Laundry.
Order* received at tlie Office nl' tlie Forest City
House, No. 315 Congress Street.
Notice is hereby given tliaL tlie l'orllnnd lutandrt
bus been reopened hy tlie sulwei iU.r, who has Wo n
connected with the w ell known Cliolsea
many jffinn and
Laundry, and with the experience
Dye House
thus acquired lie is now pre)mred to do all descriptions ol Laundry work in a satislactorv manner.
T. CRAWLEY. Agent

Dye

Jvkdtim_A

store to toe Let.
No. 206 Fore street, toot of Plumb, now occupied by Hc&ld Brother*, will be tor rent and
oocunancy on or about the llth December proximo,
to »I. R. BRAZIER, 47 Brackett street, or at
Apply
**• M. PATTEN & CO., Plumb street.
it*r2?tt

STORK

ituuary next.

Blank applications can be had at the Ottice of the
Treasurer of the Committee at Market Hail.
Dec 6—iltojanl

For Sale.
MEAT MARKET doing * good cash business.
tor tale low. Inquire at 334 Caagrea* sit.
Deo. 6,1866. dlw*

A

By
Portland,

III Bottles, prepared without
Black. cTttresslN fr»r

SUIT of Sails,

second

,jtf

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Camaeaciag M.ualuj, Nov. Pith, I8(ia.

and

M

Portland, Nor. 21, I860.novKdtf

Director.

POitTlKNO UENNEBtC R. R.

a

now

pnrehasers. Apply to
C. M. DAVIS «
CO.,
117 Commercial street

Nov. 12,1866,

—

MANUFACTURERS

HO
very superior Flooring and Step
ABOUT
Boards
landing at Custom Boose Wharf
and for sale in lots to suit

Mainsails,

ARRANGEMENT.

Du and after Monday,
trains will run as follow.

Train for South ParlB and
Lewiaton, at 7.40 A. M
Mall Train tbr Walerville, Bangor, Gorham lblami
Pond, Montreal and Quebec at 1.10 P. M.
This train connects with Express train for Toronto, Detroit and Chicago. Sleeping cars attached ii, m
Island Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
Train lor South Paris at 5.1)0 P. M.
No baggage can be rotelved or checked after (be
time above stated.
Trains will arrive aa followa
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn, at 8.10 A. u
From Montreal, Quebec, «Sc.,
1.15 j>. u.

Cottons,

Qsetii af all Reecriptiaa*.
WOOLEN GOODS FOB MEN * BOY’S WEAR!

MEETING.

Annual Meeting of Cumberland Bone Company will be held at Office of Treasurer John
W. Jones, No. 161 Commercial Street,
Tuesday 11th
Inst., at 2 o'clock P. M., to act on the following business, via:
1st, ht>r the election of officers for the ensuing year.
2d, To act on any business that may legally come

1KILWAT,

Cuiuulu.

WINTER
rjMli tfifU

yd.

ers, Poplins.

Dreu

5?

Portland, Dec. 4,1866.

TRUNK

AU orders by mail, telegraph
attended.

and other elements of refinement and culture have
boen introduced. Hundreds of people are constantly
settling. Hundreds of new bouses are being constructed. Price of Farm Land, tw nty acre lots and
upwards, #25 per acre. Five and ten acre and Village lots for sale.
Fruits and Vegetables ripen earlier in this district
than in any other 1 cality, north of Norfolk, Va.lmproved places for sale
Openings lor all kinds ot business, l.uuilier Yards,
Manuiactories, Foundries, Stores and the lik ; and
Steam Power with room can be rented.
For persons who desire mild winters, a healthful
climate, and agood so.l, in a country beaniitolly improv d, abounding to iruits, and possessing all other
social privileges, In the heart of civilization, it Is
worthy ot a visit.
Letters answered, and the Vineland Rural a papei
giving toll information, and containing reports ot Solon Rob nson, sent to applicants.
Address CHAS K. LANDIS, Vineland P. O.,
Landis Township, New Jersey.
From Report ot Solon Robinson, Agricultural Editor of the Tribune; “It is one of the most extensive
tortile tracts, in an almost level position and suitable
condition for pleasant farming tint: we know of this
side of the Western Prairies.’’

ANNUAL

FRANCIS CHASE, Snpt.
29, 1866.
noldtf

Oct

l*o. 11

Thibet*, Shawls, Cloakings, Beav-

VINELAND.

*ep[1-5d&7t6m

at 6.40 A. M„ and 2.20 P. M.
Portland at 7.30 A. M., and, 2.30

Saco at 6

AT LOW PRICES 1

SAI.E, in Oorhain, fifteen
Tj3©IE
A
from the
Depot, a nearly new,
Barn and out

K M AND FRUIT LAND*, in a mildan.l
healthful climate. Thirty miles south ot f'hiladelph a, by Railroad, to New Jersev, on the same
line ot latitude as Baltimore, Md.
The soil is rich and productive, varying from a
clay
to a sandy loan
Mutable tor Wheat, Grass, Corn,
Tobacco, Fruit and vegetables This is a great fruit
Country. Five hundred Vineyards and Orchards
have been planted ort by experienced lruit growers.
Grapes, Peaches, Pears efcc., produce immense prolI s,
Vineland is already one of the won; beautiful
places in the United States. The entire territory,
consisting of fitly square miles uf land, is laid out
upon a general system oi improvements.
The land
Is only sold to actual settlers with provision for public
adornment. The place on account of ilsgrcat
beauty,
as well as other advantages, has become the resort
of people a) laete.
ft has increased live thousand
people within th past three years. Churches. Stores,
Schools, Academies, Societies ot Art and Learning,

t

WINTER ARRANGEMENT,
Coniiueui-ing Monday, Nor. I'Ail., Ugg,
■T."uAi;.^e-i
Passenger Trains leave Portland for

Fresli

Gorham, July 17.

1

FIXTURES!

For Lease.

minutes walk
neat Cottage
Honse,
buildings,h«rine all tbe conven
fences and in prime condition. It is situated near a
grove aud a short distance from the County road.
j. E. STEVENS.
Apply to

JM

SACO I PORTSMOU l H R. fi.

per pair.

Good American Prints 1

The above property is offered for sale cither In portions or collectively, oh liberal terms. Apply to
aug-0—tlJOHN C. I'IIUCTOR.

A
a ttasesK sails,
HENRY BULLARD,
Smith’s Wharf.

PORTE-1

feel.

THE

ld,

Hill

J

OSLI Me PER YARD.

comprising over 28000 Ibet of land, together
with Brick Houses, Stable &c. Tills
property is located on Elm aud Cumberland streets all susccpUMs
of improvement, and lias a front on Elm street of 282

valuable lot of land corner ol Middle and
Plumb Streets, for a term of rears. Enquire
of
C. C. MITCHELL & SON,
176 Fore Street.
Aug. 28,1666—dtl

Limerick,

Steam Car and Aocomodation Iraius wil> run na tellows —Leave 4,orhum for Portland at 8no a m and
200 P m
Leave Portland for Cork, in at 1'* 15 p u
and 4 p. u
By order ol the Prosidi ul.
Portland. April 28,1 fat tt— dt t

at Old Brices t

Fancy Shirting Flannels I

Lot ibr Sale.
ot the best building lots in the
city, situated
the north side of Deering Street adjoining the

street fitly feet in
very desirable.

receiving Blessings by baying Goods Cheap.

Only 84,75

feet.
For farH. PEELEY.
W. S. DANA.

residence of Gen. J. D. Fessenden. This lot is sixtytwo feet front on Deering street, extends back one
hundred feet, and is bounded on the east side by m

are

Blankets

STREET.

Wharf, measuring 72 by 150
JONAS
inquire

ther particulars
Oct 18

PROFITS,
NO DULL TRADE

subscribers offer for sale the lot of land on
the southerly side ot Commercial Street, head ot

THE
Dana’s

Umington,
O^ipc*

But Crowds of Customer

BALE,

COnBERCIiL

,,

_

Proprietor.

River at 7 15 A. n.. 2 inland

atSTn?k4e1;"
lon?®cl #t Sorham lor West Ourhato,
SS22; eteep Falls Baldwin, thinmark, Suhago,
Ulna, Brownfield. ^ryei.ut,;;
t^11
iit*lJackH‘‘n ••Itnniglon, Uorne-h Porx. t.
,,.'yi>l.'1'sV" mi‘ Eat,d. N. 6
-Eagle.
«a,i
il,?.i!"k,^rfcl Buxton, Bonny
8outh
Limington.
NewH.

Week.

UtT

and fixtures

MRS. COLBY’S

BONNET

tor sale by
nov 27 dim

permit) every Tuesday

o’clock.

couuty, Maine, is offered for sale ac a bargain, it applied lor soon.
The House is large, in good repair, with furniture

ed to at No. 2 Union Wharf.

will

4

The Steamer LADY LANG, Capt.
L. Whitmore, wilt commence
the Winter trips on MONDAY,
’Nov. 19th, Witt leave Portland for
'Bangoi (or aa tar as the ice will

Fryeburg,

_

a

Saco

tr»l»'-ut aid tbo a. a train into
train, with passenger -ars

*

A.

Valuable Hotel Property for 8ale.
f
House, pleasantly situated in the vil|\B£ Oxford
X
of
Oxford

Or Hanson a Dow, 345 Congress st.
Fryeburg, Sept. L'y, 1806.

l*(!r^Uo.?<lf’,'i1 ?
attached

Agent.

To Penobscot River twiee

^0r®au,Uof

6

STEAMBOAT NOTICE.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT!

desirable,

medium sized dwelling
Houses will be sold at low prices and on very
favorable terms if applied for immediately.
This
property is situated on Congtees street and Congress
place—no better location In this city—aud adjoins st,
Luke’s
and will be sold in lots to suit
purchasers. Inquire of WIS WELL & HEED, No.
356 Congress, entrance on Oak street, up stairs,
novltkltf

E. R. BARBOUR.

nov26

Dec 5—d2w

eT®ry Monday and Thursday morning*.
.Freight received on days ot sailing until
o’olockP.M.
0. c. EATON,

FA

REMOVAL.

IN THE

for
St. Andrews, Robbinston, Calais and New Brunswick, Railway to Woodstock and Houlton Stations,
and Stage Coaches will connect for Machias.
st-John passengers take E. A N. A. Railway
for Sbediac, and from thence for Summerslde and
Ch"*»rt»toTO' P. E. Island, and Plctou, N. 8,; alTuemlay and Friday waning!, and
n.St11**
Hallfox
every Tuesday and Friday evenings, and

and a half story HOUSE in Bidlive years old—contains 7 rooms,
and
excellent
water. Fine garden with
good cellar,
young fruit trees. Lot 42 by 118 feet. Apply immeto
W. H. JEKJtiS,
diately
hov22d3w
Real Estate Agent.

n.

«.

Alteration of Trains.

RETURNING—will leave St. John and Eaatport,

Only 91.0001

,0, tsoo

Portland at 5 30 and it On A.

Ot

»a»* dnys fox Portland and Boston.
At Eaatport the steamer QUEEN will connect

one

River for

GRinll

__1

good
FOR
deiord, only

SEVERAL

,"8ave»soo
340 p.

Calais and St. John.

On and after Monday. October 1.
the steamer NEW BRUNSWICK,
Capt. E. B. WINCHESTER, and
the steamer NEW ENGLAND,
Capt. E. FIELD, will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State Street, every MONDAY
and THURSDAY, at 5 o'clock P., M., for East
port
and St. John.

ALSO,

t:*I^»uidftU, *'

5, 1866.

alter Monday
April
ouuy] On and
998^9Bstraln.s will leavo as follows:

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK,

A beautiful place in Westbrook, near Morrill’s Corner, with new buildings, fruit and shade trees,hedges,
grape vines, Ac., thereon.
hor further particulars inquire at ofilceNo 30 Free
streeet, or W. H. JEKBIS, Heal Estate Agent.
decl<12w#

Oct

6.45. in-

ui

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

WISHING

ibjitland

ana

LINE.

29,1885._dtf

Eaatport,

as now run.

f(,rNouth Windham, Windham
„„aS^fk
North W indbatu. daily

International Steamship Oo.

to to cloae np hia business in Portland, would Bay to all indebted to him for profcaaional services that they will find it to their interact
to aettle with him iuimouhttely, aa hia nnaettled billa
will aoon paaa into other hands for collection.
He ku f.r Sale
One of the best building lota to be found In the upper
part of the city; 104 ft square, situated on Cushman
street, at the head of Lewie street.

W. D. LITTLE & VO., Agents,

Sparrow’s

May

aT~FOSTER,

T.

OP

The Phoenix Insurance

Picked up Adrilt.

block of houses.

NOTICE.

payment..3,803,80

Unclaimed Dividends. 672,64
Auo. Stoet, Prest.
Thomas H. Johnson, Secy.
J>

a

purchase, preparatory for building in the
spring. Apply to WM. H. JEKRIS, Real Estate
Agent.nov24d3w

P. Railroad,

Biddeford will leave

iammf,field and

The splendid and fast Steamships DIRIGO, Capt. H. ShebWOOII, and FRANCONIA, Capt.
W. W. Sherwood, will, until
further notice, run as follows:
Leave Brown's Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Piet38 East River, New York, every WEDNESDAY and
at ■* o’clock P. M.
SATURDAY,
These vesaels are titled up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this the most
speedy,
•ate and comfortable route lor travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, In State Room,
$6.00 Cabin paasage $5.00. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded by this line to and trom Montreal, Quebec, Bangot, Bath, Augusta, Eastpott and
St. John.
Shippers are requested to send their ft eight to the
steamers as early as 3 P. M.on the
day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
KMKRY & FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Pier 38 East River.

re-

LIABILITIES:

dollars in bil s, and several gold pieces. The finder
will be suitably rewarded by leaving it at No 3
Shelburne St., near comer St. Lawrence St. dc8dlw*

SEMI-WEEKLY

PATTEBSON & CHADBOUBN,
Dealers In Beal Estate,
Morton Block, Just above the Preble House.

Seven $loOO House Lots
L'CR sale on Congress street, near the new

YORK

NEW

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

to

near

Losses claimed,.2,300
Drafts given in payment for losses,not yet presented for

PORTLAND AND

at

PORTUNDIrOCHEST EH R.R.

t

Leave Atlantic Wharf for Boston
jvery evening, (except Sunday) at
T o'clock. Leave Boeton the same days at 5 P. M.
Cabin tare,..$1.50
Deck,.. 1.00
OT* Package tickets to be had ot the Agents at reduced rates.
Freight taken as usual.
L BILLINGS, Agent
May 22nd, 18W-dtf

on
seven

only,

N O TIC E
Trains between Portland and Bos
Express
rpHK
JL ton leaving Portland at 6.00 and
Boston at 7.06 P.
M. will be discontinued alter
Saturday, the it Lb iust.
and after
the
15th,
Evening Train
Monday,
fire^-'On
&>co arid
Portland,

Until lurther notice the Steamer?
of the Portland Steam Packet Co.
will run as follows

Q. CHADBOURNE.

<£•

a

*

BOSTON.

Arrangement

Fewlaton and Auburn

_

"•

stead ot 6.06

cars,

Risk,.14,618,738,11.

POUND.

Summer

Winter Street, third from
finished roorae, a splendid
Pine, containing
well of water on the premises. Lot ooutaines 3500

dcSdlw

REOUCEDjo

FARE

House

Apply

o'clk.

_«• ““gj,

For $3000.
1J story
rpUE
A

4

da,ly* For

m

.JEfr

«•

one mile
Westbrook Seminary.
Said farm contains about 100 acres, part of it very
valuable tor tillage, and part ot it for building lots.
There is a good house, two largo bar us, mnl out houses on the premises.
11 will be sold together, or in lots
to suit purchasers
CYRUS THURLOW,
1C5 Commercial St.
sepll-dtt

follows:

ceivable... 2,686,16
Sundry Assets. 6X0,94
Cash on hand,. 3,872,40
Balance in agents’ hands.
167,80
-*712,764,38

#unj-

?
or

as

21.

moraiS™.

sailing until

at

sell my farm
Allen’s Corner
1W1LL
brook, about three miles from Portland,
from horse
suit

Mortgages,. 16,630,91
Bank Stock,... 42,296
Real Estate. 29.460
Railroad Bonds and Stocks,. 6,137,60
State and City Bonds,. 6,709

PLEASANT Room, with h< aid, b*m»Uo iitf a
gentleman and wife, or two single gentlemen, at
No 66 Clark street.
no24dtf

TO LET.
a pleasant float

SALEM, MASS.

Liabilities,. 606,198,88

VT7TTH pleasant rooms for gentleman ana wife or
▼ ▼ single gentlemen, at No. 1 O Ficutnut Si.
dec 4 dlw*

Friday

Tbur*lay
i.nd
Hr Freight received
on days of

ami after Monday,Novemln,r Iftli,

Freight trains for Water vlllc and all inform*
dlate stations, leave Portland at •*.'£> A. AI,
lr:un irom Bangor is due at Pox;land at 1.46 P. AI,
In season to oruiert with train for Poston.
From Lewiston and Aubura
only, at 8.10 A. AI.
FliWlN Nu> LN,bui*t.
Nov. I, 1806
uoHdtl

Charlottetown,

India St., for Sale.
CONANT & RAND,
153 Commercial Street,
H. M. PAYSON,
dtf
Exchange Street.

or on

7 40 A

Sl^*e,.Coaches

on

of

On

h.

trains will leave Portland for
jjpMCSIBliunont,
and 411 intermediate station on this line, at

WEEK.

At Eaatport the Steamer QUEEN will connoct lor
St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais and New Brunswick,
Railway to Woodstock and Houlton Stations, anil
will connect for Mathias.
powengers take E. * N. A. Railway,
ttoui thence for Snmmerside and
p. E. ,,,landj ,ndplctou N.S; ^
^mxtnm for Windsor and
vr»ikhn
aQd
evenings, and for
nkfPv

F3r

julieti_W.

PER

!J«>,

Sale. Three story brick house ou Danforth
Street. The house Ls nearly new and in fine order. Immediate poseessiou given.

House Lots

ARRANGEMENT.

TRIP

r.

ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

WICK, Cant. E. B. WINCHESTER, will leave Kail Road Wharf.
”^“^^^~-Tbot ot State St., every MONDAY
at 5 o’clock P. M for Eaatport and St. John.
RETURNING, will leave St. John every THURSDAY, at 8 o’clock A. M.

Cape Elizabeth Ferry,—house
Enquire ol A .P. COLE
at the Ferry, or W. H.MANSFELD, Portland Steam
Packet Co.
jul 14 dtf
AND LOT

Maine central

On and after Monday, December
the steamer NEW BKUNS-

1 will sell on lavorable terms as to
i-1 payment, or let for a term of years, the lots on
the corner ol Middle and Franklin streets, and on
Franklin street, including the corner of Franklin and
Fore streets. Apply to WM. HILLIARD, Bangor,
or SMITH & REED. Attorneys, Portland.
jyl2tt

Amount of Capital Stock,.*712,764,38
Consisting of Notes and Statute

Board.

TTTITHOUT Board,

Mutual Fire Ins, Co,,

Statement of the condition of said Company on the
1st day of November, A D, 1866, being tbe date of its
exhibit next proceeding Dec 1, 1866.

BOARD AND ROOMS

ONE

--

RA1LKO 4 I’•>.

Calais and St. John.

WINTER

VT UVItJK.

lage

UikiaayWuMaii L.i

For circulars and terms apply to or nidi. es
J. PATTfcN FITCH,
Lock Box 1722. No 2334 Congress St,, near City Hall,
Portland, Maine.
no21d3w

deo&12w

Church'lotj

Aggregate Capital, $580,161,17

THE

REBE1LIQ2U

GREAT

Comp’y,

NEW BEDFORD.

..lag

..

Co

Wm

Winslow & Co
Wescott, Bodwell &
Wise Wm E
Argvl I)
A
Elizabeth )Webster W D
Maxwell C P
Wheaton Wm (Cape

—BY—

Pacific Mutual Insurance

the cheapest a.ij
book in the country.
DBADLEV^S HKSl HA
for

ami

Schooners !

Wanted 1

Agents

specified price,
agent.
Proprietors' General Agents for America, OSCAR
G. MOSES A CO., 27 Cortlandt St., New York.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland, Wholesale
Agent. Sold at Retail by every Druggist in Maine.

LarrabeeWm D
Warren Nathaniel
Lawrence Chas Whitman Wetherby S H

one

a

Ships, Barques, Brigs

POWARS.
WHITNEY & CO.

late

canvass

—ON—

will

Leighton Orlando
Wallace Josiah
Loughra Peter mr Mar- Woolfinty Jerao
garet McGinty
Waterman flohn A
Libby Woodbury S (Cape Woodman Levi M
Elizabeth)
Warbui ton M

▲bout

T

N. B.—$100 with eighteen cents tor
postage, enclo ed to any authorised Agent, or (o the sole General
Agent for the United States ami British Dominions,

Wallace George capt
Witbnm Geo
Wood 11 J
Write John C

Mor*e Austin W

10,970,00

than fif-

good pro-

W. S. Davis, President.
L. C. Pabks, Secretary.
3. H. WEBSTER, Agent,
dec7d3w
No 10 South Street.

portions: to be delivered

none are

Tingle v < toorge (Jane E
Z 11
Thurston George F
2
James Chas
Thompson J A
Jacobs Dai
Treman James ior mrs
Irvin John James
William A mi rows
Jordan Mr Livery Stable/Tucker James
Jordan A Co ior George HTurner .1 A
Williams
Ternoy John
Jordan John W
Turasher P J
Jones flames capt
Tucker Price F
JenneU James W capt
Thompson K C
,Ioy X A
Thayer Samuel E
Jones Pearce
Thompson & Co ior LyfJackson it L
man S Thompson
.Jellison Sylvester
Turner W H
Jenness Thos & Son
folm .n W tZ
Turner Wm II
Jackman W Adel, ert
Knowles A unin W
Thompson Wm
Kimball Asa
Vickery James J
Chas
C
Wright A F
Knapp
Waith A B
Knight C H
Walsh Alvin
Knox Chas E
Kalcr D B
Wiggln A P
King Frank F for Mrs Eli-Williams Charles
Wood C T
za King
Webber Chcs A
Kimball 11 P
West C J
Kay J as E 2
WhittierC F
MH
Kelley
Weston Clarence A
Knight Noah B
Ward Daniel
Keen Oren G
Watson E N
Kelly H
Webb E Stan lord
Logan Albina 0
Lindall Chas 2
Williams E
W&tSOu Ernest
Libby David T
Waite George capt
Libby Frank
Lord James W
Wfsr.er Get ige H

Libby

*143,410, If

losses due and unpaid,.
295,00
Amount of losses claimed and unpaid,. 4,475,00
Am’t of losses reported upon which the liability of tho Company is not determined,.. 6,200,00

to furnish an EXM TREE,
the office of the Secretary of
Committee, Market Hall, until December

Said Tree to be not loss than
teen inches in diameter at the

6,000,00
46,486,nc

Ain’t of

proposals
will be received at
SEALED
the School
15tb, 1866, noon.

value,. 43,730,Of

Stocks,.

Worcester and Boston,.

LIABILITIES.

Wanted !

”Elm Tree

ASSETS.

OF

Bail Road Stocks. 12,831,00
Loaned City ofWorceeter on demand,
20,000,00
Loaned with Collateral,. 6,000,00
Cash on hand,... 0,382,1!
Cash in hands of agents,.... 2,782,0!
Other Cash Items,. 1,200,00

success.

It is the fate qf every valuable Medicine to be Counterfeited. Be cautious, therefore, amt see that the letters T. He M.,” are bloicn in the bottle, and that each
wrapper bears the fax similes of the signatures qf I.
C. Baldwin f!f Co., and Job Moses,
Withovt which

Terry Edward
Tobin Fletcher

Willey

Bank Stocks in

by

13

Wobcestes, Mass.,
Secretary of State, Not. 1,1666.

U. S. Bonds, par
State of Vermont

■

nov

Of

AMOUNT

From one City alone, 172 poisons have written for
tills Worl^—could not wait tor Agents.
Foub of Adams’ large size Presses are running on
this Book, and tho demand exceeds our supply. Experienced Agents and others, who doshao* intellia mua
gence, energy, and perseverance, and
hie Employment, will find
engagii g in tlk. Laie cl
this Book, all tbey desire. Many now in tho field are1

particulars

the

Capital Stock,.§130,000.
Amount of Capital Stock actually paid in,
$104,800.

already become, (not
since its first issue) that hundreds of people
SOvetpopular
for it from all sections of the

For lull

STATElflENT

State Fire Insurance Co.,

As made to

WONDERFULLY POPULAR !

ON

Higgins

John E
Lord & stone
Littlejohn Nathan X

CONDENSED

Wanted t

Lost!
Thursday last, near the City Hall or on Franklin street, a Pocket Book containing about thirty

Smith William II
fjuira
.Hoi t L Scott
argent William T
Hatch Xjail <J
Sawyer William li
Hill o A ior Aliss SarahSampson Wm
Davis
Stratton Wm P capt
Stone W F lieut
Harking 1* trick
Harmon P F
Smith W B
Harmon P
Tucker A
Holbrook Sami ior MissThur-ton E

Lunt Jeremiah M
Libbv James N
Lennun John A

John W. Munger,
Correspondent.

Kastport,

A 1' Oi-ty Acre Lot fop
Sale,
ioflM from Portland, one mile from
Morrill’s Corner. This lot must be sold to
close
estate, and can be bought for the low price of $900

square leet.

Of the condition of

Agents

are

Secretary.

Applications ior insurance with the above named
Company received and forwarded bv

Wanted.
BUSHELS good Pumpkin Seeds by

LOST AND

ChasSaJlier William

Small Holbrook
ilaskeil Sami (Cape E)
Hayes Wm

J. H. Chat man,

«

Ellis AL B
Richards Harry J
Eldridge VVra (Westbrook)Rc.Holds M C 4- Co
Fi alas Antona
Keddington Patrick
Field Alonzo
Ray Sami J
Russell Wm
Fogg B F Dr
Fes. enden C N tor Ellaftowe George
Thornton
Smart Albert
Frost Chas 11 2
Sln.rMert A E
Stower O L
Fogg Kiish
Foote Francis M tor Mr8.Staples C E, Hn
P Fogg
Smith Charles! Westbrook
Fales Dr for Melvin Hall Stanwood chas for Alias
Fletcher Geo
Lottie 11 Stover
Fernald Geo W
Stackpole Dan
Francis Henry M
Shepard DH
Sampson Findley 2
Fogg J N
Fill brook Lewis
Smith Frederica
Smith Frank tor Mrs HatFaliay L
tie E Smith
Fling Orlando
Foster Thos
Sawyer Frank L
Gordon McMillan & Co
Stark Frank R
Goueudcs George for JohuSawyer G
Scribner George E
Maleady
< davrn James
Sampson George S
Grc« lihalgli John
Small George A
Gould J b
StaneH llaudly
Gardner L
Smith John
Gane N O
Sheehan John J
Gormealy Put tor JostphSpencer John
Woodworth
Stoycll John A
Ginn Phinehas jr capt
Stinson James E
Gilbert VV
Stockman G W
liurley Alex for Idiss Am-Sheppard James
elia A Gardner
Sawyer J
Salter John
Hodgdon Aaron
Harnel All
Stowe L G lor mrs Georgie
Harris Augustus
C Metcalf
Hiumau A
Smith L D
Smith Alowry S
Haynes A T
Hill r has K
Strout Mieaiah C
Herrick Darius
Stevens M
Ho:tEiastu«
Soule N
E
Hutchinson
MasterSmaU Peter H for miss
Elizabeth)
Ann Brown
(Cape
H. ughtou Frau H
S urgis Richards S
Smith It B
Hodgkins Geo VV ?.
Hill H
Stevens Samuel B capi
Hoxie Henry H
Sanderson & Taylor
Hill 11 & Co
Sheridan & co
Hawes
Joseph (VVest-SF

Bryce,

Nov 13—dim

“

Fred’k Cliauncej
James Low,
Geo. 8. Stephenson,
Wm. H. Webb

Leroy M. Wiley,
Daniels. Miller,
John D. Jones, President.
Charles Dennis, Vice-President.
W. H. H. Moore, 2d Vice-Prest.
J. D. Hewlett, 3d Vice-Prest.

Wanted.

KENDALL

Gordon W. Burnham,

David Lane,

(Cape Elizabeth)
Donovan John

fioaoe

stow,

LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,

uovl3dt i

B. J. Howland,
BeRj. Babcock,
Fletcher Westray,
Rubt. B. Minturn, Jr,

A. P. Pillot,
Wm. R. Dodge,
Geo. G. Hobson,

E. COREY.

'lY/'E will pay 30 cents each for
T V Barrels suitable for sugar.

Henry K. Bogei t,
Joshua J. Henry,
Dennis Perkins,
j08. Galiard, Jr.,
J. Henry Burgy,
Cornelius Grixmell,
O. A. Hand,

Phelps.
Boyal
Caleb Bar

who wishes to go into the business.
decldtf
Apply at the Press Oflftce.

Owner Wanted
a Copying Press left at my store night

Win. Sturgis,

Moore,

Henry Colt,
Win. O. Picket sgiil,
Lewis Curtis,
Chas.H. Russell,
Lowell Holbrook,
R. Warren Weston,

By CALEB S. SMALL.

man

Lewellyn

Rowe Alphonse
Kolie B & Co
Douherty James for Jobnltogers E M
O’Connor
liausseau Exoiasse
Douglass Roderick A
Ruby E Rev
Rankins F W A jr
Dickey W B capt.
Rourkerrancies
Emery Charley E
Rounds George
Eglcston C E
Rowe George C
Ewing E A
Pray 11 G
Emery Henry

W. H. H.

Partner Wanted.
PARTNER is w anted by a man in the retail
Provision
and
A
Grocery business with a capital ot
Twelve or Fifteen Hundred Dollars,in a first rate lobusiness.
It is a rare chance for a
and
cation,
good

To

McLauslin Trustin
Sul-McRakin VVmb
Nelson Andrew jr
Newell C D
Nottage Charles L
Noyes Frank
Nichols Hubert for Mrs
Mary A NLhola
Nason John

John D. Jones,
Charles Dennis,

or Fifteen TEAMS wanted to cart IOO,OOO Bricks and lOO Perch oi Stone from the
Park to No. 114 Brackett Street,

armstrong

(Cape

trustees

X

Flour Barrels

80,460

310,550
*12,199,970

fTlEN

1

3,650,025

United S tates Gold Coin,
Cash in Bank

Box 2058 Portland, P. O.,
W. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.

meeting with astonishing

Abram
Moul.on Aurics W
Andrews B F
Mooro E 1P& Co
Atw« od C
M oiler G W for Miss FranAbbott Constant It
ces C King
Amlei son John C
Marsden t >eorge It tor Miss
Anderson John lor Mrs Sarah J May
Jennie M Anderson
Merrill Heury A
Adams Sami
Mathers Henry
Barnes A
A1 arch ant Harry G
Buxton A It
Alurchce Hugh
»
Ball A B
Morrison Isaac
E)
Brown S& Stevens
Mathews J (Cushings lsl)
Bowen Chas
-Mountion James VV
Basslord E F (Architect) Marriner Jabez (Cape E)2
Boa ley Kdw
Mathews Jon
Boiry Geo tor Stephen JvlAlann Jos
Alaecott J
Foy
Baker Geo
Merri 1 John
Byron Geo
Aiooney John E
Hudson
Meader done A
Bailey
Morton James
Bray Henry L
Bodge ilenry lor Miss Nel-Moren M & Co
lie M Bodge
Alorrell Master
Brown Irving J
Alastain N It, M D (WestBraudcr John
brook)
A loses Theodore
Byrne John
Martin VVm
Brackett James VV
Bacon J T
Murphy Win lor Patrick
Blake John T
McLaughlin
Burnum John
McKenncy Albert
McIntosh Charles
Brown N N
McCann E H
Bois Octave
Barnard ft G (AmericanMcKenna F W
< >p ra Co)
McLeod Jarnes
BurccS
AlcKaflerty Neal

curities,

Wanted.

Sweetser Charlotte HMrs

Bartlett Solon AI
Brown VVm
Baldwin Wm for Mrs.
ivan
Connelly Alex It
Ca ly B

The Company has A tael*.
Over Twelve
Million Dollars. viz:—
United States and State of New-York Stocks, City,
Bank and other Stocks,
$4,828,585
Loans secured by Stock.* aud otherwise,
3,330,350
Premium Motes aud Bills Receivable, Beal
Estate,Bond and Mortgages and other se-

International Steamship Co.

ONLYfour

an

The whole profits ot the Company revert to the
Assured, and are divided annually, upon the Premiums terminated during the year; and lor which Certificates are issued, bearing interest until redeemed.
The Dividend was 40 per cent, in each ot the years
1863-4, and 5, and 35 per cent, in 1866.

House aud Lot Tor Sale.

Agent._

Estate

1866.

against Marine and Inland Navi
gation Risks.

insures

Wanted !

dec6 dlw

Swett Caroline Mrs
Sawyer E C Airs
Sawyer Ella

Bryant Stephen

January,'

STEAMERS.

rm-kett

St, cor, William, NEW YORK,

51

^

X--JW-

REAL ESTATE.

TWO STORY and a one story House on
Btreet, near Pine. Lot B7 by 127 feet.
"°
VV*4 0,1 tiroes street, 60 by ISO feet.—
avorable. Apply to W. H.
JERRIS, Real

Mutual Insurance Company.
Wall

WANTED.

!|4000

McAIaster William Mrs
Noble Annie E Mrs
Newman A H Airs

Mrs

Gary Frodk brig A J Ross
Rice Hugh ship Bessie Parker
Stanley J L Oapt sch Geo Kilburn
Cook ( apt steamer Gazelle
Wood H J scb »I V Wellington
Brian* Wm B scb .1 V Wellington.
Collins Freeman brig Lewis Clark
Martin
apt for John Antlon brig Minnie Miller
Libby Leonard E sch Paran
Bishop Norman sell Winon
Parker Fred A scb Wilmington
Morton S Cant brig Wm Brown
Walde Capt ior mrs Bebeeca P Moore bajkMallivelle
W. DAVIS. Postmaster.

Sarah F

Miller John S Mrs
Mullan Jane
Alorrison J L
Mathews Jane Mrs
McGee Mary Ann
Molliearn Rose
Milburn Ruth
Aielaugh Itoso

Drown Ana Mrs

Furlong George

Knight Lois G Mrs
Libby Nellie C
Littletiold Ellen A
Long Jennie for Susan
Williams

McFarland Hannah Mis
Mullialland Hannah L
Me#ilverv Hannah T Mrs

Downing Alice Mrs

A
Dayton Minnie
Airs

Kenney lionoiaM

Merrill A P Mrs
Massey Aniue
Mitchell Augusta S Mrs
Marshall Carrie L Mrs
MeCaslin Kate
Me Kenney Caroline H
McIntosh Lizzie N Mrs

Alary

Doughty Lida P
Doyle Alargaret

Jones Cordelia R Mrs
Jones Helen I
Jaekson Elizabeth
Johnson L D Mrs
JoliMOO Lucy Airs
Johnson Mary Ann Mrs
Knox Edwin Mis
Kennedy Thomas J Mrs

Long Timothy
Maxwell A if Airs
Milliken Alloda F
Mitts Aun E Mis

mrs

Baker Ella
Barker Nellie 1
Barrows Ellen A
Bailey Julia B
Brett Joseph H Mrs
Mary E

Lougee

Residence, American house
India Street, Portbmd

—

December lO#
Miniature Almanac
Sun rises.7.J8 I Moon sets. 7.49 PM
.4.28 I High water. 1.13 pm
Sun set?.

novlWlm*

_Bath!Me.1^oy:J6Li8€6.

Allen Susan Mrs
Anderson Susie
Baker A L Mrs, for Annie
M Costelloe
Bennett Annie H
Bell jvn-s
Burk Catlirino
Burnham Delia Airs
Berry Ester Airs
Brown Emma P
Burnham Emmie Mrs
Bennett Lizzie M

Clark R S

Mouhegau.
Bremen.
Clara
Ann
;
barque Mallcvillo ;
SAILED—Ship
P
brigs Abby
I'cnno. Alev Millil.en, N Stevens, and
of hoi's.

active and lc better; sales 76,000 bush;
Chicago Spring and Milwaukee 60 @ 61; State 64 @

Allen A J Mrs 2
Armstrong Lottie Mrs
Abbott Martha

Chase Maria
Cane Mary Mrs

liverpool

on

LADIES’ LIST.

Couelly Mary Ann
Caughev Alary

Sell Willie Seavy, Trofethen,
Seh Geo B Mi l.eU.in, Keene,

sto te.
Oats—more

IN

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

fellers Unclaimed

Breslin Sarah T Mrs
Brown Sophia Airs 2
Clark Charlotte Airs
Cushman Emma M
ClilVon Etta D
Carr J A

ARRIVED.
seeking freight.

of

POST OFFICE AT PORTLAND, Maine,
the loth day of December, 1666.
the

Berry
Beealds

H
A Allan.
Steamer Dirigo, SLerwood, Now York -Emery &
I'ox.
Ship Clara Ann, Stimpsoti, Buenos A yres—A & S
E Spring.
BrigC II Kennedy, Merrlman, Philadelphia—M B
Nick ergon,
Sunday, December f>*

H 75. SouthWestern, 8 40 g} £0 50; choice do 10 50
unchanged; sales 300 bbls.; mixed to good at
i 09 o 12 50; Fancy and Extra, 12 60 @1600
Wheat—without decided change; sales 35,000 bush.
Milwaukee No. 3 and rejected at 1 95c Amber Slate
ami smetty White Canada at 2 90.
Corn—irregular and uaaettled, and 3 @ 4c better;
sales 1)8,000 bush; Mixed Western 108@1 17$ instore
and l 10 a) 2 14 afloat, closing at 116 m store and 1 11
afloat; do. unsound at 1 06. Yellow \\ estern 113 in

Beef—heavy; sales300 bbls;22new plain

CLEARED.
Belgian, (Br» Brown.

Steamship

ern

644c.

B ingor.

Sch Susan Frances. S initli, Trenton for Boston.
eh Melon Mar, Hutchinson, Bangor lor Boston.
Seh Friendship, Gray, Frankfort for Boston.

Extra

good

t'rockett,

Eli/.ab th. Hooper, Bangor.
Sell Linda, Fuller, Bangor.
Sch Onward, Wardwell, Bangor.
Sch Utica, Thorndike. Rockland.
Sch Laurel, McLean. Bristol.
Sch Ida Molten. Winchcnbacli, Walilowro.
Sch Albatross. Crockett, Waldohoro.
Sch Waterfall, Cameron, Southport.
Seh Abdon Keene, Keene, Bremen.
Sch Eugene. Br y, Calais tor Providence.

Sch

hie

York

,lzi-

o

thepnalority,

New

I.isl

I’ORTltA.VUi

OF

Nalnnlnrt Decembi r 8.
ARRIVED.
Steamship St David,'(Br) A ini, Liverpool ."2d ult
via L,,mtond. rry 22d.
Steamer Chesapeake. •Tolinsou, New Vorlc.
Bri|! Marion, (Br)Cathhu. Boston.
Brig Edwin, Allen, Cala s lor Boston.
Seh C D IBirton, * Hi) Smith, ilanlS|ioit, NS.
Si ll Jack Easy, (Br) Bullet well, Parrslioro, NS.
Sell PBlake, Brl O'Brien, Walton, NS, for Boston
Sell Alice T. (Br) Clark, St John, Nil.
Sch Rambler, (Br) Bissett. SI John, NB.
Seh Mary A, Merrill, New York.
Sell Mary B Beeves, Rogers, Salem
Seh Abigail, Murcli, Boslon.
Seh Faunv Keating, Daniels,
Boston.
Seh It I* ( base, < olliiis. Boston
for Bangor.
Seh star, MlUikcn, Snrr
Sobs Lucy Ann, OOlev, and Cashier, Moore, cranberry Isles.
Sch Clinton,
Hadlock, Cranberry Isles,
sell Charity,
Bickford, Uonldsboro.

New York, Dec. h.
The Post savs the sett led dullness prevails in all
ihisis hbStreet.
Wall
in
departments of business
new year, and
»11 bed in part to the approach ot the
will
do
relative
to
<
uncertainty a** to what, 'ongresB
lie National Banks. The loan market is easy at pres« 8
and
7
discent,
for
per
cent.,
C
i,t un call at
|*er
The stock market lias become unsettled.—
count.
governments are steady. Kaiiroads quiet.
Sonic uneasiness has been expressed at the discovbanks have a less amount of le•, tliat some of the
The
al teuder reserve than is demanded by law.
of
reserve in all the hanks exceeds
amount
aggregate
iwt-nty-five per cent, on their liabilities;arebut this is
stronger
because some conservative institutions
linn liiey need to bo, while others are more expand
The true course tor these
.1 han is safe or lawful.
defaulting hanks is to contract, as their statements
will bocarefiilly scrutinized by the public tor some
weeks to come.
There is no apparent cause, howevfinancial situation,
er, ibr general anxiety as to the
tbr w hatevor may be the state ol a tew venturesome
traders, or over anxious monetary institutions, the
oollness of general busiueag aud the caution which
bus a salutary effect. There
has inspired
is an abundance of idle capital, and currency is more
rapidly flowing from the interior.
steamship Germania takes out *588,000 and the
t il) of Baltimore *15,000 for Europe.

AKW ADVERTISED EATS.

TNT EWS

MARI 1ST R

MARKETS.

Store iiimI Offices to Let.
now being erected by the subscriber
near the foot of Exchange
street,
will be ready for occupancy dan. 1st, 1*67.
dec6rl2w
CHARLES MCCARTHY, Jr.
Building
IN theFore
Street,
on

